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Preface
The Aerotropolis Planning Model
A new strategic approach to airport planning and associated industrial and
commercial land-use is gaining prominence around the world. This is the
aerotropolis model1
Simply put, an aerotropolis is a city built around an airport offering its
businesses speedy connectivity to their suppliers, customers and enterprise
partners nationally and world-wide. These businesses, many in the high-tech and
high-value service sectors, are often more dependent on distant suppliers and
customers than those located in their own metropolitan region.
The aerotropolis also contains the full set of logistics and commercial
facilities that support aviation-linked businesses and millions of air travelers who
pass through the airport annually. These include, among others, warehouse and
distribution facilities, hotels, convention, trade, and exhibition complexes, office
buildings, and shopping, dining, and recreation venues.
As an increasing number of aviation-oriented businesses and commercial
service providers cluster around airports and outward along their highway
corridors, the aerotorpolis emerges where air travelers and locals alike work,
shop, meet, exchange knowledge, conduct business, eat, sleep, and are
See www.aerotropolis.com, and its publications links.
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entertained without going more than 15 minutes from the airport. The
aerotropolis' multimodal transportation infrastructure (air, highway, rail, and
links to ports) connects its businesses and people to markets near and far,
undergirding its growing local, regional, and global economic significance.
Apropos the above, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration defines an
aerotropolis as a "planned and coordinated multimodal freight and passenger
transportation complex which provides efficient, cost-effective, sustainable, and
intermodal connectivity to a defined region of economic significance centered
around a major airport.2 Aerotropolis planning therefore spans land-use
planning and transportation planning. More specifically, with respect to
aerotropolis planning, land use planning includes reconciling the business site
goals of individual firms making significant capital investments, the airport
planning objective of ensuring maximal access at the lowest possible cost, and
the urban planning objectives of overall economic efficiency, aesthetic appeal,
and environmental sustainability. With respect to transportation planning,
aerotropolis planning includes designing systems for efficient, secure cargo
logistics and for personal mobility.
Aerotropolis planning is unique in that business, urban, airport, and
surface transport objectives noted above are addressed together to create
economically efficient, attractive, and sustainable airport area development. This
Paraphrased slightly from [112nd] H.R.658 : FAA Air Transportation Modernization and Safety
Improvement Act, 2011.]
2
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replaces the chaos, confusion, and congestion so often evident at and around
many airport.
Integrated surface transportation planning around the airport is
particularly important because air journeys neither begin nor end at the terminal.
Passengers and cargo often spend considerable time, and sometimes expense, in
getting to and from airports and in negotiating airport obstacles, creating "last
mile" and "terminal" costs. Because "terminal" and "last mile" costs can be
substantial whereas the marginal costs of flying an extra mile are often
insignificant, those airports and regions which successfully minimize those costs
are often able to enhance their economic competitiveness and therefore their
attraction as a location for business investment.
Aerotropolis planning, therefore, differs from conventional airport
planning by considering "inside the fence" terminal, mutually beneficial "outsidethe-fence" development, and "last mile" costs holistically. We learned yeasr ago
that the battle for air freight—and thus the industries using air freight—is
increasingly won on the ground. The same is true for passenger travel. For
example, in the United States, more than half the time spent on air journeys
between Chicago's Loop and Manhattan's midtown is famously spent on the
ground, locked in freeway gridlock, terminal congestion, or backed up on airpprt
taxiways. Traffic congestion in Moscow can create similar adverse air-journey
conditions. Particularly for flights of moderate length—the most common
ix

trajectory for business travel—such delays are not only onerous but they can also
significantly impact the competitiveness of firms and decrease a region's
attractiveness as a business location destination. This is because shippers and
passengers are increasingly making travel mode and route choices on the basis of
the entire (surface and air) journey.
That reality reveals a second shortcoming of most airport and
metropolitan regional planning. Although integrated airport land use and
transportation planning is a valued ideal, in practice, that ideal is rarely
achieved.
Stated a bit differently, while the aerotropolis represents an integrated
coalition among airlines, a region, and its airport, master planning all too often
remains silo-ed (fragmented) in aviation network planning, urban and regional
planning, and airport planning. Far less than optimal outcomes result for the
airport and the region it serves.
As will be highlighted throughout this report, aerotropolis surface
infrastructure and land use planning are critical for the aesthetic, operational,
and functional reasons. First, as the primary air gateway to Moscow and Russia,
DME and its immediate environs set the initial and the final impressions of many
foreign travelers to Moscow and Russia. Second, all air journeys are intermodal
with the first and last legs always via a surface mode. Third, surface
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infrastructure helps anchor cargo users, freight forwarders, and other airportoriented businesses. As a result,
• Suitable airport and airport area land use can increase the efficiency of
DME's passenger and cargo transportation and improve the appearance
and property values of airport and broader airport area land.
• Improved road and future rail infrastructure can expand the catchment
area of DME, attracting more passengers and cargo thereby supporting
more flights.
• New freight rail intermodal facilities connected to Russian ports can
anchor logistics and freight-dependent firms. Some of these also have
air transportation needs, creating a possibility for cross-modal
subsidization. Most importantly, multimodal logistics infrastructure
could support the Moscow's growth of high-tech manufacturing thereby
diversifying and strengthening its economy.
• Commercial development on DME (including Domodedovo Airport
City on 95 hectares of land) can generate substantial non-aeronautical
revenues for the DME Group allowing it to support continuous
modernization and infrastructure improvement of the airport while
keeping its cost to airlines competitive through commercial
development cross-subsidization of these costs.
• Commercial and logistics development outside the fence can also
generate additional passengers and cargo for DME while providing
amenities and attractions to DME's passengers and value to cargo
processing.
• This commercial and logistics development, if properly sited and
supported by more efficient surface transportation infrastructure, will
boost land values, attract investment, create jobs, and strengthen the
local and regional economy.
Taken together, these results and other positive outcomes that the strategic
guidelines in this report are meant to help achieve will go a long way to
increasing DME's benefits for its users, the Moscow region and, indeed, the
xi

nation. It is my belief that following these guidelines will not only help DME
become a more efficient, profitable, and attractive airport, but also leverage its
aeronautical and non-aeronautical development to substantially strengthen the
regional and national economy.
In the four chapters which follow, I provide a strategic roadmap offering
(1) the competitive logic and business rationale for following the new
aerotropolis development model and present explicit cases of its implementation
around the world, (2) its infrastructure and facility plan guidelines with focus on
DME and its nearby areas, (3) business plan guidelines to reduce risk and
increase returns on investment, and (4) implementation guidelines and
recommended actions to move forward.
In generating this report, I followed the scope of work in my contract
which specifed the contents as follows:
A. The Business Case for Domodedovo Aerotropolis Development
1. Rationale and competitive logic for this development based on a
Domodedovo air logistics hub and airport city/aerotropolis principles
2. Key features of air logistics hubs, airport cities and aerotropolises
evolving in the U.S., Europe, Asia, and the Middle East
3. Economic impact and job creation at and around their airports
4. Air logistics hub/aerotropolis successes and failures, and reasons
5. Airport-driven commercial components (both inside and outside the
airport fence)

xii

6. Domodedovo air logistics hub and airport city/aerotropolis potential
—its credibility and viability, including transferability of the successful
experiences in the U.S., Europe, Asia, and the Middle East
B. Domodedovo Infrastructure and Facilities Design Guidelines
1. Air logistics hub and Aerotropolis infrastructure design and
configuration
2. Future DME cargo area and facilities design
3. Intermodal interfaces (air, highway, rail, and links to ports)
4. Electronic data interchange (EDI) and IT system guidelines
5. Infrastructure and facility expandability, reconfigurability and phased
growth
6. Designing for future tenant and business user needs of the DME air
logistics hub, airport city, and greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis
C. Domodedovo Air Logistics Hub/Aerotropolis Business Plan Guidelines
1. Creating an attractive business environment at and around DME
2. Domodedovo air logistics hub/aerotropolis critical success factors
3. Business resource needs (e.g., free trade zones, accelerated permitting)
4. Functional capabilities required and marketing principles
5. Recruitment of additional passenger and air cargo service to DME
6. Domodedovo Air Logistics Hub/Aerotropolis target industries
D. Domodedovo Air Logistics Hub/Aerotropolis Implementation Plan
Guidelines
1. Infrastructure phasing and development timetable
2. Providing appropriate investor incentives
3. Coordination and harmonization with key actors, governments, and
organizations throughout the Moscow region
4. Placemaking and branding the new Domodedovo Airport City and
broader Aerotropolis as a destination, including design standards
xiii

5. Institutional and management guidelines for Domodedovo air logistics
hub/airport city development & operation, including potential
strategic investment and development partners
6. Recommendations and action steps for the successful development of a
DME air logistics hub, airport city, and broader Domodedovo
Aerotropolis
Some minor modifications were made in the titles and order of the subsections to
make the chapters flow better. The report contains substantial additional
information and sections that I felt would benefit DME management and
Domodedovo Aerotropolis success. In particular, based on issues and questions
raised to me by DME professional staff over the past four months, I have
expanded this strategic roadmap report to address logistics, supply chain and air
cargo issues in much greater scope and depth. I also included substantial
material on guidelines for generating facility demand forecasts, competitor
analysis, risk analysis and managing potential investors. This has made the
report much larger than originally stipulated in the contract scope of work and
took additional time and effort, but I believe this additional work and contents
will provide greater value for the DME Group as you and others plan and
develop your air logistics hub, airport city, and greater Aerotropolis.
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Chapter 1
The Case for Domodedovo Aerotropolis Development

1.1 The Macro Context

The Moscow metropolitan region is at an economic crossroads. Strategic
decisions and development initiatives taken today will determine the future
direction the City and its surrounding jurisdictions go in terms of industrial mix,
business competitiveness, job creation, and citizen quality of life.
Critical issues are at stake. Will Moscow and its greater region continue to
transition successfully to “new economy” high-tech and information-intensive
business services sectors? Will both its traditional manufacturing and emerging
high-tech and white-collar producer service industries be able to compete
effectively, throughout Europe and worldwide in the decades ahead? Will the
metropolitan region fully capitalize on Moscow Domodedovo Airport (DME)
and its connecting multimodal transportation infrastructure to attract more
investment and create high quality jobs? Finally, will industrial and commercial
development at and around DME be economically efficient, attractive, and
environmentally sustainable, becoming an enduring magnet for new economy
workplaces and workers?

Proprietary and Confidential
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All these issues, of course, are inextricably interwoven. How they are
addressed will shape the economic future of Moscow and many of its southern
suburban municipalities. It is therefore imperative that they be addressed with
both strategic vision and coordinated action. This requires, first, a solid
understanding of the new drivers of 21st century business location, job creation,
and economic development. Second, Moscow Domodedovo Airport (the DME
Group), Russia's federal government, nearby municipalities and administrative
districts, and Moscow region planning agencies must implement an integrated
set of strategies, policies, and programs to harness and leverage these new
competitive drivers for the entire region’s and Federation's industrial and
commercial advantage.
Apropos the above, it is already clear that an increasingly fast-paced,
globally networked economy is changing the rules of industrial competition and
business location. These rules are being altered by a catalytic convergence of
aviation, digitization, globalization, and time-based competition. Speed, agility,
and connectivity have become the mantra of many of the world’s most successful
firms.
The combined importance of these factors is creating a new economic
geography with major international airports driving and shaping business
location and urban development in the 21st century as much as highways did the
20th century, railroads in the 19th, and rivers and seaports in the 18th. Today,
Proprietary and Confidential
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these airports have become instrumental connectors of corporate and
professional activities as well as key nodes for time-critical manufacturing and
distribution. In the process, airports have become powerful engines of local and
regional economic development, attracting air commerce-linked businesses of all
types to their environs. These include among others, biomedical product and
microelectronics manufacturing and distribution, e-commerce fulfillment and
third-party logistics firms; hotel, sports, tourist, and exhibition complexes; and
office buildings that house regional corporate headquarters and air-travel
intensive professionals such as researchers, consultants, auditors, and high-tech
industry executives.
As more and more aviation intensive businesses cluster near these
airports and along transportation corridors radiating from them, a new urban
economic form is emerging—the Aerotropolis—stretching upwards of 20
kilometers outward from larger airports. With the airport serving as a
multimodal transportation and logistics nexus, strings and clusters of business
and technology parks, science complexes, medical and wellness facilities,
industrial parks, distribution centers, entertainment and sports venues, and
tourist attractions are forming around the airports and along connecting surface
transportation corridors. Even places located as far as 60 kilometers from some
airports are experiencing accelerated economic growth, as will be documented
later.
Proprietary and Confidential
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Such development is occurring because of the connectivity and speedy
accessibility international airports provide to business and business people in the
globally-networked economy. Thus, as I will show, airport development and
economic development are going hand-in-hand around the world.
With this in mind, there is little doubt that DME will be counted on more
than ever in the decades ahead to serve as a catalyst for Moscow's regional
business competitiveness and economic development. But to have this
heightened economic impact, both strategic vision and coordinated actions
among key stakeholders are required including the DME Group, government
officials from local to federal levels and the private sector, especially financial
institutions and national and international commercial real estate developers.
The DME Group has placed high priority on better leveraging its
outstanding international airport for business recruitment and Aerotropolis
growth. Thus, a primary objective of this strategic roadmap is to foster
coordinated planning and new public-private initiatives to help DME achieve its
full potential as an engine for economic development around the airport and
throughout the Moscow metropolitan region.
With this objective in mind, Domodedovo Development Limited,
commissioned me to provide the vision, strategic guidelines, and action-specific
recommendations for DME and its immediate environs to become the
multimodal commercial core of a Domodedovo Aerotropols. Pivotal to the
Proprietary and Confidential
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vision, strategy and actions, is positioning DME as a leading multimodal air
logistics hub that will drive airport-linked industrial and commercial
development substantially beyond airport perimeters.
To set the context for this vision and strategy for a DME Air Logistics Hub
and Aerotropolis, the remainder of this chapter will (1) discuss the business
rationale and competitive logic for those developments so that DME executives
can confidently make the case to others, (2) provide concrete examples of air
logistics hub/Aerotropolis successes elsewhere (and their key commercial
components), and (3) discuss the credibility and viability of successfully
transforming DME and its nearby areas into a successful air logistics hub, airport
city and greater aerotropolis that drives region-wide airport-linked commercial
development.
Following this introductory chapter covering the above issues, three
additional chapters offer, in order, the infrastructure, business plan, and
implementation plan guidelines to assist those who will design, finance, develop,
and manage the air logistics hub at DME, its airport city, and surrounding
commercial development to attract investment and generate the greatest local
and metropolitan-wide economic impacts as well as solid financial returns to the
DME Group. Along with conceptual illustrations of future aeronautical and
commercial development of DME, critical success factors will be presented,
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facility demand forecasting and risk analysis highlighted, as well as target
industries specified.
To attract newer, high growth, high value-adding industries, I will stress
the importance of logistical capabilities of DME offering Aerotropolis firms quick
and efficient access to their national and global suppliers and customers,
including the development of a value-adding logistics special economic zone at
DME. Aerotropolis principles and guidelines will also be presented to make
DME's cargo zones, airport city, and its nearby areas more economically efficient,
attractive, and environmentally sustainable.
The report concludes with recommendations and action steps to be
followed by stakeholders responsible for DME and its surrounding jurisdictions
to successfully develop the air logistics hub, airport city, and broader
Domodedovo Aerotropolis. Those recommendations and action steps focus on
required hard and soft infrastructure as well as the business and aviation-sector
recruitment strategies to be pursued to provide greater connectivity, speed, and
agility to area firms: the three emphasized factors for their gaining competitive
advantage in the 21st century. The roadmap and its recommendations will also
address requirements for improving the Domodedovo Aerotropolis master plan,
your future facility demand forecasts and analysis, and public and private sector
options for developing, operating, and managing a DME air logistics hub while
promoting and coordinating extended Domodedovo Aerotropolis development.
Proprietary and Confidential
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1.2 Business Rationale and Competitive Logic for a DME Air
Logistics Hub and Aerotropolis

As global markets and time-based competition take on increased economic
importance, substantial changes are occurring in the way business is being
conducted around the world. At the forefront is the emergence of a commercial
environment where price and quality are necessary—but not sufficient—for
commercial success. Increasingly, customers in Russia world-wide are
demanding fast, flexible, and reliable delivery of products, often with distinctive
features. Competitive advantage is being gained by firms that respond flexibly
and rapidly to their domestic and global customers, delivering lower cost,
higher-quality and often customized products quickly and efficiently.
Staying on top of the competition thus requires fast-cycle logistics.
Manufacturers must be able to quickly access local, regional, national, and global
networks of suppliers of components and sub-assemblies in order to obtain the
best-quality components at the lowest possible price. At the same time, increased
flows of information worldwide are leading to rapid changes in customer
demands. Companies that detect these changes, design and produce the desired
products, and deliver them faster than other firms are capturing market share.
Since speed also reduces warehousing and inventory costs, stock-outs and
remaindered goods, the speed advantage becomes a cost advantage as well.

Proprietary and Confidential
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Fast-cycle logistics as a competitive tool is being further validated by
marketing research which shows that, worldwide, consumer tastes and product
demands are changing much more swiftly today than was the case in prior
decades. Indications are that such shifts will accelerate even faster in the decades
ahead, resulting in situations where products that are “hot” one month may
become obsolete just six months later. Such is already happening in the fashion
clothing and the consumer electronics industries where delivery time to the retail
shelf (or now directly to the customer) frequently separates market winners from
losers.
The implications of these trends for new logistics strategies are already
evident. Adapting to growing market demands for flexibility and speed,
companies such as Acer, Apple, Benetton, Boeing, General Electric,
GlaxoSmithKline, Honda, Lenovo, Nokia, and Siemens are reengineering their
sourcing and distribution systems to become much more agile and customer
responsive. They now compete not only on price and quality but also on the
basis of speedy, reliable delivery, and after-sales support (including repair and
return) of their products. They manage complex networks that encompass the
entire value chain of suppliers, distributors, and customers often across national
borders, with speed and reliable delivery overarching goals.
Companies will not be able to meet the challenges of such a time-critical
environment without dramatic changes in how they organize their flows of
Proprietary and Confidential
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materials, components and finished products. This is why they are emphasizing
the role that logistics plays in their organizations and are reassessing their
current strategies in light of the new demands for efficient supply chain
management and quick response. It is becoming clear that new strategies to meet
these challenges will require the development of innovative multi-modal air
logistics infrastructures which synthesize information systems and multi-modal
transportation to speed the national and global delivery of parts, components
and finished goods from suppliers to manufacturers and from manufacturers to
distributors, retailers and customers.
As trade policies are being liberalized and new international markets
opened, remarkable growth opportunities are provided. Trade in goods and
service increases global and regional wealth by allowing regional resources to be
efficiently used. Aviation makes additional trade possible, serving as a physical
internet moving products quickly and efficiently over long distances. Air
transportation is fast, but expensive. However, speeding physical movement
reduces the need for capital investment (in inventory, storage space, and
infrastructure). Accordingly, a small volume – but large and growing portion of
the value – of trade moves by air. Therefore, air transportation needs to be a
component of every region’s competitiveness plan.
Terminal and “last mile” costs are often substantial, however. Terminal
costs refer to the time, money, and effort required for travelers and shipments to
Proprietary and Confidential
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make their respective ways through the airport. “Last mile” costs refer to the
time, money, and effort required for travelers and shipments to make their
respective ways from (or to) the airport.
Regions can increase their total employment and income by reducing the
costs of passenger and air cargo movement on the ground (terminal and “last
mile”). That process begins at the airport passenger and cargo terminals and
extends outward throughout the airport and the region. Cost reductions may
include: ground transportation (airport expressways and airport commuter
trains), land use (reserving land near airports for air-intensive activities),
information infrastructure (high-speed internet and telecommunications), and
institutional reforms (accelerated customs clearance, expedited permitting). This
means reducing time at the airport (or at least the disutility of time at the airport)
and reducing time getting to and from the airport.
Regions can profitably invest in airports and aerotropolis improvements
to make their regional resources (natural endowments, available capital, and,
particularly, labor) as effective as possible. The optimal level of those
investments depends upon regional resources, the geography of location, and the
efficiency of airport and aerotropolis operation

Proprietary and Confidential
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1.2.1 Airport Area Firm Siting Decisions

All firms require physical space. For the firms with national and global reaches,
land with convenient access to a well-connected airport is often critical. In
Chapter 3 on business plan guidelines, I will discuss in detail factors shaping
demand for specific types of airport area firms. Here, I will briefly elaborate
location decision factors for these firms.
Economists hold that site selection is a complex hierarchical decision
beginning with the perceived need for capital investment. That need is generally
based on the pending introduction of a new product or the perception that
existing physical capacity is insufficient for existing or anticipated demand.
Firms may also be likely to consider investing in new locations when their
existing plants are nearing the end of their economic lives. The basic investment
decision is held to trigger a two-stage search for a new site: first, an optimal
region is chosen based on the considerations of land, labor and transportation
costs and needs, then a specific site is selected.
The continuing decline in long-haul transportation costs has been crucial
to the emergence of the contemporary system of supply, production, and
distribution. Without low-cost long-distance transportation, global supply and
distribution channels would not be practical for many goods. China could not
have become the “factory of the world” without relatively low-cost long-haul
Proprietary and Confidential
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transportation. More immediately, Moscow could not have become a significant
site of national and global manufacturing production without relatively low-cost
transportation. While extreme, some economists have begun to consider
production location patterns in the case that moving many goods is nearly
costless.3 Indeed the total logistics costs for electronics goods and pharmaceutical
products averages where typically travel by air are just a few percentage points
of their total delivered cost to the point of purchase.
Increasing economies of scale in production (much of which is internal to
establishments) imply that, in some cases, a single or a small number of
establishments can supply the large majority of global demand for a particular
product. Such economies of scale in production sometimes create a need for
complex supply and distribution systems as final consumer demand is spread
across the globe, even if unevenly. The emergence of national and even international supply chains for computer components, pharmaceuticals, aerospace,
and other products in what is sometimes termed the global disassembly line,
with each component producer located in what it believes to be an optimal (with
its distribution chains which are equally broad) has been well-documented.
For example, many U.S. firms have “off-shored” much production even
for a U.S. market. In these cases, wages frequently decrease by tapping lower
cost labor but logistics costs often increase because of the longer distances which
Edward L. Glaeser and Janet E. Kohlhase (2004) “Cities, Regions, and the Decline of Transport
Costs,” Papers in Regional Science, 83: 197-228.
3
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need to be covered by the product. In some cases, economies of scale make it
advantageous to concentrate global assembly of a particular product in a single
facility, leading to a network of global supply chains, such as that shown in
Exhibit 1.1 for the Apple iPhone 4. Thus, firms minimize total landed cost – the
combination of production and logistics costs.
Logistics costs have two primary overlapping components – the costs of
transportation and the costs of holding inventory (broadly conceived).
Particularly for the high value-to-weight products, such as electronics and
pharmaceuticals, which form the backbone of the air cargo market, it is often
profitable to use relatively expensive air freight in order to save on inventory
costs. Much of the savings are indirect and work through the smaller optimal
order size afforded by speed. Such motivations are often heightened by the
volatility of markets, the perishability of goods, a need for supply chain
visibility, a desire for enhanced security, or, as in the emergency shipment
vignette above, the dependence of other costs upon a rapid arrival.
In addition to the basic cost and opportunity factors determining firm
location, investment, and production decisions, other factors can have salient,
sometimes even determinant, influences. Institutional factors can have significant
impacts on production costs. Direct and indirect taxes, although necessary for
providing collective benefits such as infrastructure and human capital
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upgrading, impose costs. While taxes and regulations result in net benefit to
regions, some observers feel that the tax burden in many locations is too high.
Lengthy and uncertain approval processes increase the cost of establishing
facilities. Regions sometimes have been able to increase their competitiveness as
a business location by considering their development aims and options carefully
and developing pre-approved sites for desired investors. (Industrial and flex
shell buildings have long been a staple of regional economic developers.) Doing
so reduces start-up lead time and decreases firm start-up costs.
Site considerations are critical for some sectors. Some sectors have
sufficiently stringent site requirements, possibly a large footprint or need for rail
or water or air access that they may be forced into regions which are sub-optimal
by a shortage of appropriate sites in the best possible region.
The more closely firm needs can be specified and the attending
operational costs can be measured and modeled, the more systematic site
searches are likely to be. The availability of extensive information in electronic
form means that the site selection process has changed substantially over the past
several decades. In fact, websites have largely replaced brochures and traditional
media marketing in the firm recruitment process. It is therefore important that
these websites be “information-rich.”.
Firm needs cannot always be measured precisely, however. Producer
services such as financial, marketing, or consulting, for example, have lists of
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must-haves but, because many hope to be able to recruit labor from outside the
region, they need to make assessments of intangibles like amenities and social
atmosphere in making location decisions. In response, many localities around the
world have embarked on sustained campaigns to upgrade their built, social, and
cultural environments as one means to appeal to these firms. A consistent highranking factor for the siting of producer service firms, however, remains
extensiveness of national and international air connectivity.

1.3 The Importance of Air Passenger Service

Air connectivity (measured by number of markets served times the frequency of
service to those markets) is a particularly important firm location factor for
information-intensive sectors such as legal, medical, and data processing,
accounting and auditing firms, which often send out professionals to distant
customers' sites or bring in their clients by air. This has been particularly the case
at commercial airline hubs which offer greater choice of flights and destinations,
more frequent service, and more flexibility in rescheduling.
With the shortest time between two distant locations being a non-stop
flight, the accessibility commercial air passenger hubs has become essential to
attracting business meetings and conventions, trade shows, exhibitions and
merchandise marts. Such long-distance accessibility has made them attractive
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locations for large venue tourism and entertainment venues (e.g., theme parks,
Formula 1 race tracks, etc.).
Of course there are those that contend that rising jet fuel prices or
greenhouse gases will limit future growth in commercial aviation and, hence,
airport-linked development. This has not happened thus far and, in my opinion,
is unlikely to slow forecasted aviation growth. Moreover, significant advances
are in the works on more fuel efficient jet engines which reduce emissions while
aircraft manufacturers, airlines, and airports have commenced all-out efforts to
reduce aviation's carbon footprint.
While aviation will likely remain a cyclical industry, both passenger and
cargo traffic are expected to follow the long-term upward trend shown in
Exhibit 1.2. According to figures released by Boeing at the June 2011 Paris air
show, the 4.9 billion passengers who traveled world-wide in 2010 are forecasted
to grow to over 13.3 billion by 2030, with air cargo projected to grow at even
faster, more than tripling in this time period. With rising income levels around
the world (especially in large emerging markets such as Brazil, China and India,
leisure travel is expected to mushroom along with business travel. There is thus
every reason to believe that the 21st century will indeed become known not just
as the Fast Century but also as the Aviation Century.
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1.4 Economic Impact and Job Creation at and Around Airports

The economic impact in terms of commercial real estate investment and job
creation around many commercial airports has been immense. For example, the
office market around Chicago's O'Hare International Airport is the second
largest in the entire U.S. Midwest. Likewise, there is more class A office space
around Washington, D.C. Dulles International Airport and along its connecting
highway corridors than there is in the entire District of Colombia and the Dulles
aerotropolis region has the second highest retail sales in the U.S., just behind
Manhattan (New York City). Since 1970, nearly 1 million jobs have been created
along and near the Dulles highway access corridor connecting the airport to
Washington, D.C.
Memphis International Airport (world headquarters of FedEx) is
responsible for over 160,000 jobs in the metropolitan area. One of four jobs in the
region is tied to the airport, which has an annual economic impact in 2009 of
$29 billion. Air cargo and air express operations account for 95 percent of the
airport's economic impact and regional job generation. I will return to Memphis
later in this chapter.
Ontario California International Airport, which is the west coast regional
air express hub for UPS, with a strong FedEx presence as well, has been the
engine of major growth in Southern California's Inland Empire. Since 1990, an
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average of over 10 million square feet of logistics and distribution space have
been added annually around the airport and along nearby I-10 and I-15 Interstate
Highways. Now class A office clusters and tourist attractions are following.
In Penang, Malaysia air cargo has created a “Silicon Island” contributing
immensely to job creation near the airport. Dell Inc. manufactures 100% of its
laptops in Malaysia. The company relies heavily on air express in its Malaysian
facility sourcing and exports, having over 2,000 employees alone there, with $5
billion in its sales originating from Penang. Its firm clustering impact has also
been huge as 70 Dell suppliers have either manufacturing centers or distribution
centers at Penang, providing parts and components.
Viracopos Airport in Campinas, Brazil, is a major regional air express hub
with a substantial FedEx presence; 10 percent of all Brazilian air imports arrive
though air cargo facilities there. Viracopos has greatly contributed to Campinas
becoming the second fastest growing high tech area in all of Latin and South
America, with investments in microelectronics and information and
communications technology (ICT) totaling US$9 billion in the past 12 years. Fifty
Fortune 500 companies have located high tech manufacturing facilities in
Campinas, including IBM, Motorola, Lucent/Alcatel, Samsung, and Texas
Instruments making it the Silicon Valley of South America.
The impact of airport-induced job growth on land use in the vicinity of
airports is likewise substantial. Recent research at UNC's Kenan Institute of
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employment growth in the suburban rings of U.S. metropolitan areas showed
that areas within six miles of airports are adding jobs much faster than the
overall job-growth rate of the suburban ring within which the airport was
located. While most of the employment is concentrated near the airport or along
major connecting highways within 15 to 20 minutes of the airport, research at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's International Center for Air
Transportation documents that impacts occur up to 60 miles from airports with
air connections significantly facilitating a region's access to suppliers, markets,
ideas and capital (EconSouth, 2003).
The next section will elaborate specific economic and job impacts focusing
on key commercial features of air logistics hubs, airport cities and aerotropolises.
These cases will be followed by a discussion of factors that influence their success
or failuer.

1.5 Features of Air Logistics Hubs, Airport Cities, and
Aerotropolises Evolving in Europe, the U.S., Asia, and the
Middle East

To gain a deeper understanding of the essential elements of airport cities and
aerotropolises emerging around the world, I will highlight their existing and
planned commercial components. These cases will provide a better
understanding of the types of commercial development DME may expect to see
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or strive to implement in its air logistics, airport city and aerotropolis
development. I begin with Europe, then move to the United States and Asia,
concluding with Dubai.

1.5.1 European Airport City and Aerotropolis Experiences

Europe has been a pioneer in the airport city model, with Amsterdam Schiphol
first introducing this approach to airport and airport area development in the
early 1990s. Others such as Paris have followed and are beginning to expand
their airport cities into full-fledged aerotropolises. Here I describe Paris Charles
de Gaulle, Amsterdam Schiphol and Frankfurt as exemplary models for the DME
Group to consider. Frankfurt is particularly appropriate because land and
environmental constraints forced it to develop three commercial complexes with
little more space than what DME has available for its airport city. I also include
Helsinki-Vantaa Airport for an excellent public-private partnership model of
aerotropolis planning and development—Aviapolis.

1.5.2 Paris Charles de Gaulle

In the past three years, Paris has made an explicit and organized commitment to
implementing the Aerotropolis model at and around iis primary hub airport:
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Charles de Gaulle (CDG). Two cooperating organizations are leading this effort.
The first is Aerotropolis Europe led by integrated air express company FedEx
and consisting of 12 major companies located either on the airport or near it. This
organization was formed in 2008 to promote logistics and commercial
development in the immediate airport area following aerotropolis land-use
principles.
The second organization is Hubstart Paris made up of 20 public and
private organizations with the aim to strengthen the international visibility and
attractiveness of the greater Roissy area (with CDG at its center) focusing
primarily on 10,000 hectares surrounding the airport covering six municipal
jurisdictions. In January 2011, the two aerotropolis organizations signed a
cooperative agreement to collaborate on developing and enhancing the CDG
aerotropolis area from an economic, infrastructure, and sustainability standpoint.
The Aerotropolis engine, CDG, handled 58.2 million passengers in 2010
making it the second busiest airport in Europe in terms of passengers. It is the
busiest in terms of cargo, processing 2.4 million tonnes in 2010. As the European
hubs for FedEx and the Air France/KLM Alliance, CDG serves 400 destinations
domestically and around the world. With two sets of parallel runways, the
airport has a current annual capacity of 72 million passengers and 3 million
tonnes of cargo, both of which can be expanded as demand warrants.
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The airport itself has 6,686 ha of land of which 1,310 ha are dedicated to
real estate, including it four major terminals and cargo facilities. CDG is operated
aeronautically and developed commercially by Aeroports de Paris (ADP) which
is a stock-listed company of which the French State is a majority shareholder. The
operator has a separate real estate division focusing on airport commercial
growth.
For nearly two decades ADP has been developing CDG into an airport
city. The airport currently hosts 700 firms employing 86,000 workers. Its airport
city's central business district is Roissypole located between its two sets of
parallel runways and near its four major passenger terminals (see Exhibit 1.3).
Roissyville has 216,000 m2 of offices, of which 125,000 m2 are operated by ADP,
and the remainder by the private sector, or in a joint venture with them. At
present, more than 100,000 m2 of additional office space is planned. The business
district also has three hotels of 68,000 m2 (including the recently expanded 772room IBIS hotel) with three more planned, the first of which is scheduled to open
in late 2014.
Roissypole Airport City is directly served by regional light train service
and an automated people mover which connects it to the passenger terminals.
These all come together at International Terminal 2 which also provides a
platform for the high speed (TGV) train which has a primary stop at CDG. Over
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60 cities in France and Belgium are served by this high speed train which draws
some 5 percent of CDG's passengers.
Above International Terminal 2 (and its rail platforms) is the Sheraton
Paris Hotel and Conference Center (see Exhibit 1.4). This business class hotel has
240 rooms and 12 suits along with 22 high-tech meeting spaces which can host
business meetings of up to 100 executives and professionals.
Along with the five current hotels on airport property offering 1,954
rooms, there are 23 additional hotels in the immediate airport area providing
4,373 rooms (including a hotel cluster of 3,000 rooms that is only a six-minute
drive to passenger terminals) and 12 other hotels in nearby communities. Over
one-third of CDG area hotels are legitimate 4-star quality.
Under construction just west of the airport fence is Aeroville, a 110,000 m2
shopping mall with 625,000 m2 leasable space. Sited on 12 hectares, ADP
provided the land valued at €10.5 million in a joint venture with UnibailRodamco which is investing €270 million. The mall, which is targeted to the
86,000 employees at CDG and residents of nearby communities, is scheduled to
open at the end of 2013.
A number of other major projects linked to the airport are in the
development process. One is the multimodal Euro CAREX project on 350 ha
adjacent to the airport, near the FedEx hub (see Exhibit 1.5). Served by high
speed rail, this development will offer fast freight service to cities ranging from
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300 to 500 km from CDG. It is forecasted to transport 600–700 tonnes of cargo
annually including 900 air freight pallets per day to cities such as London in a
little over two hours and to Amsterdam in three hours, at a considerably lower
cost than by air and with lower CO2 emissions. FedEx and the French postal
service are founding sponsors of this multimodal platform which will be opened
in three phases from 2015 and 2020.
Another aerotropolis mega-project underway close to the airport is
International Trade Center (ITC). Scheduled to open in early 2014 at a cost of
€600 million, ITC is within walking distance of the airport's perimeter hotel
cluster. The project covers 321,573 m2, including nearly 49,000 m2 of exhibition
space, 35,000 m2 of conference facilities, 25,000 m2 of offices and shops together
with 3,340 parking spaces. This complex will also house six hotels (110,000 m2)
offering 1,600 rooms including a 5-star Grand Hotel and Spa with 312 guest
rooms. It is forecasted that the International Trade Center will have 2,500
employees and attract 1.2 million visitors annually.
Two other major projects worth noting in the airport area include the Sud
CDG project and International Business Park. Sud CDG (South CDG) is planned
on 200 ha for 850,000 m2 of head office functions geared to international trade,
high value-added logistics, and to businesses related to innovation and the
knowledge economy. International Business Park will be a complementary
multi-functional office complex being developed on 150 ha north of the airport
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aimed at high technology companies in various sectors. Together, these two
developments are expected to add between 15,000 and 20,000 jobs to the CDG
Aerotropolis.
A number of smaller developments are in the planning stages in the
10,000 ha CDG Aerotropolis zone. Even more are in the planning and
development stages along or close to the 20 km highway corridor (A1)
connecting CDG to central Paris (see Exhibit 1.6). Like the Moscow-DME
highway corridor, this corridor is experiencing dual commercial development (1)
from the city outward as Paris office growth is increasingly land constrained and
(2) toward Paris from the airport as businesses seek accessibility both to CDG
and the city.

1.5.3 Amsterdam Schiphol

Amsterdam Schiphol is the leading European airport city and is clearly driving a
greater Aerotropolis. Its grounds employ 62,000 people daily—far more than the
50,000 resident criteria to attain metropolitan central city status in the U.S. Two
major expressways link the airport to downtown Amsterdam and the broader
urban area. A modern train station, directly under the air terminal, efficiently
connects travelers to the city center and the rest of the Netherlands though its
local and intercity rail lines.
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Schiphol's passenger terminal, incorporating modern retail plaza design
elements, contains expansive, well-appointed shopping and entertainment
arcades accessible both to travelers and the general public (see Exhibit 1.7). By
combining terminal design with mall design, Schiphol has substantially
increased revenues through concession rents and passenger purchases. In fact,
the airport often attracts Amsterdam residents who come to shop and relax in its
public section and plaza, especially on Sundays when most city retail stores are
closed. To enhance the passenger experience, Schiphol's terminal even has a
branch of the Rijksmuseum where passengers can view famous Dutch Masters'
paintings, as well as a casino.
A 100,000 sq. ft. multimedia aviation theme park (National Aviation
Theme Park Aviodrome) has been developed at the Aviodrome in nearby
Lelystad. Partnering and co-branding with KLM and Boeing, the Aviodrome
highlights 100 years of aviation progress, providing an additional leisure
experience for Schiphol's air travelers and visitors.
Directly across from Schiphol's passenger terminal is the 4 million sq. ft.
World Trade Center with meeting and commercial facilities and regional
headquarters of such firms as Thomson-CFS and Unilever. A Sheraton and a
Hilton hotel, both recently upgraded to 4- and 5-star status, adjoin this complex,
as do a series of office buildings including the European headquarters of
Microsoft (Exhibit 1.8). Surrounding Schiphol (near the airport fence) are large
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tracts of land being developed for office, leisure, light industrial, and logistics
purposes (see Exhibit 1.9). These include Schiphol South-East and Schiphol
Logistics Park for cargo distribution and 3PLs; Anthony Fokker Business Park
and Schiphol Eizenhof with 2.9 million sq. ft. and 2.2 million sq. ft. of offices,
respectively; Schiphol-Rijk for time-sensitive light industrial and the Schiphol
Golf and Business Center for sports, golf and leisure activities that are to
complement a corporate office campus on the site.
Providing excellent regional highway access, the A4 and A9 high-speed
motorways are both within a mile and a half of the airport center. Radiating from
Schiphol along these motorways are strings and clusters of business parks,
logistics parks, high-tech industrial parks, distribution centers, information and
telecommunication complexes, and wholesale merchandise marts such as the
famous Aalsmeer Flower Auction Market—all of which are airport-intensive
users. Exhibit 1.10 illustrates the synergies between Schiphol's Airport City and
its broader regional Aerotropolis.
An excellent example of airport-Aerotropolis development synergy is
Amsterdam Zuidas within a southern reaches of the city of Amsterdam, about
six minutes by airport expressway or airport express train to Schiphol's
passenger terminal. Zuidas is a 21st century airport “edge city” containing over
11 million sq. ft. of class A office space and retail, along with a large mixed-use
commuter rail terminal with a World Trade Center above it. Among its
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occupants are the world headquarters of ABN AMRO and ING banks, plus
numerous regional corporate headquarters of other multinational firms who rely
on Schiphol airports excellent European and international connectivity for
business purposes (see Exhibit 1.11).
In good measure because of the airport and its multimodal commercial
mix, over 1,000 international companies have chosen the Amsterdam region as a
place to invest and create jobs, many of which located in downtown Amsterdam,
not just Zuidas.
Schiphol's experience illustrates that as the aerotropolis forms and
evolves, can be a reinforcer of downtown investment and business vitality, rather
than a competitor. We have seen this in Asia (Hong Kong, Seoul, Singapore, etc.),
the U.S. (Atlanta, Chicago, Miami, etc.) and throughout Europe. As will be
stressed later, airport cities and aerotropolises typically reinforce and strengthen
central city commercial development rather than compete with it.
As one concrete U.S. example, Boeing located its world corporate
headquarters in downtown Chicago, rather than the O'Hare airport area, even
though most of its commercial activities it deals with, including the headquarters
of United Airlines, are in the immediate airport area.
In fact, in some nations, the airport area (if properly developed and
maintained) has become so attractive to office and time-sensitive industries that
it often commands the highest commercial rents in the metropolitan region. This
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can be seen in Exhibits 1.12 and 1.13 which present the office rents (Eu/m2/yr)
and industrial rents for 2010 in the immediate Schiphol area compared to those
of Amsterdam city center and other outlying locations. Research on industrial
rents around the globe show that the highest are found adjacent to London's
Heathrow airport. And one of the classiest and most business friendly hotels in
the world is the Sofitel Grand Luxe connected directly to Heathrow's new T-5
which commands up to €3,000 per night for its suites. Less than a 90 meter walk
from the baggage claim area of T-5 and the Heathrow Express rail line, this
airport hotel offers 45 meeting rooms and a 1,700 delegate conference center,
making it the third largest conference venue in the UK.

1.5.4 Frankfurt International Airport

Fraport, as it is known from the name of its management company, is the most
international hub in the world with 119 different scheduled airlines flying to 304
destinations in 106 countries. Every single day the airport handles over 145,000
passengers (54% of whom are transfers), 10,000 meters and greeters, 6,000 metric
tonnes of cargo, 1,300 aircraft and 380 terminal-linked passenger trains (both
short and long-distance).
Its international hub status brings in tens of millions foreign passengers
annually who eat, shop, and otherwise participate in Fraport's terminal streetProprietary and Confidential
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scapes of commercial establishments. These include 17 duty-free shops, 88
specialty retail stores, 58 food and beverage establishments, and 53 service
establishments including a medical clinic serving 36,000 patients annually and a
casino. Together, these terminal retail and services facilities brought Fraport well
over US$200 million in revenue in 2010.
Because Fraport is surrounded by protected green areas on the one side
and noise-sensitive communities on the other, it has been constrained in its
outward growth. Fraport management has therefore had to be innovative in its
approach to airport city development. It has therefore followed a strategy of
commercial development based on the principles of best use and highest value,
maintaining top international standards. Airport management has also
coordinated closely with officials of surrounding municipalities to prevent
misunderstandings.
Connected by pedestrian walkways to Terminals 1 and 2, respectively, are
Frankfurt Airport Center 1 and 2. These 1 million+ sq. ft. complexes contain
offices, banks, a 1,008-room Sheraton convention hotel with a 1,400-person
congress center and an executive tower with all business services. The two
airport centers' office complexes are targeted to companies engaged in aviation
and tourist-related businesses as well as for business meetings and trade shows.
Rail is less than a five minute walk from the public section of the airport's
terminals and to the local and regional commuter rail station under Terminal 2 as
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well as to the long-distance ICE train station with 174 daily connections
throughout Germany and Western Europe.
The Squaire, formally know as Airrail Center, opened in 2011 above the
airport's long-distance (ICT) train station. This nine story mega-complex, which
is more than 300 meters long, also has superb highway access and is just a six
minute walk from Fraport's international gates via a covered pedestrian
walkway (see Exhibit 1.14). It comprises 1.6 million sq. ft. of class A office space,
high-end retail, restaurants of all types, a wellness center, and two Hilton hotels
(one of which is 5-star quality with conference facilities). Its primary tenant at
present is the European headquarters of KPMG, which is leasing 40,000 square
meters. Numerous other companies, small and large, are leasing space at the
“The Squaire” which brands itself as “New Work City” (a take-off on New York
City) since it offers most of the services found in a major city under one roof, at
the airport.
Nor far from The Squaire is a development just getting underway called
Gateway Gardens (see Exhibit 1.15). This 3.8 million sq. ft. project is being
position as a management hub and civic plaza for international business.
Designed with cutting-edge architectural style Gateway Gardens will offer trendsetting corporate office buildings, hotels, restaurants and entertainment facilities
with “new urbanism” civic plazas and a central park (see Exhibits 1.16 and 1.17).
In addition to business offices and their supporting urban services, an
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International Trade Center with meeting and conference facilities is planned.
Development, which is being financed through a public-private partnership
including Fraport, is expected to be market-driven and incremental, commencing
this year through projected build out in 2016.
The third major development, near the other end of the airport, is a 272
acre mixed-use project called the Mönchhof site. This site will be adapted to a
range of commercial facilities from logistics companies to large-scale retailers to
airport-related enterprises and is being led by the real estate division of Fraport.
Like Gateway Gardens, quality construction, aesthetics, and a sense of
community will be emphasized at the Mönchhof site.

1.5.5 Helsinki's Aviapolis

Aviapolis, covering 42 square kilometers (4,200 hectares) around HelsinkiVantaa Airport (12.8 million PAX, 154,000 tonnes of cargo in 2010), is among
earliest and most ambitious efforts in Europe to develop an aerotropolis. It's
origins were in the mid-1990s when a unique public-private partnership (PPP)
was formed among airport area land owners, real estate developers, the City of
Vantaa and Finavia (the state-owned operator of HEL) to drive economic growth
in the airport region. In my opinion, Aviapolis represents the best public-private
organized and implemented aerotropolis in Europe.
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To accomplish its economic and real estate development objectives, the
PPP planned and created an integrated logistics, industrial, commercial and
residential platform which leverages HEL's aviation network and improved both
local and long-distance surface connectivity to attract investment and create jobs
over Aviapolis' 42 square kilometers. And it succeeded. By 2010 Aviapolis had
become the number one business investment site in Finland with 36,000 jobs
located there, many in the high-tech and information-processing service sectors
(see Exhibit 1.18). Major companies such as Audi, Philips Electronics, Polar
Electronics, Suunto, and Volkswagen have located their corporate offices in
Aviapolis, some with innovative retail outlet facilities adjacent to them. A key
attraction for these head offices is said to be Aviapolis' well-planned commercial
and residential zones together with lifestyle amenities the development team
implemented targeted to those working, living in, or visiting Aviapolis.
Along with developing attractive housing projects, all community and
consumer services were incorporated into or near them including international
schools, daycare centers, libraries, parks, and the largest shopping mall in
northern Europe. Next to this jumbo mall, entertainment facilities were built
including the 87,000 m2 Flamingo Entertainment Complex which contains a
hotel, spa, nightclub, movie theaters, restaurants, wellness center, indoor water
park, and bowling ally. In addition to serving 20,000 nearby residents, the
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combined jumbo mall and Flamingo complex has become a retail/entertainment
destination for the Helsinki region.
Aviapolis also has other clusters of hotels (as well as the recently
expanded and upgraded Hilton Hotel at the airport). In 2010, the Rantasipi
Congress Center was opened to accommodate conventions, meetings, incentives,
and exhibitions and a 24,000 m2 World Trade Center has been developed by
Finavia's subsidiary, LAK Airport Real Estate, Plc (see Exhibit 1.19). Nearby is
the 31,000 m2 Airport Business Park and the 21,500 m2 Avia Forum housing the
recent arrival of electronic giant, Philips. Avia Tower, a 21-story 20,000 m 2 highrise office tower contains a number of knowledge-based companies while the
23,000 m2 Econia development is the first office building in Finland to be
powered by solar energy, highlighting Aviapolis' sustainability theme.
Office and commercial facilities are being constructed mostly by a
consortium of Finish real estate companies, including Sponda, Plc; SRV Vitoset,
Ltd; Restel Oy, Ltd; and Finavia's subsidiary, LAK Airport Real Estate, Plc. The
City of Vantaa also participates in Aviapolis real estate investment.
Two business support platforms are geared to fostering innovation and
attracting high-tech firms to Aviapolis and the greater airport region. The City of
Vantaa has developed and largely funds the the Vantaa Innovation Institute with
300 companies participating in such fields as RFID (radio frequency
identification) and clean environmental technology. The Institutes's latest project,
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in partnership with GreeNet Finland, has created a platform called Airport
Cluster Finland. The objective of this platform is to promote know-how of
Finnish companies in airport technology solutions. A similar platform in the
Domodedovo Airport City or Aerotropolis could generate long-term public,
environmental, and financial returns to DME.
The second catalytic platform for Aviapolis is Technopolis, a large office
building complex that houses and provides technology and knowledge-intensive
firms with all the facilities and services they need to operate successfully.
Technopolis is a stock exchange listed company which has a number of locations
in Europe including the large one in Aviapolis shown in Exhibit 1.20. In fact, it is
Europe's largest technology business support center, serving 930 companies and
12,000 professionals who work in Technopolis facilities. According to its website
(http://www.technopolis.fi/) these tenant companies range from small start-ups
to mid-size and large tech companies, as well as firms engaged in international
business and trade.
There are a number of other Aviapolis projects in the planning and
development stages. One of the most interesting and substantial is the Aviation
Station District being developed by its landowner LAK-Airport Real Estate, Plc.
Working with the City of Vantaa and the urban design team of helsinkizürich
architects, LAK has completed all planning. It is moving forward with this
mixed-use commercial, residential, and business district above the major airport
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rail station that is scheduled for opening in 2014 as a key node in the new
Helsinki Ring Rail Line. Conceived as the multimodal urban heart of Aviapolis,
this large multi-functional platform consists of three main components: (1)
multimodal transportation services including a metro bus station adjacent to the
underground train station, (2) a mixture of living and working facilities, and (3)
leisure and tourism services (see Exhibit 1.21). LAK is in charge of the overall
project and coordinating with private-sector partners who will do the actual
development of the commercial and residential components.
Apropos the above, the Aviapolis development consortium is acutely
aware of the importance of connecting multimodal surface transportation
infrastructure to effectively leverage HEL airport and its surrounding
aerotropolis to attract business investment. It has, therefore, worked very closely
with the Finnish federal government to put highway, rail and port connections in
place to make Aviapolis more accessible and appealing for logistics functions
and commercial real estate development. The consortium worked to improve the
E18 highway which connects Aviapolis to other Scandinavian countries and to
St. Petersburg, Russia, as well as implement high-speed rail connections to St.
Petersburg, now just three hours away by train. The PPP also convinced the
central government to improve access of Aviapolis to Helsinki's new port in
Vuossari when it moved from downtown Helsinki in 2008. It was also
instrumental in collaborating with the Finnish government in creating the new
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Ring Rail Line that not only improves connectivity of HEL to downtown
Helsinki, but also makes Aviapolis more accessible to a range of outer Helsinki's
residential, logistics, industrial, and commercial nodes (see Exhibit 1.22).
In sum, there are a number of good lessons to be learned by the DME
Group from Aviapolis in your planning and development of the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis. Perhaps the most important of these are the power and
effectiveness of public-private partnerships and having the active support of the
nation's central government for infrastructure provision and business
recruitment. Close to this in value was having Finavia, the partnering City of
Vantaa, the land owners, and major real estate developers all understand the
mutual benefits of the aerotropolis model and their willingness to work
collectively on its Aviapolis design and construction.

1.6 U.S. Airport City and Aerotropolis Cases

Let us now take a look at what is going on in the United States. I choose four
cases which highlight airport property and greater aerotropolis development:
Dallas-Ft. Worth, Memphis, Detroit, and Kansas City.
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1.6.1 Dallas-Fort Worth

DFW is the cornerstone of Dallas-Ft. Worth Metroplex, the fastest growing
region in the U.S. between 2000 and 2010 (see Exhibit 1.23). Its regional economic
impact was estimated to be $19 billion in 2006, though I understand a recent
update soon to be released increases that economic impact considerably.
The airport property itself is enormous—18,000 acres, covering parts of 4
cities and two counties, actually exceeding the size of New York City's
Manhattan Island. Airport officials plan to take advantage of the airport's vast
size by developing nearly 6,000 acres for commercial use over the next 20 years.
Airport property development is targeted to six key areas as shown in
Exhibit 1.24. Two are for planned air cargo expansion (East Air Cargo, which has
hundreds of developable acres, and West Air Cargo which anchors most current
cargo facilities). DFW management is pressing hard for additional wide-body
passenger and cargo flights to Asia (especially China). They have also formed
partnerships with commercial real estate firms such a Trammell Crow and air
cargo oriented investors such as AMB to construct “high velocity flow-thru”
cargo facilities in the west cargo area. Such large commercial real estate
companies not only have expertise in state-of-the-art cargo facility development,
but they also bring with them a rich network of potential cargo and other
logistics tenants.
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International Commerce Park (see Exhibit 1.25) is targeted to light
industrial, freeway commercial, and flex office development. It currently has 264
acres leased with 115 remaining for industrial/commercial development.
A retail/hospitality/entertainment complex is planned on the northwest
corner of the airport. Covering nearly 200 acres it will contain mixed use retail,
restaurants, garden offices, a hotel and entertainment facilities (see Exhibit 1.26).
Bear Creek Office Park is an 1,800 acre tract with open space amenities
being marketed primarily as a corporate campus site (see Exhibit 1.27). Because
of natural streams and floodplain in this park, substantial open space must be
maintained. The land-use plan thus calls for two 18 hole championship golf
courses along with wildflower meadows and heavy tree cover. It is felt that this
environment will be optimal for office development just minutes from the airport
terminals, with open-space amenities desired by today's knowledge workers. A
smaller amount of shielded light industrial and mixed use development may also
be in this large tract's future.
Southgate Plaza is a 45-acre hybrid development at the southeastern end
of the airport (see Exhibit 1.28). An innovative public-private partnership was
formalized in April 2009 between the airport authority and the private-sector
real estate developer which will serve as the master developer of Southgate
Plaza, a 1.5 million square feet mixed use airport property project. Utilizing a
ground lease, the developer is providing all of the internal infrastructure (roads
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and utilities). In turn, all ground rents go back to the develop until the
infrastructure costs are paid back. This saves the airport upfront infrastructure
costs. Moreover, operating as a private-sector firm, the developer can move
mush faster since it does not have to meet traditional government bureaucratic
regulations in awarding construction contracts.
Designed to be DFW's southern gateway, Southgate Plaza is proposed to
accommodate two hotels, office complexes, and restaurant and retail space.
Connected to terminals via shuttle bus service the project will create 2,700
permanent jobs, US$95 million in wages and salaries and an initial $3.2 million in
rent annually for the airport. As noted, this rent will be rebated to the developer
until infrastructure development costs are paid back.
In addition to those planned at Southgate Plaza, hotels have become
pivotal to DFW's airport city environment. These include the large existing Hyatt
Regency DFW and Grand Hyatt attached directly to its international passenger
terminal.
DFW's Grand Hyatt featuring meeting rooms and concierge business
support services represents how airport hotels are increasingly acting as virtual
headquarters for new economy firms and are shaping a new corporate meeting
style. The following paragraph extracted from the August 20–27, 2007 issue of
Business Week magazine on the future of work, illustrates:
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The fact that virtual connections still need to be balanced with
face-to-face contact places the airport squarely in the path of
modern urbanism. Consider the experience of Sage Software
Inc., a $1 billion company which sells software to help
businesses run better. It has 30 locations throughout the U.S.,
the result of a nine-year acquisition spree, but no headquarters.
So its eight-member executive team, scattered from Tampa, Fla.,
to Irvine, Calif., fly once a month to Dallas. There they check
into the Grand Hyatt DFW in terminal D for two days of
meetings. Everyone can get there for a 1 p.m. start, work until 6
p.m., get dinner together, and then work all day the next day
until 5 p.m., when they run for the next flight home.
Commercial activity and resulting non-aeronautical revenues have
become critical for DFW to meet its infrastructure and facility expansion and
modernization needs. It has also helped the airport be more competitive and
connected by keeping airline costs down. In 2010, 65 percent of DFW's revenue
came from commercial activities.
While DFW is evolving as a new urban core of Metroplex, its economic
reach and impact extends many miles out along nearby interstate highways and
expressways. Two excellent examples of this are Infomart and Dallas Market
Center, both of which are located on the I-35 corridor to DFW. Infomart is a
huge, ultra-contemporary merchandise mart for information and communication
technology (ICT) companies. Tens of thousands of visitors travel through DFW
annually to attend Infomart trade shows.
Dallas Market Center—a cluster of four large buildings that contain nearly
five million square feet of display space for fashion clothing and home
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merchandise—is the world's largest wholesale merchandise mart. Hundreds of
thousands of buyers and vendors fly into Dallas annually to conduct business at
Infomart and Market Center. In 2010, Dallas Market Center alone attracted
buyers and vendors from all 50 U.S. states and 84 countries, who purchased
300,000 airline seats and filled 720,000 nearby hotel rooms while conducting an
estimated $8 billion in wholesale transactions.
The airport has been a major factor in attracting nearly 20 Fortune 500
corporate headquarters to the broader airport region including five major
Fortune 500 headquarters to Las Colinas just east of DFW. This 12,000 acre
airport-linked community has 22.3 million sq. ft. of class A office space, 8.5
million sq. ft. of light industry, 1.3 million sq. ft. of retail, over 14,000 single- and
multi-family residences, 2,845 luxury and business-class hotel rooms, 75+
restaurants, and 4 championship golf courses. Dedicated light rail to DFW and to
downtown Dallas is being developed.
Future regional passenger rail to DFW will be an important and
integrating feature of the broader airport region with longer-term sustainability
implications to reduce airport area congestion. Exhibit 1.29 illustrates planned
routes of future light rail, commuter rail and high-speed rail lines that will feed
into DFW's terminal stations.
As is common in Texas, nothing is planned and developed in a small way.
What impresses me, though, is the recognition by airport management and
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airport-area planners of the growing importance of aesthetics and environmental
amenities as they develop properties.

1.6.2 Memphis

In less than 30 years, FedEx has transformed Memphis from a sleepy midsize southern city into a global trading center. Its Memphis hub is the largest,
most connected air logistics complex in the world. In 2010, the airport handled
4.1 million metric tons of cargo, 96% due to FedEx which processes over 3.3
million packages per day on average.
Burlington North Sante Fe Railroad (BNSF) has opened a new $200
million Memphis intermodal facility in early 2010. The expansion increases the
size of the facility to 185 acres and provides the potential for 1 million lifts a year.
As of January 2011, Delta/Northwest Airlines offered 279 daily scheduled
departures to 89 U.S. cities and to Amsterdam.
As a result of the FedEx presence, the economic impact of Memphis
International Airport is immense. According to a 2009 study by the University of
Memphis, the airport had a $29 billion impact on the metropolitan economy in
2008, $27.1 billion resulting from air cargo activities. A total of 220,154 jobs in the
metro area are tied to the airport (32,000 employed by FedEx alone) which
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constitutes over 1 in 4 jobs in the Region. Almost half of the businesses in the
Memphis area feel that their economic future is linked to the airport.
Because of the high employment multiplier effects of air express and air
cargo activities (e.g., trucking, logistics, and distribution centers, time-sensitive
assembly, repair and testing, etc.). Memphis International Airport has an
economic impact greatly disproportionate to its passenger numbers and
population base (see Exhibit 1.30 for comparable 2004 figures). For example,
while Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport has nearly four times the annual passengers
and its metropolitan population base is three times larger than Memphis,
Memphis International has an economic impact that is 50 percent larger than
Phoenix Sky Harbor airport.
A substantial aerotropolis is evolving at and around Memphis
International Airport. In addition to logistics and distribution facilities, hotels,
office parks, retail and entertainment complexes are locating along airport
corridors. The FedEx hub has attracted major arterial clusters and strings of
logistics and distribution facilities (see Exhibits 1.31 and 1.32). These include:
• World's largest laptop computer repair depot—Flextronics repairs 3,000
laptops each day with same-day turnaround
• World's largest cornea bank—The National Eye Bank Center
• World's largest DVD distribution center—Thomson Technicolor ships
1.2 million DVDs per day (½ of DVDs purchased in the U.S.)
• Largest overnight drug testing center in the U.S.—Advanced
Toxicology runs up to 10,000 lab tests per night for next day delivery
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Major national distribution facilities for Hewlett-Packard, Sharp, Cingular,
Jabil Global, Pfizer, Baxter, GlaxoSmithKline, Medtronic, and many others have
located in Memphis largely because of the FedEx hub. Some of these, such as
Sears logistics services, Hewlett-Packard, Nike, Williams-Sonoma and Thomson
Technicolor, operate distribution facilities that exceed two million square feet.
To foster between growth around the airport and throughout the broader
region, which composes the Memphis Aerotropolis, two organizations have been
formed. One is a Memphis Airport Area Development Corporation, which is
focusing on aesthetic improvements and investment in the immediate airport
area. Operating with private-sector funding from a number of Memphis' leading
corporations (e.g., FedEx, Medtronics, Elvis Presley Enterprises), the corporation
has a full-time executive director and substantial operating budget. Its primary
objective is upgrading the appearance of immediate airport area and drawing
more attractive businesses to corridors leading into and out of the airport to
create more positive impressions by business people and tourists coming to
Memphis.
The second is a Memphis Aerotropolis Steering Committee composed of
public and private sector leaders in the region. Four task groups have been
created: (1) airport corridor planning and development, including high priority
commercial clusters, (2) gateways and beautification to create short-term visual
improvements in the immediate gateway area in collaboration with the Airport
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Area Development Corporation, (3) access and transportation to support
passenger and freight movements and reduce congestion, and (4) marketing an
branding including website development, promotional advertising in the media,
and developing the brand of Memphis as “America's Aerotropolis”
In 2008, the Memphis Region Chamber of Commerce hired a full-time vice
president for Aerotropolis and Logistics Development. This executive plays a
key role in coordinating and supporting aerotropolis initiatives by various public
and private-sector groups across the Memphis region.

1.6.3 Detroit

Detroit officials are acutely aware that they are spiraling down
economically and that bold steps must be taken to overcome the likely
continuing decline in its automotive manufacturing sector and other traditional
industries. In a regional assessment of its assets to compete in the new economy,
one clearly stood out—the region's aviation connectivity through Detroit Metro
Airport (DTW).
DTW (a Delta Airlines hub) is the sixth busiest airport in the U.S. in terms
of takeoffs and landings serving 160 non-stop destinations in the U.S., Europe,
Asia, and Latin America. Seven miles from DTW is Willow Run Airport
(Detroit's original municipal airport) that has become a significant air cargo
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airport that is home to numerous charter cargo airlines, including the nation's
leading on-demand heavy-lift cargo carrier.
Just to the south of DTW's runways and near the intersection of two major
U.S. interstate highways (I-94 and I-275), is an 1,800-acre (800 hectares) open land
parcel known as The Pinnacle. Further assessment showed that there was
actually over 23,000 additional acres of developable sites in the aerotropolis area
(see Exhibit 1.33). A public-private leadership group was formed (now called the
Detroit Region Aerotropolis Steering Committee, similar to Memphis'
Aerotropolis Leadership Committee) to encourage zoning and development
plans to leverage the two airports to attract new industry to the broader airport
area and serve as a nucleus of renewed regional economic development and
business competitiveness.
In 2006, nine governments near Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County
Airport and Willow Run Airport signed a memorandum of understanding to cooperate in moving aerotropolis planning and development forward. The
following year, a 35-member public-private leadership task force was established
to oversee the formation of an aerotropolis plan.
A Detroit Region Aerotropolis land-use plan, completed in 2008 by Jones
Lang LaSalle, identifies 13 primary development sites for airport-linked
commercial development covering approximately 5,000 acres of land with
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potential expansion to 25,000 acres. The plan estimates that upwards of 60,000
jobs can be created.
An Aerotropolis Development Corporation (ADC) has been formed which
will provide for a unified, cross-jurisdictional mechanism for moving the Detroit
Region Aerotropolis forward. The ADC collaborates with local governments
(two counties and seven municipalities) on four primary activities (1) marketing
and business attraction, (2) master planning and design standards, (3) regulatory
assistance and incentives, and (4) inter-governmental communication and
coalition building, including outreach to businesses, citizens, and landowners.
It promotes long-term partnerships among communities, build
relationships with existing businesses in the region, co-operate with other
economic development entities in the region, and has worked with the State of
Michigan and U.S. federal government to provide infrastructure and financial
incentives to attract air commerce related businesses to the Detroit Region
Aerotropolis. All of this will boost airport passenger and cargo volumes.
The ADC is being funded through membership fees by local government
signatories (who compose the Corporate Board) and private-sector contributions.
Reporting to the ADC Corporate Board is a 10-12 member executive committee
of public and private sector participants, providing continuous oversight of the
Development Corporations activities.
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Over the past eight years I have given a number of presentations to this
group on the aerotropolis concept. From these presentations, the steering
committee put together Exhibit 1.34 which illustrates how my generic model
might be adopted to specific commercial and residential land uses, including the
creation of a ring road with two aerotropolis corridors (I-94 and Ecourse Road).
One of the issues that concerned the Aerotropolis leadership group was
how to overcome the image of Detroit as an unattractive, old industry “Rust
Belt” region. Most commercial development around DTW neither effectively
leveraged the connectivity the airport offered, nor was it physically attractive—
much of it being clusters of less expensive hotels and strips of conventional small
stores and service establishments (convenience, gas stations, auto body shops),
with some older factories and warehouses along the connecting highways.
When 1,300 acres of the Pinnacle property just south of DTW were
acquired by the airport authority and Wayne County for noise mitigation for the
fifth runway, plans were drawn up to use this as a new image-building gateway
to DTW to signal Detroit's emergence into the new 21st century economy. Over
1,000 acres were designated as Pinnacle Aeropark, with a planned physical
layout, green space, and commercial facilities providing a much more appealing
and contemporary “front door” to the Detroit region by air travelers (see
Exhibit 1.35)
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The project was designed with the physical features, site amenities, and
support services to attract and support clusters of research and high tech firms,
Class A office buildings, value-adding logistics and transformation centers as
well as exhibition, education, and meeting facilities in an aesthetically pleasing
and functionally integrated fashion. Amenities and support services proposed
include, among others, luxury hotels, conference facilities, fitness centers, a
championship golf course, jogging and biking trails, upscale shopping,
restaurants, and a high-speed telecommunications infrastructure.
Wayne County, the initiator of the project, is envisioning the Pinnacle as a
“business location with wings” fully leveraging the project's adjacency to Detroit
Metro Airport to provide tenants and users with excellent national and global air
access. Their assumption is that time-pressed executives and professionals whose
responsibilities require frequent travel to branch facility, partner, or client sites
will have access in minutes to DTW's passenger terminals for day and possibly
even half-day business trips. Firms who frequently bring in their clients by air for
meetings, presentations or direct service can host them with one day round trips,
avoiding the costs of overnight stays. Those clients or colleagues needing to
remain for longer periods will have available, convenient on-site amenities such
as first-class hotel accommodations, golf, fitness centers, and quality restaurants
and shopping. These amenities would also be available to international or other
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long-distance travelers connecting through DTW and as an attractive “airport
city” destination for local residents.
To attract high-tech goods-processing firms, supply-chain management
and value-adding logistics service providers will be targeted. As the FedEx hub
at Memphis has demonstrated, in many new-economy industries, hours and
even minutes are of critical importance to meeting market objectives. Examples
here include medical and pharmaceutical laboratory testing facilities, organ
banks, and lost credit card reproduction, all of which depend on rapid national
and global shipping turn-around.
To appeal to today's knowledge-workers and new economy industries,
the Pinnacle model was planned to blend efficient business form and function
with on-site amenities. Carefully planned and aesthetically integrated clusters of
flex-tech, research and development, clean light manufacturing, and valueadding logistics/transformation (as opposed to big-box warehouse and
distribution) facilities will radiate from the core. These facilities, which will be
developed following covenants, restrictions, and quality construction design
standards, will have contemporary, architecturally appealing facades with
buildings interspersed with biking and pedestrian trails. The Pinnacle's planned
distinctive roundabout serving as the town center, landscaped green space, and
campus-like clusters of commercial facilities will be highly visible to millions of
U.S. and international passengers flying into and out of Metro each year, acting
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as a reinforcing 21st century visual complement to the new $1.2 billion
McNamara terminal that most will pass through (see Exhibit 1.36).
Numerous studies have documented that knowledge-workers and their
high tech firms frequently seek architecturally distinctive, planned campus-like
settings that are relatively self-contained and provide green space and
opportunities for active recreation. Incorporating such land use, the Pinnacle
hopes to set the standard for Detroit Region Aerotropolis development and go a
long way toward transforming the commercial use of the airport area. Its
planned site design, architectural features, and anticipated commercial tenants
would no doubt markedly improve the appearance of the airport area while
helping change Detroit's image from a region of traditional manufacturing to a
location for high tech firms.
In terms of commercial use, initial Pinnacle planning shows
approximately 25 million square feet (576 acres) devoted to “flex tech” buildings
that will enable customized allocation and periodic reallocation of
administration, research, laboratory testing, engineering, production, and
materials processing either under one roof or in one concentrated area.
Approximately 4.7 million square feet (109 acres) are allocated for value adding
logistics/transformation facilities that conduct supply chain management,
kitting, sequencing, reconfiguration as well as information technology functions
for tracing and tracking goods flows around the world. There are also 3.6 million
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square feet (83 acres) allocated for commercial development, and 2.9 million
square feet for Class A offices. The remaining acres are designated for
landscaped open space, recreation, and rights-of-way (see Exhibit 1.37).
At full development, phased over an estimated 15-year time-frame, the
Pinnacle has been targeted to generate approximately 25,000 full-time jobs,
including 13,000 in office, research, and technology, 7,500 in logistics, and 4,300
in retail/commercial. It is anticipated that this project will evolve into the central
business district (or airport city) of the broader Detroit Region Aerotropolis.
Development of the Pinnacle has been slowed by the U.S. commercial real
estate crisis and other factors to the disappointment of many in the Detroit
region. Yet, attracted by easy air transport and availability of land, a number of
businesses have decided to locate in the aerotropolis, creating numerous jobs.
For example, in 2009 General Electric located its clean energy and wind power R
& D facility near the airport bringing 1200 jobs to the area. General Motors and
A123 Systems, a battery maker, located new facilities employing nearly 4,000
people. And Chinese auto parts suppliers are locating in the Aerotropolis.
A major long-term benefit has been the public-private partnership formed
which generated the State legislation to provide special tax benefits to firms
locating in the Detroit Aerotropolis. Another huge long-term benefit is that the
PPP is working closely with the U.S. Congress to pass the Aerotropolis Act of
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2011 which will provide resources for surface infrastructure improvements in
Aerotropolis areas in the U.S.

1.6.4 Kansas City

Kansas City International Airport (KCI) encompasses 10,200 acres in a low
density suburban setting, 20 miles northwest of downtown Kansas City. KCI
offers flights to 68 non-stop destinations in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico.
In 2010, the airport had just over 11 million passengers and handled about
114,000 metric tons of cargo; small by major city airport standards. It offers just
48 non-stop flight destinations in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. A 2006 study
showed that KCI's economic impact on the area totaled $5.5 billion and
generated almost 61,000 jobs.
For the three decades since KCI opened it has been counted upon to
attract business and drive economic development in the northern part of the
metropolitan area. Yet, in the eyes of many, results have been disappointing.
Airport-linked commercial development has been slow to evolve. Most of the
10,000 acres that fall within KCI's boundaries remains vacant despite the fact that
nearly the entire airport has been designated as a Foreign Trade Zone. Moreover,
even with its excellent highway connectivity, only a handful of distinct KCIlinked business clusters can be identified in its outlying reaches.
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Initial planning for a KCI aerotropolis three years ago included combining
existing commercial development just east of the airport with proposed new
development that will constitute the KCI Business District, or core Airport City
(see Exhibit 1.38).
With the KCI Business District (Airport City) established, clusters of hotel,
retail, office, industrial logistics, and residential units are anticipated to develop
outward from the airport along nearby interstates and state highways.
According to Kansas City area officials, there are approximately 10,400
acres of industrial/office park development (off-airport) in the airport area
recommended land use plan. Development proposals are in place on 3,200 acres
and these plans provide: 14.5 million square feet of office, 17.8 million square feet
of logistics/industrial and 2.6 million square feet of retail.
Hotel clusters and mixed-use residential are also planned. Combined
commercial and industrial development is expected to employ 90,000 workers.
Exhibit 1.39 illustrates the type of Aerotropolis development which would be
expected to occur near KCI over the next five to ten years.
A major inside-the-fence business park, known as KCI Intermodal
BusinessCentre, has also been planned and is going to be developed by
Trammell Crow on 800 acres in the southeastern sector of the airport (see
Exhibit 1.40). It is designed to simultaneously leverage the aviation and air cargo
infrastructure of KCI along with its nearby highway systems to provide timeProprietary and Confidential
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sensitive manufacturers, distributors, and logistics service providers with
efficient sourcing, production, and distribution. Initial industry targets are high
tech (especially semiconductors), aerospace components, cargo distribution and
third-party logistics providers.
The site is divided into four development areas. The first two (the
airfreight and hanger areas) were directly tied to the primary airport functions.
As such, they are purposely isolated from other uses to provide a greater
measure of security. The other two areas provide for a more standard office
distribution and industrial development. The site area, building area and
building type are illustrated and detailed in Exhibit 1.41 and the table below.
Development
type

Site
area

Building
area

Building
type

Airfreight

300 acres

2,240,000 sq. ft.

2 story

Maintenance/Hangar

65 acres

462,000 sq. ft.

1 story

Office/Distribution/Industrial

207 acres

1,763,300 sq. ft.

1 story

Office

69 acres

1,254,500 sq. ft.

2 & 3 story

Groundbreaking occurred in late 2008 with Phase I completed a year later.
At present, master developer the Trammell Crow Company is still recruiting
target firms. In July 2011, Trammell Crow and KCI airport announced the
intermodal business centers's first tenant Blount International, a global
manufacturer of replacement part for various types of equipment. The facility
will occupy 10 hectares and serve as the company's North American distribution
center.
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While optimism remains with airport management and local officials, the
thirty-year history of limited Kansas City airport area development shows that
aerotropolis formation does not always occur rapidly at and around airports,
even if sufficient open land exists. In particular, aviation connectivity to national
and international markets must reach a critical mass, which KCI lacks, for
substantial airport-driven development to occur and be sustained. This has
proven to be the shortcoming in numerous other locations in the U.S., especially
cargo-oriented airports such as North Carolina's Global TransPark and the
Southern California Logistics Airport in Victorville, California, about 130
kilometers northeast of Los Angeles.

1.7 Asia's Airport Cities and Aerotropolises

Asia is leading the way in airport city and aerotropolis development. One key
reason is that their airports are newer with many constructed on greenfield sites.
This enables officials to design and develop them and their surrounding areas
consistent with the new roles of airports in the local and global economy. Many
Asian airports also can be planned by powerful government bodies that
simultaneously control the development process of the airport and its environs
with few social or environmental constraints. Below, I elaborate three leading
examples: Hong Kong, South Korea's Incheon, and Singapore.
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1.7.1 Hong Kong International Airport

Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA) is an exemplary airport city and
aerotropolis in evolution. Its 1,258 hectare (2,700 acre) site was created in the
mid-1990s by leveling two small islands and reclaiming land from the sea.
The airport opened in July 1998 with a total project cost of US$20 billion,
including a 26 miles multi-lane expressway and modern airport express train to
both Kowloon and Hong Kong Island.
Three commercial districts adjacent to or near HKIA's terminal and
runways are well along in development (see Exhibit 1.42). The 70 acre South
Commercial District is composed of logistics facilities, including (1) Tradeport
Hong Kong Ltd., constructed and operated by an international consortium of
Asia and European Partners, (2) HACTL's Super Terminal 1 (the world's largest
stand-alone air-cargo and air-express facility with a gross area of 2.7 million sq.
ft), (3) the 2 million sq. ft. Asia Air Freight Terminal, and (4) a 1.4 million sq. ft.
mixed-use freight-forwarding warehousing and office complex. DHL has opened
its Asia air express hub in this zone, as well, with Cathay City (a major aviationlinked office complex) developing nearby, (see Exhibit 1.43 showing Cathay City
under construction next to the HACTL super cargo terminal and Tung Chung
New Town in the background).
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The 52 acre East Commercial District is being developed as an office park.
It will have gross floor area of 3 million sq. ft. targeted to regional corporate
offices and air travel-intensive professionals. The 125 acre North Commercial
District is the Airport City's signature development zone, known as SkyCity. The
10 million sq. ft. commercial development is adjacent to the passenger terminal
and served by the airport express train. SkyCity's master planner, Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill, designed it as a commercial destination for working,
shopping, meeting and trading (see Exhibit 1.44).
SkyCity's first phase opened in late 2006 and contains SkyPlaza, a
multipurpose commercial complex connected to the passenger terminal and the
airport express train station. The lower floors of SkyPlaza provide a 300,000 sq.
ft. retail center, including an 4D Extreme Screen theater (see Exhibit 1.45). Above
this podium is class A office space with a total gross floor area of another 300,000
square feet.
SkyCity's first phase development also includes a 750,000 sq. ft.
international exhibition center (Asia World Expo) with full-time trade
representative offices, SkyPier (a China cross-boundary ferry terminal), a 650room hotel, and the SkyCity Nine Eagles (9-hole) golf course (see Exhibit 1.46).
The future phases will consist of a business park, hotels, and leisure and
entertainment facilities developed in a pedestrian friendly and public-transit
integrated way (see Exhibits 1.47 and 1.48). The 1,171-room Regal Airport Hotel,
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which connects Terminals 1 and 2 opened in 2007. HKIA's passenger terminals
house 30 high-end clothing designer shops along with over 100 other retail, food
and beverage, and service outlets.
SkyCity will be the multimodal Central Business District of a far reaching
Hong Kong Aerotropolis. In addition to its Hong Kong Island and Kowloon
connections, it will be linked by the express train and highway to the nearby
Disney Theme Park that also opened on the airport's island in 2006, about 10
minutes from the SkyCity (see Exhibit 1.49). The airport express train connects as
well within 5 minutes to Tung Chung, a massive new town housing 45,000
airport workers and their families, complete with schools, churches, shopping
and medical facilities (shown in Exhibit 1.43).

1.7.2 Incheon: Korea's Air City

Perhaps the most ambitious effort to develop on airport an airport city and
greater Aerotropolis is taking place at and around South Korea's new Incheon
International Airport. At its core is Air City, a set of airport commercial
complexes being developed with all the features of a modern metropolitan
center: retail areas, office buildings, logistics and high-tech manufacturing
facilities, ICT functions and leisure activities, a conference and exhibition center,
as well as a mixed-use new town. Elaborate expressways, bridges and tunnels
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connect the airport to Seoul (42 miles to the North) and to nearby islands, the
latter forming an expansive commercial and residential complex. A commuter
rail line between downtown Seoul and Incheon International Airport was
completed in 2010.
The airport property (15,000 acres) is considerably larger than most in
Asia. Opened in March 2001, Incheon was immediately among Asia's major
airports in passengers and cargo. Its current master plan (with a 15-year horizon)
has commercial and residential development evolving through three phases,
creating an ever broadening and deepening urban expanse (see Exhibit 1.51). The
first phase (already complete) is an Airport Support Community consisting of
airport-related industries (primarily logistics), commercial services, and housing
for airport area employees and their families, which total 100,000. The second
phase (also completed) involves expanding (both spatially and functionally) the
Airport Support Community while transforming it into an International Business
City. A 360 acre international business center composed of four office complexes,
a shopping mall, convention and exhibition facility and two five-star hotels
opened between 2007 and 2009.
An additional 220 acre commercial project under development is the
Airport Free Zone. This international logistics and manufacturing zone became
fully operational in 2011. Both the International Business Center and Airport Free
Zone are planned to double in space in the coming five years.
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The third and most ambitious stage (The International Free Trade City) is
a full-blown aerotropolis tied together by the extended Incheon free enterprise
zone (IFEZ). The IFEZ will encompass three islands, connected by expressway
bridges (man-made Songdo and Cheongra, along with Yeongjong where the
airport is located). A pivotal component in the Republic of Korea's plan to
transform the country into the commercial and trading center of Northeast Asia,
IFEZ is being promoted as “Pentaport”—a combined airport, business port,
seaport, teleport, and leisure port.
The greater Incheon Aerotropolis has dual urban growth poles. The first,
Yeongjong Island, is its Air City, with development on the airport focusing on
aviation-oriented office functions, hotel, trade and exhibition facilities, logistics,
and tourism and leisure activities (see original conceptual plan Exhibit 1.52). Two
of the largest are a 97,000m2 water park opened in 2010 and a 164,000m2 mixeduse commercial complex (IBC-I 1st phase) immediately south of Incheon's
passenger terminal made up of two 4-star hotels with 850 rooms, four office
buildings with 2,500 business suites, a commercial building and golf course. The
second phase of IBC has just started which will include 673,000m2 of hotels, office
buildings, a global medical center, retail facilities and a possible exhibition/
meeting complex. (see Exhibit 1.53). In December 2011 an M.O.U was signed
between IIAC and an American developer to build a major portion of the IBC-II
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located to the northwest of the passenger terminal into an entertainment and
leisure complex targeted to Chinese tourists.
Songdo Island will host the aerotropolis' second urban growth pole, New
Songdo City, being created from scratch entirely on reclaimed land by Gale
International of New York City and POSCO E & C (a division of South Korea's
largest steel producer) in partnership with the Korean Government with
financing through Morgan Stanley, the World Bank, ABN Amro and Kookmin
Bank.
This 1,500-acre, US$33 billion project is the largest private development
project currently underway in the world. At full build-out in 2015, New Songdo
City will have over 15 million square feet of office and commercial space, more
than 9,000 residences (mostly condominium and town houses), a convention
center, a cultural center, a central park greenway, an 18-hole golf course
designed by Jack Nicklaus, a state-of-the-art medical facility, and an international
school for children of expatriate workers being planned by Harvard (see
Exhibit 1.54).
Phase I of this mega-project which commenced in 2005 and was completed
in 2010 includes a 1 million sq. ft. retail complex, a 1,000 room hotel, a 65-story
trade center, and 2,360 homes. As an incentive to its developers, the Korean
government has agreed to construct a six-mile, six-lane bridge from New Songdo
City directly to Incheon International Airport and provide all utilities.
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From the start of Air City on airport property to the development of New
Songdo City six miles away, the Korean government is actively soliciting privatesector participation and foreign investment. Tax holidays and other generous
financial incentives along with the provision of extensive infrastructure
throughout the greater Incheon airport region are likely to catalyze considerably
more private-sector development throughout this emerging Korean
Aerotropolis.

1.7.3 Singapore Changi International Airport

Since commencing operation in 1981, Singapore Changi, 20 kilometers from
downtown Singapore, has been considered among the most efficient and
aesthetically pleasing airports in the world. The opening of its swank Terminal 2
in 1991 positioned Changi as an Asian leader in infusing passenger facilities with
modern retail and service functions. The Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore
(CAAS) has invested continuously to upgrade its two terminals and establish
them as commercial and leisure nodes of a relatively compact Changi Airport
City. A third even more magnificent terminal, costing $1.8 billion opened in 2008,
with an extensive array of commercial, cultural, and leisure services.
Branding Singapore and providing a memorable experience to airport
users are key objectives to the ongoing modernization of the passenger
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terminals. More than 200 retail outlets, many with Singapore or S.E. Asia themes,
line Changi's concourses in a free-flow manner. Artwork and waterfalls exhibit a
sense of local history and natural beauty. Coffee shops and food outlets also
provide a local flavor, modeled after the facades of 1960s Chinatown, while
restaurants have open kitchens where passengers can observe cooks preparing
Singaporean dishes along with a variety of other international cuisines.
At the same time, Changi's passenger terminals are state-of-the-art
technologically and in service amenities. They were among the world's first to
offer Wi-Fi access to passengers with laptops and high-quality surround sound
lounge seats with plasma and liquid crystal video equipment. Small group movie
theaters, sports and news viewing lounges, in-transit passenger sleeping,
massage and shower facilities, along with health and fitness clubs round-out
terminal commercial amenities. Passengers with a 5-hour layover can even take a
2 ½-hour off-airport tour, including the downtown financial district and a bum
boat ride on the Singapore River. More than 60 percent of the airport's revenues
come from non-aeronautical activities.
The limited amount of land surrounding Changi's 3,200 acre airport
property has constrained landside commercial development. Connectivity to
downtown Singapore has therefore been enhanced by a newly opened subway
line that transfers travelers to the airport in about 20 minutes and a beautified
tropical expressway with excellent taxi service between the airport and the
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downtown. The airport, airport expressway, and downtown are pristine, giving
visiting business people and tourists a highly favorable impression of the
Singapore city-state, a factor often noted in attracting international corporations.
To spice up its sometimes staid image, large casinos with associated hotels and
entertainment clusters are being constructed on reclaimed land near the
expressway and close to downtown.
As one of Asia's leading tradeports, logistics is big business in Singapore,
accounting for 8 percent of the nation's GDP. In 2001, CAAS along with
Singapore's Economic Development Board and the local government authority
created a 60 acre Free Trade Zone at the airport. Known as Airport Logistics Park
of Singapore (ALPS), the zone has been developed to house value-adding thirdparty logistics providers, firms involved in assembling high-tech products, and
e-commerce fulfillment. With direct airfield access, a considerable number of the
world's top logistics firms already have located in the zone, most in multi-story
facilities, given the airport's limited developable land.
The airport is minutes away from large wafer fabrication and disk-drive
manufacturing facilities that rely on Changi's sophisticated and rapid
international air cargo handling. Reclaimed open land lies to the east of the
airport and to the west is an industrial park with an aeronautical focus. The
Singapore Aviation Academy immediately adjacent to airport property provides
state-of-the-art training facilities for those in the aviation industry.
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Aggressive wide-lane highway development ensures that all of
Singapore's industrial, office, hotel and exhibition space is in quick and easy
access to the airport. The most distant industrial estate, for example, is still
within 40 minutes of Changi. Because of the great importance of international air
passengers and air cargo for Singapore's economy, Changi has become the
pivotal transportation node in what is essentially an island-wide aerotropolis.

1.7.4 Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport

Taiwan opened a trendsetting gateway airport in 1979, shortly thereafter named
Chiang Kai-shek International Airport (CKS) in honor of its former military and
political leader. Airport and government officials from throughout Asia visited
CKS during the 1980s to see and learn from this modern aerodrome which
quickly became one of the busiest in Asia (see Exhibits 1.55 and 1.56).
The airport was renamed Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport (TTIA) in
2006, reflecting its location in Taoyuan County, 40 kilometers southwest of
downtown Taipei. By this time, challenges and some disappointments with TTIA
had already emerged.
Despite two excellent hub airlines (China Airlines and Eva Airways),
periodic infrastructure upgrades, and a second more contemporary passenger
terminal added, the airport did not keep pace during the past 15 years with
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many of its Asian competitors. TTIA was thus leapfrogged in passenger volume
and quality rankings by numerous newer, larger, more architecturally glamorous
and commercially endowed airports in the region. Capacity constraints were also
impacting terminal and airside operations.
Taking stock of TTIA’s current shortcomings and future needs, The
Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) has commenced a bold
initiative to revitalize TTIA to regain its regional prominence, while making the
airport a greater catalyst for Taiwan’s business competitiveness and economic
development. Designated the Taoyuan Aerotropolis project, the plan calls for
significantly expanding and modernizing the airport’s aeronautical and
commercial infrastructure along with creating over 4,000 hectares of aviationintegrated business zones around it.
The aerotropolis plan was approved in 2009 by Taiwan’s Executive Yuan
(Cabinet) and has become the flagship project of the government. Nearly US$10
billion will be allocated to improving TTIA’s infrastructure and facilities as well
as its external transportation links. Much more will be spent by government and
the private sector for infrastructure, commercial, and industrial development in
TTIA’s outlying aerotropolis zones.
Taiwan’s MOTC uses the image of a fried egg when explaining how
aerotropolis land use will evolve, and be administered. The expanded airport is
likened to the egg yolk. This inner core, to be managed by a newly established
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airport company, will consist of aeronautical infrastructure and commercial
facilities directly related to the airport such as terminal-based retail, offices,
hotels, air cargo and logistics services.
The outer ring (or egg white), which is being planned by Taoyuan County,
will house commerce and industry whose activities depend heavily on the
airport. These would include facilities such as trade and exhibition complexes,
time-critical light manufacturing, and medical tourism.
TTIA currently occupies 1,249 hectares, including a connected 45 hectare
free trade zone (FTZ) operated via a concession with the Farglory Group. Plans
are to expand the airport to the north by 575 hectares and to the east by 170
hectares, the latter adding 130 hectares to the airport’s free trade zone. The
Farglory FTZ is directly connected to TTIA and offers the full range of valueadding logistics functions such as kitting, testing, labeling, and even light
assembly (see Exhibit 1.57).
Expansion will bring TTIA’s total size to just under 2,000 hectares. The
extended northern zone will house a future third 4,000 meter runway as well as
additional air cargo operating areas and overnight aircraft parking slots
necessary to meet demand of 58 million annual passengers and 4.5 million metric
tons of cargo forecasted for 2030 (up from 21.6 million PAX and 1.4 million tons
of cargo in 2009).
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To serve anticipated growth in international passengers, much of this
from increased cross-Straits travel between Taiwan and mainland China, a third
terminal will be constructed. Depending on final decisions regarding the future
use of original Terminal 1, Terminal 3 will be planned to process between 30 and
40 million passengers annually.
A design contract for this state-of-the-art new terminal was signed in late
2011, with construction targeted to commence by late 2014. This is the same year
that Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport Access MRT System will connect
TTIA to downtown Taipei (in approximately 30 minutes) and other key regional
nodes. The MRT will serve all three terminal locations at TTIA as well as
Taiwan’s High-Speed Rail system about 7 kilometers away.
A major commercial complex will take shape adjacent to Terminal 3 which
will house business centers, shopping, restaurants, leisure activities, and display
space. A four or five-star hotel offering the full complement of concierge business
and meeting services is also contemplated for the complex.
China Airlines recently opened its gleaming corporate headquarters at
TTIA’s entrance with a swank 360 room Novotel Hotel adjoining it. Two
additional modern structures (a center for crew activities and a flight simulation
training center) complete this new US$141 million complex.
Given Taiwan’s leading position in microelectronics and information and
communications technology (ICT) exports, air cargo and logistics are major
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components of TTIA, and will be even more so in the future. In addition to
planned cargo facilities expansions by China Airlines and Eva Airways, Farglory
Holdings has already invested over US$150 million in completing Phase I of its
free trade zone logistics complex. The complex, operating under a 50 year BOT
(build, operate, transfer) concession, includes the world’s largest single-story
automated air cargo terminal, a value-added logistics park (two buildings) and
international distribution express warehouse and support facilities. Phase II,
scheduled for completion by the end of this decade will include additional valueadding logistics facilities, a forwarder’s building and a major business center.
TTIA plans to expropriate land for an expanded FTZ area adjacent to the
Farglory FTZ. The area will house firms in time-critical distribution, merchandise
testing and certification, vendor managed inventories, business process
outsourcing (such as printing and distributing credit card replacements and
payment request forms), e-commerce fulfillment, and value-adding logistics
services like kitting or labeling for reexport.
To date, TTIA has been managed by a bureaucratic agency run largely by
civil servants who lack autonomy, speed and agility in making strategic
decisions. This bureaucratic structure was replaced in late 2010 by a more
business-like organization called the Taoyuan International Airport Corporation
(TIAC), Ltd.
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Though remaining a subsidiary of the Taiwan government, the new
airport corporation will be freed from much of the government red tape
hindering efficient response to airport opportunities and challenges. It will
therefore be able to negotiate and execute contracts with concessionaires,
consulting firms, and construction companies in a quicker, more agile manner. It
will also be able to hire and promote talented individuals based on performance.
In short, the new airport company is set up to do business the way business does
business.
It is anticipated that TIAC will eventually be listed on the Taiwan stock
exchange enabling private-sector investment and returns which should further
encourage improved airport performance. Privatization (partial or full) could
also provide additional airport revenues for future facility modernization and
infrastructure expansion.
The new airport company is expected to coordinate closely with those
involved in broader aerotropolis development. This will promote stronger
synergies between inside-the-fence and outside-the-fence developments.
The Taoyuan Aerotropolis consists of TTIA as its multimodal core and
approximately 4,150 surrounding hectares divided into seven functional zones
(see Exhibit 1.58). In laying out the seven outside the fence areas, Taoyuan
County planners focused on highest and best land use leveraging proximity to
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the airport as well as transportation connectivity to the airport and the broader
region.
To the immediate south of the airport are two aviation-related industrial
zones. A 670 hectare aviation industry area will be geared to aerospace
equipment design and manufacturing, aviation equipment repair, and air
logistics services, plus a possible aviation training center. The 1,345 hectare
airport-related industry zone (which also has a portion northwest of TTIA) is
designated for aviation R&D, in-flight service industries, air sports and leisure
industry, and car rental and parking, among other services related to the airport.
The 490 hectare Trade and Exhibition Area already with some
development hosts an international convention center with future hotels,
shopping, entertainment, and office buildings planned. This zone is further
leveraged by a High Speed Rail station and MRT station, the latter which will
connect to the airport.
A Refined (specialized) Agriculture Development Area of 460 hectares on
the airport’s southwest periphery is planned as an agriculture produce
distribution center. Auction centers as well as an agri-business technology R&D
centers are similarly proposed for this area.
North of TTIA, a 360 hectare Coastal Recreation Zone is planned for
marinas, water sports facilities, fish markets and indoor and outdoor water
parks. Incentives will be provided to encourage investment in these as well as
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associated hotels with conference facilities, vacation homes, restaurants and
shopping streets.
To the east, a 155 hectare Free Trade Related Zone will be developed to
leverage the Farglory FTZ and the extended airport FTZ. Included in this zone
will be automated warehouse and distribution centers, trade centers, and timecritical light manufacturing.
To provide good residences and minimize commute times, a number of
quality living areas totally nearly 700 hectares are planned for various sections of
the Aerotropolis. These will be designed as sustainable living communities based
on balancing life, neighborhood, work and ecology. Aerotropolis quality living
areas will also have mixed-use services such as shopping malls, restaurants,
libraries and schools.
At present, the outside the fence aerotropolis zones are primarily
conceptual and will be developed as economic demand and market
opportunities emerge. For example, in the Airport-Related Industrial Zone
planned to the northwest of the airport, it is possible that some portions outside
the airport’s noise contours could support a significant “Health Port” made up of
clinics to serve medical tourism along with health and wellness centers.
Success of an aerotropolis rests as much on surface transportation
connectivity as it does on air connectivity. The MOTC, together with Taoyuan
County transportation planners, have therefore been diligent in specifying
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highway and light rail improvements to TTIA and throughout the region. These
include highway upgrades connecting the airport to Taipei and other major
regional commercial nodes, as well as a series of airport area circular roads
efficiently connecting all aerotropolis functional zones.
Such fast and efficient airport access to the broader northern Taiwan
region will bring important commercial centers from metro Taipei to the north to
the Hsinchu Industrial Park (Taiwan’s Silicon Valley) to the south within the
aerotropolis orbit, making a much more geographically expansive airportintegrated economic region. The goal of the government is for this expanded
aerotropolis to be Taiwan’s primary infrastructure asset to compete in the
globally-connected, speed-driven economy of the 21st century.

1.8 The Middle East—Dubai: United Arab Emirates

The leaders of Dubai have been visionary in their use of air commerce to foster
investment and development in this emirate. Recognizing that the emirate's
position halfway between Asia and Europe could make it an important transit
point for passenger and cargo traffic, a decision was made in the mid-1980s to
fully liberalize its air cargo and passenger access for development purposes.
This put air cargo at Dubai International Airport on a rapid trajectory. By
1998, the airport was handling 300,000 tons annually in its Cargo Village, with
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another 120,000 tons flowing through temporary areas. Dubai's air cargo has
continued its rapid trajectory in recent years to 1.8 million tonnes in 2008, up
from 940,000 tons in 2003. With cargo growth at the airport continuing at a
breakneck pace (1.82 million metric tons in 2008), new facilities have followed
suit. The first phase of a Mega Cargo Terminal with annual capacity in 2018
expected to be 3 million tonnes has been completed along with a state-of-the-art
fresh flower facility.
Dubai's airport is within a free trade zone, which makes it even more
attractive to companies looking to invest in the emirate. The Dubai Airport Free
Zone (DAFZ) has 1.2 million square meters of space for offices, warehouses and
distribution centers and manufacturing plants. Its benefits, including 100 percent
foreign ownership of companies in the Zone, tax-free status for up to 30 years
and no personal income tax, are designed to attract those companies producing
high value-to-weight goods and shipping them by air. There are over 1500
companies in the DAFZ, including Bang & Olufsen, Boeing, Chanel, Diageo,
Johnson & Johnson, LVMH, Mitsubishi, Caterpillar, Porsche, Rolls Royce and
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals. As of October 2008, approximately 80 percent of
companies in the DAFZ were in the information technology industry.
So successful has development been at and around Dubai International
Airport, that the emirate's leaders are currently constructing a second massive
airport complex 10 years earlier than planned. The new Al Maktoum
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International Airport (JXB), expected to open in June 2010, will be an example of
the Airport City/Aerotropolis model. It will include planned clusters of
industries in logistics, high technology, financial services and tourism whose
needs are served by aviation. The entire Aerotropolis complex, when fully built
out, will cover 140 square kilometers (54 square miles), including an airport
operating area composed of five parallel runways and three passengers terminals
with extensive shopping and entertainment arcades. The first commercial zone is
Dubai Logistics City, located adjacent to the airport operating area and next to
the Jebel Ali Free Zone.
Along with Dubai Logistics City, other aerotropolis components planned
include (1) Commercial City which will Dubai World Central's business and
financial hub with 85 towers ranging from six to seventy-five stories in height
and expected to employ around 130,000 people, along with up to twenty-five
hotels, ranging from three-star to five-star deluxe, (3) Residential City to house
up to 250,000 people in a mix of two-story villas and luxury apartments in blocks
reaching up to twenty-four stories in height. Residential City will also include
three hotels, an international school, medical facilities, and a large shopping mall.
Exhibit 1.59 is a rendering of Al Maktoum International Airport and its
adjacent airport cities. Originally scheduled build-out is 2017; exceptionally fast
by world standards, construction has been all but brought to a halt in 2009 as a
result of the global recession and Dubai's commercial real estate crisis. Dubai's
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leaders claim strong commitment to completing this project as originally planned
and see this as a three to four year delay until Dubai's commercial real estate
market recovers. Others are not so optimistic and see delays stretching Dubai
World Central's development over a much longer period than originally
envisioned and substantially scaled down from that original vision.
In the meantime, other Middle Eastern countries have commenced airport
city and aerotropolis development backed by immense energy resources. These
include Abu Dhabi, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. To date, little more than conceptual
plans are available, but the ones I have seen are highly ambitious.

1.9 Reasons for Successes and Failures of Air Logistics Hubs
and Aerotropolises

Since the aerotropolis model is fairly new and the number of places that have
specifically planned aerotropolises small, it is difficult and perhaps too early to
assess success or failure. Efforts at creating air logistics hubs have a longer track
record and their successes and failures along with reasons are clearer. I will thus
start with them.
Asia, the Middle East, the U.S., and Europe have an over twenty-five-year
record in establishing logistics air cargo hubs. The most successful large ones,
such as Hong Kong, Incheon, Dubai, Memphis, Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Paris
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have done so based on a combination of location in rapidly growing cargo
markets and a major hub airline generating the cargo. Those such as Paris
Charles de Gaulle which have done well complement their extensive passenger
hub connectivity with a regional air express hub such as FedEx. All others have
substantial air express service which is the fastest growing international air cargo
sector as well as general air cargo airline service. For this reason, I will give
special attention in Chapter 3 (Business Plan Guidelines) on what is needed for
Domodedovo to attract more air express and general air cargo carriers.
Those airports that have sought to grow from scratch as air cargo hubs,
such as North Carolina's Global TransPark, Souther California Logistics Airport,
Frankfort Hahn or Paris Vatry, have faced a strong uphill battle with most
failing. The primary reasons are lack of a strong origin-destination market for air
cargo and insufficient flight networks. Distance from major metropolitan areas
has also been cited as a constraining factor.
As I noted, aviation networks are a region's physical Internet, supporting
the speedy delivery of parts, components, and finished goods over long distance.
The stronger the aviation route network (number of markets serve along with
greater frequency of service to those markets), the more successful air logistics
hub development has tended to be.
Soft infrastructure as well as hard infrastructure (both of which will be
highlighted in the following two chapters) play critical roles, as well. These
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include such factors as Customs issues, corruption, bilateral air agreements, and
the extensive presence of international air freight forwarders and third-party
logistics providers in the airport region. Surface transportation and intermodal
interfaces, as I shall elaborate later, are equally important since the "battle for air
cargo" is often won on the ground.
As I have researched aerotropolis successes and failures, it has become
clear to me that a successful air logistics hub and surrounding logistic complexes
have been powerful and pervasive success factors. For this reason (and at the
request of DME management and their external advisors), I will be giving
substantial attention in the following chapters to developing multimodal air
logistics infrastructure and facilities at and around DME.
Like air cargo hub development, broader aerotropolis development rests
on its physical Internet for moving business and leisure travelers quickly and
efficiently over long distances; i.e., its passenger route networks. Success or
failure also often rests on the quality of land access including availability of
developable land and surface transportation access between this land and the
airport.
This access is why for many of the more prominent aerotropolises such as
Dallas-Ft. Worth, Amsterdam, and now even Paris, the highway corridor
connecting their airports to the central city has been a leading aerotropolis
development driver. In fact, it is often said that in aerotropolis development, the
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three "A's" (accessibility, accessibility, accessibility) have replaced the three "L's"
(location, location, location) as the most important factors attracting aerotropolis
business siting (demand) and impacting commercial real estate values. Since
accessibility is also enhanced by commuter and light rial passenger connectivity
to the airports, those such as Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, and Paris
Charles de Gaulle have been able to boost their airport land values and develop
highly successful airport cities near their passenger terminals.
The geographic position of the airport and its surrounding aerotropolis
with respect to the outward development path of the metropolitan central city is
likewise an important success factor. As noted previously, and will be illustrated
later, a number of aerotropolises such as the Washington Dulles Aerotropolis
experienced commercial real estate development advantages because
Washington, D.C. expanded most rapidly in direction of Washington Dulles
International Airport, eventually reaching it and developing around it. The same
happened with Chicago's O'Hare International Airport, Denver International
Airport, and Paris Roissy generating additional land value and business sitings
near these airports.
On the other hand, the City of Atlanta's main growth axis was for decades
in the opposite direction of Atlanta Hartsfield Jackson International Airport.
Despite being the world's busiest airport with over 90 million passengers
expected to pass through it in 2011, aerotropolis development around Atlanta's
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airport has been more limited than we would have expected based on its air
connectivity and passenger volumes.
The planned Kansas City Aerotropolis has also been beset by a number of
challenges. First, its economic region may not be sufficiently strong to support a
critical threshold of aviation-dependent business activity nor does the airport
have the critical mass of air routes to generate appreciable levels of commercial
activity. Second, the airport is sufficiently distant from densely-populated
residential areas to make labor recruitment difficult for businesses located near
the airport. Third, although the Kansas City economy has been relatively good,
there is not a large need for new commercial space. That which exists seems to be
more suitably served by piecemeal developments in and near the city itself.
Denver’s aerotropolis, however, appears to be set for significant
development. The airport is well-served by airlines and generates a large volume
of passenger traffic. Nearby Aurora is the most rapidly-growing city in Colorado
as Denver suburbanizes eastward. Nevertheless, the airport, only 15 years old in
its new greenfield location, still lies a considerable distance from Denver's urban
expansion. The major commercial developments surrounding other airports,
including O’Hare and Dulles, needed to wait on suburbanizing residences and a
surge in the demand for office space, caused by economic restructuring, that
resulted in the formation of edge cities. As Joel Garreau points out in his 1991
book, Edge Cities, these cities tend to develop between the airport and the central
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city. Similar factors affected the pace of development near Dallas-Fort Worth
until the late-1980s with the difference that a single large development (Las
Colinas) was able to accommodate much of the demand for real estate and
coordinate building.
Asian aerotropolises are unique in that each was shaped by a new
greenfield airport, with Singapore’s Changi at just over 30 years being the oldest
among them. These new airports were built because of capacity constraints at
existing airports and each was a central component of national strategies to
maintain global competitiveness in the face of increased pressure from other
Asian regions. Rapid processing of passengers and cargo along with attractive
terminals has helped Changi maintain its position in the face of a less-than-ideal
location and competing hubs in Malaysia and Thailand. The same has helped
Hong Kong International Airport grow its role as the air gateway to Southern
China. Similarly, Incheon and the surrounding developments are part of a
strategy to help Korea not become a mere flyover zone in Northeast Asia.
Apropos the above, infrastructure support and the generous tax
forgiveness programs for business operators at many airports is an indicator
both of the level of government concern for future national economic
development and of the challenges some, even large, airports face. Operating in
increasingly competitive arenas, such government benefits have proven to be as
important as airport efficiency in development success.
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Two major European airports have largely followed the Asian lead.
Frankfurt and Schiphol are two of the four major European airline hubs
(Frankfort, London, Amsterdam, and Paris). Frankfurt and Amsterdam are
smaller and probably the lesser competitive cities of the four major hubs. Their
national governments have, therefore, been willing to think systematically about
the role of their airports in national competitiveness to a degree not yet seen in
London and Paris.
Unlike many other metropolitan regions, Dubai is almost purely a
product if air transport. It acts as a central place and intermediary on one of the
largest air cargo axes in the world—Asia to Europe—and as a passenger hub
connecting first- and second-tier cities in Africa, Asia and Europe. This, along
with huge investment in its national airlines, Emirates, has not only boosted
Dubai International Airport as one of the largest and fastest growing air logistics
hubs in the world but also has made Dubai as a whole an exemplary
Aerotropolis. The same type of route development may be said to be the case (to
a somewhat lesser extent) for Changi International Airport making the entire
Singapore city-state a successful 21st century Aerotropolis.
The role that the central government has played in the success of
Aerotropolis development in Dubai, Hong Kong, Singapore and elsewhere such
as Helsinki Aviapolis cannot be overstated. This is why obtaining the Kremlin's
full support (in the interest of Russian competitiveness) is critical. So is obtaining
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the buy-in and cooperative support of the Moscow municipality and numerous
smaller municipalities and administrative districts that are part of the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis area. Without the buy-in and support of Russia's
government bodies and pertinent agencies at all levels, aerotropolis success will
be difficult to achieve.

1.10 Airport-driven Commercial Components (both Inside and
Outside the Airport Fence).

Let me conclude my discussion of commercial development with some
generalizations. Airport area commercial growth is being shaped by (1) firms
providing air transportation services, (2) firms that are frequent consumers of air
transportation, (3) businesses that cater to the ancillary needs of air travelers and
employees of the previous two types of firms, and (4) companies that may
simply be searching for accommodating sites with good regional highway access.
These various types of business activities create a ratcheting effect, accelerating
inside the fence airport city and growth and broader outside the fence
(Aerotropolis) growth in a largely organic manner.
The spatial and functional core of the Airport City is the passenger
terminal which may be likened to an urban central square. It operates as its
multimodal commercial nexus offering a variety of retail goods, food and
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beverages, and services primarily to airport passengers. Urban functions such as
offices, hotels, exhibition complexes and distribution facilities evolve near the
terminal, creating a city-like environment at and immediately around the airport.
As aviation-linked businesses locate further outward, primarily along connecting
transportation corridors, a more expansive Aerotropolis (airport-integrated
urban economic region) takes shape.
Based on the cases above and airport city and aerotropolis benchmarking
conducted by the Kenan Institute, Exhibit 1.60 specifies the most common
locations of airport-linked commercial elements based on whether they are
people-oriented or goods-oriented.
Exhibit 1.61 places many of these commercial elements on a schematic
from similar research by the Kenan Institute following the evolution of functions
at and around hub airports world-wide over the past 15 years. No single airport
area is evolving exactly like this but they are all slowly developing similar
commercial location patterns. Those airports surrounded by decades of prior
development rarely reflect this form but their more recent business locations do
follow the spatial patterns in Exhibit 1.61. This is, thus, the future of airport area
land use and commercial development.
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1.11 Domodedovo Aerotropolis Potential: Credibility, Viability
and Transferability of Successful Experience from around the
Globe

This introductory chapter presented the competitive rational and business case
for a Domodedovo Aerotropolis, including a discussion key commercial
components of Aerotropolises around the world and their economic impacts. It
also provided descriptive information to see how DME stacks up compared with
existing and planned commercial development at and around selected
international airports which are following Airport City and Aerotropolis models.
In terms of airport passenger and cargo volumes and Aerotropolis
development, DME is not a Dubai, Hong Kong International, or Incheon where
21st century global mega-hubs and surrounding development were planned and
implemented on a blank canvas with highly supportive central governments and
few environmental or social factors considered. Nor does DME have over 5,000
hectares of developable airport property like Dallas-Ft. Worth or Kansas City
International Airport have.
DME is currently a mid-sized international hub more like Detroit,
Helsinki, or Taiwan Taoyuan where considerable development in the broader
airport area occurred decades ago and where future aerotropolis planning and
development must mesh with local jurisdictional plans, existing
commercial/industrial mixes and older ground transportation infrastructure.
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These constraints are reflected in the GUP MO "NIIPROEKT" master plan for the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis to be discussed in the next chapter.
What DME does possess is the leading Russian gateway situated in one of
the world's largest and most economically dynamic metropolitan regions.
Although it has competitors in SVO and VKO, DME has a catchment area of over
40 million people whose annual incomes continue to rise. Indeed, with the most
extensive air network in Russia, its effective catchment area essentially covers the
entire Federation.
Currently, about 75 percent of Russians who travel internationally fly
through Moscow as do about 70 percent of those flying domestically. With
Russia's expected economic growth and rising per capita incomes over the next
decade both international and domestic travel should mushroom. Indeed,
forecasts have DME's passengers exceeding 70 million annually by 2020
including both foreign and Russian travelers. Many of these travelers will be
staying at airport area hotels and purchasing airport goods and services as well
as conducting business, touring, or attending meetings in the Moscow region.
Also fueling DME, its Airport City and the Domodedovo Aerotropolis
will be expanding numbers of foreign business executives and professionals
working in the Moscow region who will be frequent travelers. These foreign
managers and professionals will be complemented by increasing numbers of airtravel intensive Russian managers and professionals as many of the Federation's
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domestic firms go international. DME's superior air network will make its airport
area an increasingly attractive site for office locations and business meetings of
both groups, especially as office development in central Moscow becomes more
constrained and roadway congestion there increases.
To accommodate anticipated passenger (and cargo) growth, DME's
runway infrastructure and terminal facilities are being substantially expanded.
Connecting rail and highway infrastructure is likewise being improved and
expanded. When high-speed rail stations come to DME in future decades, a
second Moscow central business district is likely to form at and around DME's
Airport City, spawning further commercial development outward along and
near airport transit corridors.
The above factors when taken together provide promising prospects for a
Domodedovo Aerotropolis. I see no reason why virtually all the commercial
components that have developed at the major airport cities and aerotropolises
described in this chapter cannot nicely develop at and around DME.
While DME will continue to face stiff competition from SVO for both
international and domestic passengers, SVO is seriously limited by developable
land around it. On the other hand, DME has a huge amount of open land nearby,
including over 13,000 hectares owned by the DME group and its strategic
partners. This is the largest amount of privately held developable land under
single ownership around a major international airport.
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Increasing Domodedovo Aerotropolis development potential is the fact
that the DME group and its strategic partners understand the Aerotropolis
model and its principles. As a private sector group, they can also act much faster
and more agilely than government to changing market needs and opportunities,
which is required for Aerotropolis development success.
There are challenges, however. Although DME area roadways are
improving and choke-points being addressed, conditions near DME and on its
connecting airport highway corridor close to Moscow's center remain congested.
An excellent tour provided to me of the Domodedovo region revealed that much
existing development near the airport may not be the highest and best use of
land and Aerotropolis functions. In particular, the DME Group must exercise
special care in developing, selling or leasing its acquired land along Federal
Highway A-105. This corridor is your commercial real estate gold mine meriting
highest and best use aerotropolis functions such as office and hotel clusters
which may not want a cigarette factory or warehouse near them.
Apropos the above, whereas a number of DME Airport City and
Domodedovo Aerotropolis conceptual commercial plans have been set forth to
date, rigorous, credible demand forecasts for their proposed facilities and uses
are required. Otherwise, unnecessary risks and costly investment mistakes by the
DME Group could occur. This will be addressed in some detail in Chapter 3.
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Another challenge is air cargo where SVO has been taking market share
from DME in recent years. Logistics, supply chains, and cargo (their material
component) are far more important to airport and Aerotropolis success than
many recognize. In fact, they have been the key initial drivers of the most
successful Aerotropolises such as Dubai, Hong Kong, Incheon, Memphis, and
Paris, among others.
It is therefore essential that DME managers fully appreciate what logistics
and cargo mean to making airline routes profitable and generating both inside
the airport fence and outside the fence development. Much of my strategic
roadmap that follows will describe how to make DME and its Arotropolis a
multimodal air logistics hub and magnet for high-value businesses whose supply
chains depend on air cargo.
These and other key features of a Domodedovo Aerotropolis Strategic
Roadmap will be explicated in the chapters which follow along with their
underlying hard and soft infrastructure, facilities and supporting services. The
overarching objective is to strengthen DME's competitive position while
fostering profitable DME Airport City and Domodedovo Aerotropolis growth.
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Exhibit 1.1. iPhone Global Supply Chains
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Exhibit 1.2. Global Air Transport, 1945-2010
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Exhibit 1.3. Roissypole: CDG’s Airport City
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Exhibit 1.4. Paris CDG Sheraton Hotel Above High-Speed Train Station with Light Rail and People Mover Intermodal Access

T2 A-B-C-D

Sheraton hotel

High-speed train station
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Exhibit 1.5.EuroCAREX High Speed Rail Cargo at Paris CDG
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Exhibit 1.6.CDG Airport Corridor to Paris
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Exhibit 1.7. Amsterdam Schiphol Airport: Shopping
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Exhibit 1.8. Amsterdam Schiphol Airport City World Trade Center, Corporate Offices & Hotels
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Exhibit 1.9. Amsterdam Schipol Area Commercial Clusters

Source: NACO.
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Exhibit 1.10. Amsterdam Schipol Airport City – Aerotropolis Synergies
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Exhibit 1.11. Amsterdam Zuidas: Airport Edge City
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Exhibit 1.12. Amsterdam Comparative Office Rents – 2010, EU/m 2/yr
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Exhibit 1.13. Netherlands Comparative Industrial Property Rents – 2010, EU/m 2/yr
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Exhibit 1.14. Frankfurt Office Complex and Airrail Center

Airrail Center is now “The Squaire” – photo courtesy of
http://www.thesquaire.com/en/
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Exhibit 1.15. Gateway Gardens Location

Source: Fraport
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Exhibit 1.16. Gateway Gardens Planned Layout

Source: Fraport
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Exhibit 1.17. Gateway Gardens Urban Spaces

Source: Fraport
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Exhibit 1.18. Helsinki Aviapolis
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Exhibit 1.19. Aviapolis World Trade Center
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Exhibit 1.20. Technopolis at Helsinki Aviapolis
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Exhibit 1.21. The Station at Aviapolis
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Exhibit 1.22. Aviapolis to Helsinki Ringrail
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Exhibit 1.23. DFW Airport Overview—DFW Airport Is Located in between the Cties of Dallas and Fort Worth, and Is Larger than
Manhattan Island

Source: DFW—An Airport City. April 25, 2007
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Exhibit 1.24. DFW: 6 Key Commercial Development Areas

Southgate
Plaza
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Exhibit 1.25. DFW—International Commerce Park
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Exhibit 1.26. DFW—Retail/Hospitality/Entertainment
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Exhibit 1.27. DFW—Bear creek Office Park
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Exhibit 1.28. DFW— Southgate Plaza: 125-acre Area, Mixed-use Development Including Grand Hyatt Hotel, Offices,
Restaurants & Shops
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Exhibit 1.29. DFW - Future light rail, Commuter rail & High-speed Rail Lines Feed New Stations
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Exhibit 1.30. Comparative Economic Impact of Airports

Airport/City

2004
Passengers

Metro Population

Economic Impact

Memphis

10,883,759

1,250,293

$21 Billion

Denver

42,393,766

2,330,146

$17 Billion

Phoenix

39,504,898

3,715,360

$14 Billion

Minneapolis
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36,713,173

3,116,206

$11 Billion
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Exhibit 1.31. Memphis Aerotropolis Logistics and Distribution Clusters, 2005
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Exhibit 1.32. Memphis Distribution Facilities Near Airport, 2005
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Exhibit1.33. Proposed Core of Detroit Region Aerotropolis: 25,000 Acres of Development Potential
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Exhibit 1.34. Detroit Region Aerotropolis Conceptual Model
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Exhibit 1.35. Pinnacle Aeropark: DTW's New Front Door
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Exhibit 1.36. Aerial View of the Pinnacle Aeropark
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Exhibit 1.37. Pinnacle Aeropark Commercial Clusters and Land Use

Source: Wayne County Departments of: Jobs & Economic Development / Airports / Public Services / Management & Budget; and SKW.
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Exhibit 1.38. KCI Business District & Economic Development Incentives
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Exhibit 1.39. KCI Airport Property and Surrounding Area with Proposed Clusters
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Exhibit 1.40. KCI Intermodal Business Center
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Exhibit 1.41. Location of KCI Business Airpark Conceptual Master Plan
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Exhibit 1.42. Hong Kong International Airport
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Exhibit 1.43. Office and Residential Development Near Hong Kong International Airport Major Cargo Terminal
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Exhibit 1.44. HKIA SkyCity, Phase I

Source: SOM.
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Exhibit 1.45. Terminal 2 / SkyPlaza

Source: SOM.
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Exhibit 1.46. SkyCity — Phase 1

Source: HKIA
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Exhibit 1.47. SkyCity Ultimate Development Phasing Concept

Source: SOM.
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Exhibit 1.48. SkyCity as a Pedestrian Precinct

Source: SOM.
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Exhibit 1.49. SkyCity and Hong Kong Disneyland
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Exhibit 1.50 SkyCity Economic Zone
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Exhibit 1.51. Incheon Airport Area Development Plan

Division

Area
(ha)

Ratio
(%)

Total

1,889.9

100.0

International
Business

29.0

1.5

Industrial

60.7

3.2

Logistics

95.5

5.1

Commercial

23.1

1.2

Tourism

86.2

4.6

Residential

487.0

25.8

Public

1,108.4

58.6
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Exhibit 1.52. IIAC Air City Development Concept

Source: IIAC
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Exhibit 1.53 Incheon International Airport (ICN) Land Use

Source: IIAC
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Exhibit 1.54. New Songdo, Airport Edge City Near Incheon International Airport (Conceptual Plan)
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Exhibit 1.55. Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport (TTIA)
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Exhibit 1.56. Current Terminal 1 and Terminal 2 at TTIA
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Exhibit 1.57. Taoyuan Aerotropolis Farglory FTZ Complex
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Exhibit 1.58. Taoyuan Aerotropolis Functional Zones
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Exhibit 1.59. Dubai World Central International Airport and Its Adjacent Airport Cities
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Exhibit 1.60. Airport City and Aerotropolis Commercial Elements Overview
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Exhibit 1.61. Basic Airport City & Aerotropolis Schematic
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Chapter 2
Infrastructure and Facility Plan Guidelines

2.1 Introduction

Russia has lagged behind many other regions of the world in air logistics, airport
city, and aerotropolis development. The DME Group is about to change this,
leveraging its location in one of the world's largest and most dynamic
metropolitan areas and its rapidly growing hub airport to drive commercial
development and value-adding logistics processes on DME's property (creating
an Airport City and air logistics hub) and on over 13,000 hectares of surrounding
land making up a greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis.
This chapter will provide the infrastructure and facility guidelines to
accomplish these objectives by helping make DME and its extended aerotropolis
the most attractive location in Central and Eastern Europe for high-value goods
production and distribution. Here and in Chapter 3, I will also provide
guidelines for the successful development of offices, hotels, exhibition and trade
complexes, entertainment, shopping, and dining facilities, as well as other
service-sector real estate facilities.
To set the development context, I will commence with a brief discussion of
the strategic issues which will either accelerate or slow the path of DME Airport
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City and greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis development. I will then discuss
DME's present infrastructure and facilities along with plans to expand them to
meet future aeronautical, logistics and commercial needs focusing on DME's
Airport City and cargo/logistics assets.
Next, I will assess broader airport region planned infrastructure and
commercial development in terms of the current Domodedovo Aerotropolis
Master Plan and ways to improve this master plan. To foster improvements,
guidelines will be offered with two primary objectives: (1) enhancing
aerotropolis land values and improving returns on DME's capital investments
and (2) generating more passenger and cargo for DME. In so doing I will provide
phased conceptual development illustrations for DME guided by aerotropolis
infrastructure and facility principles as well as successful implementation of
airport-linked commercial development elsewhere. The chapter concludes with
infrastructure and facility guidelines to make DME and the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis the fastest, most agile, and best connected location to do business in
Russia.
It is my experience and the professional opinion of many others who have
been involved with Aerotropolis projects that the most effective initial path to
successful Domodedovo Aerotropolis development is to transform it into a
multimodal air logistics complex attracting high-value goods-processing
industries of all types. This will catalyze service sector commercial development
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along with the overall competitiveness of DME, the Domodedovo Aerotropolis,
the Moscow region, and, indeed, the entire Russian Federation. The latter
outcomes are important to DME in making the case to Moscow and Kremlin
leadership that their full support (financial and political) of DME and the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis is strongly in their interest.

2.2 Strategic Development Issues

Infrastructure and facilities provide the skeleton and muscle for airport city and
aerotropolis development. Development success requires that infrastructure be
planned and implemented so that it facilitates movements of people and
products throughout the aerotropolis and beyond. Investment success requires
that commercial facilities respond to unmet regional needs and local market
demands. Success also requires that these facilities be located so that they result
in highest and best use of various airport city and aerotropolis land parcels
which both leverage and are leveraged by the airport and its aeronautical
infrastructure.
Basic principles that apply to commercial real estate investment in general
apply to DME Airport City and Aerotropolis commercial development. Yet,
some specific guidelines are especially germane to the planning and developing
Airport Cities and the greater Aerotropolis.
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1. Airports Cities and Aerotropolises are not simply major capital
investments which must deliver positive financial return over many
decades. They are also major “public goods.” Therefore, careful longterm planning is called for to ensure maximum value is created for
users, the DME Group, other investors, nearby communities, the
Moscow metropolitan region, and the Russian Federation.
2. Airport City and Aerotropolis development is part of a broader
economic development system. In particular, DME Airport City and
Aerotropolis planning needs to be cognizant of the development
direction of the City of Moscow, alternative sites in the Moscow region
that may compete with it for proposed commercial facilities, and
possibly even alternative competitive sites external to the region.
3. Aerotropolis development is a fundamentally collaborative venture
between land owners (in this case primarily the DME Group), other
investors, and infrastructure and aviation service providers, including
government bodies and airlines. Therefore, Aerotropolis planning
needs to understand not only the potential costs and market
considerations which may influence the location decisions and facility
investments of potential Aerotropolis businesses, but also how
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government and airline decisions may impact these business
investment and location decisions.
4. Local conditions and demands affect the optimal build-out
characteristics of each Aerotropolis. Therefore, Aerotropolis planning
needs to be supported by an ever-improving analysis of the total
business environment in order to manage investor risk and to better
position Aerotropolis offerings to guide successful development. It has
been my experience that Aerotropolis real estate projects underpinned
by solid documentation of market demand usually get funded and
succeed.
5. A developed Aerotropolis, as any urban form, will build on evolving
economies and scale and scope in providing benefit to users, investors,
and the region. Yet those economies usually only fully exist at or near
Aerotropolis development maturity. Therefore, the DME Group needs
to construct development pathways which will support shorter-term
investment successes and continued infrastructure improvements
through the earlier stages of Domodedovo Aerotropolis growth.
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2.3 Understanding Broader Urban Spatial Patterns and
Coordinating Facility Development

Aerotropolises are unavoidably components of broader urban and regional
development. As such, potential investors and tenants take alternative business
sites in the entire metropolitan region into account when making location and
investment decisions. Leveraging DME's geographic position with respect to
Moscow's spatial evolution could prove highly profitable as could commercial
development on airport property itself.
Two unfolding land-use patterns offer important orientations for DEM
Aerotropolis planners. The first relates primarily to the growth of the Airport
City core. The second to the expanded Aerotropolis.
First, as is illustrated in Exhibit 2.1, Airport Cities grow outward from the
passenger and cargo terminals as the levels of passenger and cargo traffic induce
greater numbers and sizes of facilities to meet expanding volumes of activity,
exhausting available space. With air traffic increases, growing numbers of
commercial and logistics support activities achieve threshold levels and some of
those activities can profitably exist further away from passenger and cargo
terminals. At the same time, the rising air traffic volume acts as an attraction in
itself, drawing additional commercial and logistics functions to the airport area.
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A basic list of common Airport City facilities is provided in Exhibit 2.2.
These are reframed in this exhibit to show typical locations on airport properties.
Every Airport City unfolds slightly differently over time, depending upon
passenger demography, cargo demand, airport land availability, surface
transportation infrastructure, local labor resources, and other factors. Therefore,
the mix of Airport City facilities can vary significantly.
At the same time, because Airport Cities and Aerotropolises are parts of
larger economic entities (in DME’s case the greater Moscow metropolitan
region), Moscow's urban development will have a significant effect on the
timing, nature, and success of DME's Airport City and Aerotropolis
development. Exhibit 2.3 illustrates a prototypical order of urban development
outward toward and eventually surrounding an airport.
Major airports exert a substantial gravitational pull on firms making
location decisions but so do many other factors, including a need for rapid access
to the city's central business district. Office buildings, business parks, and airport
edge cities often develop along or near highway corridors linking the
metropolitan central city to the airport, thereby allowing tenants access to the
airport but also to other needed inputs the central city offers to their business
processes. As shown in Exhibit 2.3, at some point, development may even
“leapfrog” across un-intensively developed land to the airport accelerating the
outward Aerotropolis development pattern I outlined above. This often results in
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a concentration of urban white-collar functions in the airport area as was
described in Chapter 1 for Amsterdam Schiphol, Chicago O'Hare, Washington
Dulles, and New Songdo City near Seoul's Incheon International Airport.
To paraphrase Dutch planners who have studied this process: (1) the
airport leaves the city, (2) the city follows the airport, (3) the airport becomes a
city, and (4) a greater aerotropolis emerges around the airport city. This will be
the likely evolutionary path of the DME Airport City and greater Domodedovo
Aerotropolis.
It is important for Domodedovo Aerotropolis planners to recognize that
preferred residential locations with good transportation access can have a
substantial impact on both Airport City and Aerotropolis success because they
appeal to higher-income workers while reducing their commuting costs. Thus,
were the DME Group in early stages to develop “preferred residential quarters”
in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis with more upscale housing complexes, this
may prove to be a strategic mechanism for attracting "white collar" facilities
(such as office buildings for managers, executives, and professionals). And, DME
Development executives always need to be aware that for economic activities
less tied to aircraft movement, competing locations in the Moscow metropolitan
area are usually available. This is why quality housing near DME with good
schools for children could well be a differentiating factor for the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis attracting these “white-collar” facilities.
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Local labor supply has always been shown to be a critical factor in
business location decision-making. Some airport cities and aerotropolises, such
as Helsinki, Hong Kong, and Incheon, have been able to overcome an initial local
labor supply disadvantage by carefully controlling commercial land prices,
ensuring adequate commuter transportation, and by providing high-amenity
housing close to the airport at attractive prices. Some airport area residential
developments even subsidize upscale community public amenities in order to
attract higher income workers and tenants (as did Gale International’s strategy to
attract workers and tenants to Incheon's New Songdo City). Other large
commercial real estate development projects have found it necessary to subsidize
initial anchor facilities, who also bear a portion of investment risk by being
pioneers. Subsequent follow-on commercial tenants can compensate for foregone
initial revenues that were necessary to seed facility development.
Two guidelines are worth repeating. The facilities that will make up
DME's Airport City and greater aerotropolis cannot be planned independently
from Moscow metropolitan region land-use and transportation plans which I
will address later in this chapter. Nor can commercial facility investments by the
DME Group be planned independently of potentially reinforcing or competitive
facilities elsewhere in the Moscow region, since these other investments may
either support or detract from DME's Airport City and Aerotropolis investments.
Coordinating investment is imperative since uncoordinated investments (e.g.,
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multiple convention and exhibition faculties) can split demand, possibly
resulting in neither venture being viable. This will be addressed in more detail in
Chapter 3.
I have argued that speedy, cost-effective transport from DME to central
Moscow and beyond for passengers, goods, and employees is a prerequisite for
successful DME Airport City and Aerotropolis development. These
developments, therefore, must also be fully integrated with both airport-area
transportation plans and transportation infrastructure plans for the greater
Moscow region and beyond.
Following completion of a commercial facility supply and demand
analysis, as will be described in Chapter 3, a request for proposals (RFP) may be
released by the DME Group to elicit creative and entrepreneurial land-use and
facility development concepts for a number of its Aerotropolis parcels consistent
with this demand analysis. The RFP will likely have to be designed to optimize
proposer benefits, not just just DME Group benefits, to obtain the desired
responses. Here, DME may want to assume a more activist role in guiding
airport city and aerotropolis facility development through better coordinating or
joint venturing with other major developers. In so doing, DME decision makers
may wish to promote development of the types of commercial facilities that not
only are economically justified but also enhance the prestige of the airport or
provide positive passengers’ “experience.” The latter may entice transit
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passengers (or even those considering a somewhat longer stay) to select DME as
their transit airport of choice.
Such strategic Airport City and Aerotropolis investment could give DME
a competitive advantage not only with SVO (which is land-constrained for such
commercial development) but also other hub airports in Northern and Eastern
Europe. I will return to this in Chapter 3 on business plan guidelines. In the
remainder of this chapter, I will drill down on DME area infrastructure and
facility issues and planning guidelines.

2.4 The Aerotropolis Engine: DME

Fueling the Domodedovo Aerotropolis (and its Airport City core) is DME,
Russia's largest and most modern passenger hub. DME's passenger traffic rose
from just 3.8 million in 1998 to 22.3 million in 2010, attracting 84 airlines (30
domestic and 54 international) which connect Moscow to 82 cities in the Russian
Federation and 158 others around the world (see Exhibits 2.4 and 2.5). In
addition to DME's passenger terminal, the airport hosts Russia's largest
international air cargo terminal.
Major plans are in the works by the DME Group to expand and add new
passenger and cargo facilities (including a cargo village) over the next ten years,
along with supporting runway and apron infrastructure. New infrastructure and
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facilities as well as upgrades and expansion of those that exist are being designed
and developed to handle forecasts in year 2020 of more than 580,000 flights (up
from 212,000 in 2010), 70 million passengers and more than 400,000 tonnes of
cargo, the latter up from 150,000 tonnes in 2010 (see Exhibit 2.6). New and
expanded runway infrastructure and terminals will be capable of efficiently
serving the largest jumbo and super jumbo cargo and passenger aircraft, such as
the Boeing 747-8F and Airbus A-380. In the sections which follow, I will
summarize and comment on these plans and offer suggestions for DME
management consideration utilizing Airport City principles.

2.4.1 Passenger and Cargo Terminals

Since terminal plans are essentially set and so well known by DME management,
I will only briefly summarize them here. I begin with the passenger terminal.
Terminal 1, which currently handles all domestic and international
passengers, is in its final stage of reconstruction and expansion. Set for
completion in the third quarter of 2012, this reconstruction will expand T-1 from
100,000m2 to 220,000m2, increasing its capacity by approximately 150 percent.
New Terminal 2, being developed adjacent to T-1, will be exclusively an
international facility. T-2 is being constructed in stages with the first stage,
consisting of 70,000m2, scheduled to be completed by mid-2013. Further
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development stages, according to DME Construction Management, will extend
T-2 to nearly 440,000m2 by late 2017. At this point it will be able to serve 24
million international passengers annually.
A new domestic terminal (T-3) will be constructed in two stages on the
other side of T-1. The first stage, consisting of 129,000m2, is targeted for operation
in early 2015. Its second stage, according to DME Construction Management, will
add a further 132,000m2 area. When completed in mid-2017, T-3 will be able to
serve just under 17 million domestic passengers annually.
I have read recent comments in the Moscow press that have been critical
of the planned concatenation and linear stretching of DME's passenger terminals.
I see little wrong with the current T-1, T-2,and T-3 plans from either an airport or
Airport City development perspective. In fact, the linear pattern offers
economies and convenience of facility connectivity that will enable passengers
the option of using moving sidewalks to traverse the terminals for multiple
shopping, dining, entertainment, and relaxation areas as well as ease automated
people mover systems. Moreover, it has been my observation that single large
passenger terminals, like Schipol , or those that are conveniently connected
provide economies of agglomeration for terminal retail and F&B, generating
greater sales per passenger.
A large fourth terminal has been planned for some point (predicated upon
demand) likely during the 2020–35 period. T-4 will be connected to T-2.
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Exhibit 2.7 provides the locations of the four passenger terminals in the context
of DME's original Airport City conceptual master plan.

2.4.2 Other Airport City facilities

Exhibit 2.7 illustrates a number of other near term infrastructure and facility
plans in the works, some of which have been modified since the exhibit was
produced with a few projects added, as well. To accommodate rapidly growing
demand for parking spaces close to the terminals, two new parking facilities will
be built connected by transitional galleries. The first new parking facility will
hold 1,500 cars and the second 3,500 cars, bringing total airport parking spaces to
10,000 by 2015.
With the Airhotel already operating at full capacity the dire need for
additional airport hotel space will be met by a new, better quality (four-star)
hotel with 350 rooms connected by a crosswalk to new Terminal 2. This hotel,
expected to be open by the end of 2015, will be managed by an international
brand hotel operator.
Prior to making final design plans for this four-star hotel and negotiating
with an international hotel management company, I suggest the DME executives
visit at least five successful examples: (1) the Kempinsky Hotel between
Terminals 1 and 2 at Munich Airport, (2) the Sofitel connected to T-5 at London
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Heathrow, (3) the Regal Hotel attached to Terminal 2 at Hong Kong International
Airport, (4) the Grand Hyatt attached to Terminal D (international terminal) at
Dallas-Ft. Worth International Airport and (5) the Weston Hotel attached to the
Delta Airlines Terminal at Detroit Metro Airport. New or updated Hilton and
Sheraton hotels are likewise soon to open adjacent to passenger terminals at
Frankfurt and Amsterdam Schiphol airports that may be worth visiting, as well.
When putting out bids for hotel design, DME needs to be aware that four- and
five-star terminal-linked hotels are used as much by executives for business
meetings as for overnight stays. Your planned terminal hotel should therefore be
designed to include the full set of meeting, conference, telecom, and concierge
business services.
Exhibit 2.7 shows reconstruction of the Airhotel which, based on my stay
there, is in need of upgrading in appearance, services, and, most importantly,
noise insulation. The Airhotel may be generating very high occupancy because of
its convenient location at the airport with no competitors, but, in my opinion, it
does not add to the business or leisure traveler experience. It is likely satisfactory
for many Russian and CIS travelers whose quality hotel experiences may be
limited, but if DME is to project excellence in all respects and at all price levels,
upgrading the hotel is warranted.
I would suggest that DME explore working with a quality three- and fourstar hotel chain such as Novotel or Sofitel to refurbish and manage the Airhotel
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under a concessionary agreement. In this regard, you might take a look at the
Novotel at Munich Airport which is roughly the same distance from the
passenger terminals as Airhotel is at DME but, in my opinion, provides a much
better image and service level than Airhotel at a reasonable room rate. (In my
last visit there, I paid US$150/night for a small but modern and attractive room.)
The Sofitel at London Gatwick is also worth a look. I make these points not to be
critical of the Airhotel but to aid the future Airport City planning process which
should be as much focused on enhancing the passenger experience as generating
revenues. As I noted, hub airports which provide a more positive transit
passenger experience tend to attract more transit passengers from their
competitors.
The new four-star hotel and reconstructed Airhotel will provide a total of
less than 600 rooms on airport property. This is well under the numbers of rooms
at most other growing airports of comparable size. More hotels will be needed in
DME Airport City during the coming decade and I recommend that they be built
in a cluster close to the Airhotel to generate reinforcing service economies. Space
might be reserved for a future 5-star conference hotel connected to future T-4.
The office buildings shown on the future DME Airport City renderings
make sense, especially since there is enhanced commuter rail service to the
Airport City planned along with a future high-speed rail stop. It is essential that
a quick and easy accessibility be planned from the passenger rail terminals to the
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office buildings. This will make them attractive regional business locations in
addition to the advantages that DME's air connectivity provides to air-intensive
business travelers. The office buildings in the Airport City along with other
commercial buildings should be constructed only after appropriate market
demand analysis and forecasts have been completed.
Some of these where demand has been demonstrate are also shown of
Exhibit 2.7. One is a new 1,500m2 catering facility for LSG Sky Chefs, one of the
world's largest catering companies. This facility has been completed with only
internal equipment and decorative work remaining. Start up is scheduled for
early 2012. Another project is the construction of MRO facilities to maintain large
wide-body aircraft such as the Boeing 747-400. Additional hangers for widebodies will be provided, as well. I will address aircraft parking space later in this
chapter.

2.4.3 Cargo and Logistics facilities

Exhibit 2.7 also shows the current cargo terminal which will soon undergo
expansion. When completed by the end of 2013 its capacity will be increased
from 160,00 tonnes annually to 360,000 tonnes. The DME master plan under the
four runways scheme (to be discussed in the next section) shows the Airport City
at build-out and airport cargo villages (in blue) being planned (see Exhibit 2.8). A
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cargo village was originally planned for the northern end of Runway 1. A
decision has been made to relocate the cargo village to the center (south central)
portion of the airport.
I am certain that good reasons were behind this decision but wish to make
two points. First, the original site for the now Inept cargo village (shown as area
3 on Exhibit 2.9) is very well positioned to take advantage of local road
improvements (also to be discussed shortly) and truck cross-docking, as well as
potential intermodal rail. Both the new cargo village in the center of the fourrunway complex and the future one (cargo village 2) suggested for the area
between Runway 2 and the new Runway 3 to the east of it will require extra
work and expense to provide good internal roadway access for trucks. The two
cargo villages are proposed for locations that will make cargo transfers among
aircraft more efficient but not for origin-destination cargo that moves from and
to facilities in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis and greater Moscow.
An important issue has been raised by cargo experts that in order to boost
cargo at DME peripheral logistics facilities and other new cargo intensive
facilities near the airport will need to develop, grow and be efficiently served by
DME. Thus, locations that optimize the fastest surface movement of cargo
between DME facilities and peripheral/external logistics facilities would serve to
provide the biggest DME cargo boost.
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Should the new cargo villages be toward the center of the airport, with the
first of these planned to be operational by the end of 2015, this opens up cargo
area 3 shown in Exhibit 2.9 for alternative use. I suggest that this zone be used
for value-adding logistics services (e.g., kitting, light assembly, sequencing,
packaging, labeling, testing, etc.) and that the 35 hectare area obtain designation
through the federal government as a special economic zone (SEZ) for Russian
Customs processing and tax purposes.
In Chapter 3 and 4, I will describe in some detail the advantages that free
trade zones and special economic zones provide to airports and the regions they
serve. Moscow currently has two special economic zones, one located fairly near
SVO and the other further north of this airport.
Products could be stored, manufactured, assembled, repaired, packaged,
and tested in the DME's proposed valued-added logistics SEZ, essentially
outside the jurisdiction of Russian Customs providing streamlined
administrative processing and Customs tariff exemptions. This would make the
airport a magnet for time-critical export functions and could leverage high-tech
and other high-value goods processing throughout the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis. Indeed, I would urge DME management to think about the future
possibility of relocating the general (business) aviation area next to this zone to
another airport area so that the value-adding logistics special economic zone can
be expanded to cover the entire area at the northwestern side of Runway 1,
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perhaps even including the World Cargo Center for express carrier forwarding
and 3PLs at the end of this runway
To observe how this value-adding logistics special economic zone works
and the types of infrastructure and facilities that best leverage it, DME
management should travel to Taiwan and visit the Taoyuan Airport Duty-Free
Export Processing and Logistics Zone (see Exhibit 1.58). At this special economic
zone (1) aircraft enter the cargo terminal on average 2 hours after arrival (2)
goods from Taiwan can be expeditiously exported provided that they arrive at
the terminal at least one and a half hours before aircraft depart (3) Customs
clearance takes place for each lot of incoming or outgoing goods in one hour and
(4) consolidated monthly Customs declaration for incoming or outgoing goods
occurs in 30 minutes.
Whereas DME may not be able to achieve these cargo processing
efficiency goals, its logistics and cargo processing could be greatly facilitated
following an SEZ model. This is very important since, as will be described in
Chapter 3, Russian Customs is notably slow and intrusive with inspection. SVO
has developed competitive advantages over DME in such Customs processing
and is also located much closer to Moscow's two special economic zones,
especially the Zelenograd SEZ which concentrates on the air-intensive electronics
and microelectronics industries.
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A second site worth visiting is the new Hyderabad, India airport which is
developing two logistics special economic zones on airport property adjacent to
its main runway (see Exhibit 2.10). One is a multi-product logistics SEZ and the
second is an SEZ geared to aviation sector industries.
The World Cargo Center next to DME's proposed expanded value-adding
logistics special economics zone could be a critical supporting facility. Given
planned highway improvements in the vicinity of this facility and excellent truck
access it could also provide future Domodedovo Aerotropolis air-oriented
factories, warehouses, and distribution centers with automated sorting
capability, Customs clearance, and efficient one-stop air freighter access. Since
most future DME logistics tenants will not generate the volume of cargo to
justify direct air freighter docking this internally redesigned facility could offer
them air access via truck cross-docking at the rear of the facility as well as
potential future rail access for off-site cargo producers (see Exhibit 2.11).

2.5 Improving DME's Access for Cargo and Passengers

I have discussed how “the last mile” is often the critical cost factor for cargo
transport (as well as is passenger and labor commute time). It is a general term
used for highway chokes points and delays in the immediate airport area. DME
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certainly has and is experiencing these choke points. Fortunately, the most
problematic of these are being addressed.
At present, a substantial amount of DME's cargo goes on large trucks via
the Kashirskoe highway where there are serious traffic jams, especially during
rush hours near the railway crossing. A new road is to be built by August 2013
that will bypass this choke point and substantially reduce “last mile” time and
cost to airport cargo areas. The new road will bypass the Aviatsiony from road
“Vzletnya-Aviatsionaya” to the road “Aviatsionaya-Lovtsovo-Lyamtsino-MR.”
MR (Moscow Small Ring) is an especially important regional highway that
provides excellent access to may parts of the greater Moscow region.
To improve DME's air passenger access, both rail and highway
improvement will be made. Approximately 25 percent of all DME's passengers
come to the airport by the “Airexpress” train. At present, the Airexpress train
arrives and departs about every half hour. To increase this frequency to every 15
minutes, two rail lines will be constructed to DME: one from the Paveletskaya
passenger station and the other from the Aviatsionya station. To serve these lines
better, a new modern railway station will be constructed at DME with four
railway tracks, two platforms and a comfortable enclosed exit gallery near the
terminals. It may be useful to explore how additional airport retail facilities
might be associated with this station to generate greater airport commercial
revenues.
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To further improve passenger access and reduce overall DME driving
time to Moscow, the main highway (Federal Highway A-105) will be widened.
One lane widening has been suggested but planners should consider at least two
additional highway lanes (one in each direction) with land reserved for an
additional two lanes at some point in the future.
To speed traffic flows and reduce delays, four ground and underground
crosswalks are being developed at the major junction of this highway near the
traffic police post with planning also being done to minimize traffic light delays.
Highway flyovers should be explored at these stop light points.
The “last mile” problem becomes really serious as the main roadway gets
closer to central Moscow with massive congestion at that end of airport travel.
Moscow congestion sometimes adds as much as 45 minutes to the drive time
between DME and the center of Moscow and reverse. Underground crosswalks
and flyovers at traffic light intersections will do little to reduce this problem
which is fundamentally caused by too man care and trucks for highway
infrastructure near the downtown.
I observed how this problem was solved in Bangkok when driving from
Don Mueang International Airport about 30 kilometers from downtown
bangkok which could take up to 90 minutes due to highway congestion. The
Thais constructed a 15 kilometer elevated expressway above the airport
highway. This cut the driving time from the airport to the city center to
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approximately 20 minutes, while also speeding local traffic movements on the
original part of the airport highway under the elevated expressway.
Since speedy highway connectivity to downtown Moscow will be
important for both DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis future development, I
suggest DME management at least raise the possibility of an elevated
expressway over the congested highway portion with the Russian Ministry of
Transportation. Downtown Moscow businesses, government offices, and
residents would benefit as well by connecting them much faster to DME.
Remember, the fundamental access metric in the Aerotropolis model is not
spatial distance but the time and cost of moving people and products between
key commercial and residential nodes, including DME Airport City, the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis, and downtown Moscow.

2.6 DME's Runway Infrastructure: Present and Future

DME's two parallel runways are approaching capacity under current
aeronautical technologies. Ongoing improvements have allowed its runways to
increase aircraft operations per hour as well as new aprons for better aircraft
ground control. As a result of improvements to date, DME has become the first
Russian airport to be certified for the superjumbo Airbus A-380 aircraft.
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Given forecasted rapid growth in aircraft movements, a new (third)
runway of 3,800m with capacity of 45 operations per hour is expected to come on
line by 2018. This runway will be 1838m northeast of Runway 2, allowing
independent aircraft operations and serve all types of commercial aircraft (see
Exhibit 2.12). A second cargo village along with hanger and aircraft parking will
be available between Runways 2 and 3 with space reserved for a future satellite
passenger terminal to the north of these facilities.
Within five additional years further capacity needs will require a fourth
parallel runway which is planned for the area southwest of Runway 1. This
fourth runway is expected by DME Construction Management to be ready by
2022. Exhibit 2.8 illustrated the types of infrastructure and facilities anticipated
around Runway 4 as well as around Runway 3. Let me note that when Runway 4
comes on line that the Business Aviation Area and FBO's should probably be
moved to the southern end of this runway freeing up its existing location for
expansion of the value-adding logistics SEZ discussed previously.
Exhibit 2.13 which covers the mid-term period of 2021–2035 locates
Runway 4 as well as a fifth runway runway (which may be needed before the
end of this period) in the context of DME's initial three runways.
I have raised the issue with DME managers about how many parallel
runways will be required in the future to meet forecasted passenger, cargo, and,
most importantly, aircraft movement (take-offs and landings) capacity demands.
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In particular, will DEM actually ever need nine or (with a possible additional
general aviation runway) ten runways?
My view is that the most commercial aviation runways DME will need is
six. Given technological advances that already exist in air traffic control but are
just beginning to be implemented DME might meet all of its future runway
infrastructure with five parallel runways and a connecting T-taxiway illustrated
in Exhibit 2.13.
Let me begin my rationale with a caveat about forecasting runway
demands. The basic challenge is that there is no set formula based on aircraft
operations (movements) or passenger/cargo volumes that can be applied across
airports to determine when runway capacity (and need for a new runway) will
be reached. Every airport is different and therefore has a different set of factors
that affect its runway capacity. Conditioning factors include size and type of
aircraft the airport serves, spatial separation of runways, weather conditions
such as wind and snow, whether or not the airport is primarily a hub where
banks of aircraft peak a number of times a day, surrounding communities and
related noise issues, taxiways, aprons, and other ground movement
infrastructure, air capacity constraints over a metropolitan region, and factors
shaped by the air traffic control system in use.
The last factor, the ATC system, is not only a moving target but is set for
major improvements world-wide that should substantially increase airport
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runway capacities in the not-too-distant future. These increasing improvements
come under the rubric of what is known as the Next Generation of Air Traffic
Control Systems (NextGen for short).
NextGen moves from today's ground based radar and human dependent
ATC system to one based on satellite navigation and control with digitized nonvoice (i.e., non-human) communication. Testing of this system in the United
States has proven that it is much safer as well as far more efficient in controlling
aircraft both in the air and on the ground. It safely reduces the time and
geographic separation of aircraft in takeoffs and landings (in-trail separation),
improves management of wake turbulence, and dramatically reduces the spatial
separation needed on parallel runways to allow simultaneous takeoffs and
landings, even in bad weather since NextGen maintains VFR-like runway
capacity during inclement weather.
Following tests at a large number of U.S. major airports, the U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration has estimated that by 2018 (at which date NextGen I is
to be widely introduced) that each runway will be able to add 21 flights per hour
during peak periods and that in-flight and ground delays will be reduced by 35
percent. Although no precise figures on runway capacity increases and reduced
air and ground delays have been provided by the FAA on NextGen II, which is
anticipated to be introduced by 2025, it is predicated that these will be
“substantially beyond that of NextGen I.”
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The point I wish to stress is that the aviation industry is on the cusp of
introducing major technological advances that will revolutionize air and ground
traffic control and the way aircraft operate in the near future. The likely outcome
is a huge boost in airport runway capacity that will likely reduce future DME
runway needs.
In making this assessment, I also looked at a number of other rapidly
growing airports around the world to provide some rough benchmarks. One is
Hong Kong International Airport which currently handles 50 million passengers
annually, 4.1 million tonnes of cargo, and 316,000 flight movements annually
with two parallel runways. To meet forecasted growth to 97 million annual
passengers, 8.9 million tonnes of cargo and 602,000 air traffic movements
annually by 2030, the Airport Authority of Hong Kong has decided to build a
third runway. The average size of aircraft serving HKIA is considerably larger
than those serving DME so issues such as aircraft separation and wake
turbulence negatively affect runway capacity.
Other major hub airports in Asia with high volumes of passengers and
cargo and high peak aircraft movements operate with either two or three
runways such as Beijing Capital (3), Shanghai Pudon (3), Seoul Incheon (3) and
Bangkok Suvarnabhumi (2). London Heathrow processes 64 million passenger
annually with two runways and Gatwick over 30 million with one runway. Not
that we are not seeing serious runway capacity problems at these European
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airports, but I feel that DME should have ample capacity well beyond 2035 with
five or six parallel runways, especially given the revolutionary advances in ATC
that are expected in the near- to mid-term.
The T-taxiway system shown in Exhibit 2.13 is recommended in the midterm for three reasons. First, it will offer an area for overnight and temporary
parking of aircraft which will be an increasing need in DME's future. Second, it
will open up an important area of the airport for logistics and distribution
functions which I will describe in the next section. Third, it will serve as a basis
for a sixth major runway next to it with satellite terminals, should these be
required in the longer-term.
Should six runways be required at some point in the future, Exhibit 2.14
shows how these might look along with the large satellite terminals next to this
runway. All DME satellite terminals would be connected by an underground
automated people mover system.

2.7 DME's Future Commercial, Cargo, and Logistics Facilities

Exhibits 2.7 and 2.8 illustrated in detail the proposed aeronautical, commercial,
and cargo facility layouts at DME. These have been modestly revised by DME
Construction Management and I have also recommended some modifications,
especially the development of a value-adding logistics special economic zone
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(SEZ) in what DME calls the Inept cargo village zone 3. I have also recommended
that DME Construction Management consider relocating the current Businesses
Aviation Area at some point in the future to enable enlargement of the proposed
Logistics SEZ.
At this point, I would like to give some further guidance on DME
commercial and logistics facility development in light of a possible maximum
six-runway aeronautical infrastructure scheme. Exhibit 2.15 replicates the midterm (2021–2035) DME runway layouts with selected commercial, cargo,
logistics, and other facilities included.
This layout, which includes five parallel runways and a T-taxiway, should
handle all DME capacity needs through 2035, given expected implementation of
NextGen ATC technologies. The T-taxiway vertical connector from Runway 3
will provide substantial space for daytime and overnight aircraft parking. Just as
important, it will open up a major airside zone for time-critical distribution
facilities, perishable and cool chain facilities, flex-tech assembly and repair,
value-adding logistics, and e-commerce fulfillment. This time-critical facilities
zone would be served by a soon to be described DME cargo transport system
(CTS) which would link it with DME's cargo villages, other cargo facilities such
as the World Cargo Center and the expanded existing cargo terminal, as well as
to the proposed logistics SEZ near the northern end of Runway 1. The types of
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business facilities that would line Federal Highway A-105 near DME (your
“Front Door”) are also illustrated.
The T-taxiway time-critical logistics zone might include its own cargo
village with truck cross-docking that would also be linked to the new airport
ring road and the future rail line that will run nearby. It would be worthwhile for
DME management to visit Paris CDG and learn how it is developing its Euro
CAREX project adjacent to the airport (see Exhibit 1.5) to take advantage future
CDG rail connections including a planned high-speed train cargo station to
transport air cargo to and from CDG quickly throughout France, Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Great Britain, as I discussed in Chapter 1.
What makes the T-taxiway option especially attractive is that should a
sixth parallel runway be needed after 2035 the top of the “T” can serve as the
lower (western) taxiway for a full major runway with its own satellite terminals
as was shown in Exhibit 2.14. The runway and satellite terminals could be
designed to a scale that would accommodate a major increment in DME aircraft
movements and passenger and cargo volumes beyond 2035.
Such an option would free up a huge amount of reserved land northeast
of the T-taxiway and possible sixth runway for commercial development. Exhibit
2.16 provides a conceptual illustration of possible commercial development on
the land reserved for Runways 7, 8 and 9. Since we are looking at a period
between 2035 and 2060 (or up to a half century in the future), market demands of
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the time would determine the type of commercial facilities and clusters
developed. Here, I suggest the following, based on aerotropolis principles and on
successful development experiences near hub airports around the world that
have considerable open land.
An aviation industry zone is suggested since this growing sector is
establishing its component production sites on or near airports that have rail
access. A multi-product logistics zone would take advantage of its proximity to
DME's runways an to road and rail access the identified site will provide in the
future. Flex-tech and bonded warehouse zones could be adjacent complementary
zones to the multi-product logistics and express facilities zones. Moving
northeastward, consumer goods and services zones could be established to take
advantage of the future nearby high-speed rail station and improved roadways
along the northern boundary of DME. These would include factory outlet malls
(perhaps selling high-end designer products flown in from China or elsewhere),
retail/wholesale merchandise marts, and an entertainment zone containing
leisure, recreation, dining, and perhaps hotel facilities.
Above the rail line to the east, the DME Group might work with the
Russian government to set up an Innovation SEZ that contains such clusters as
research and technology parks, microelectronics and pharmaceutical
development zones, a health port hosting a state-of-the-art hospital and wellness
facilities, and an education port that could include an internally recognized
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graduate business school, an aviation-focused university such as Embry-Riddle
in the United States or types of higher education facilities. A hotel cluster would
provide short-term accommodations with the possibility of also developing
service apartments for employees and longer-term users of these facilities.
A set of mixed-use high quality residential areas would conveniently
house and serve executives, managers, professionals and other “white-collar”
employees of these facilities and DME. As I will describe, having such quality
living areas is important because they attract white-collar workers and, therefore,
are an incentive for white-collar businesses to locate nearby.

2.8 Domodedovo Aerotropolis Commercial and Logistics
Development

Of course, all the commercial and logistics facilities described for the areas
reserved for Runways 7, 8, and 9 could and should be developed on Aerotropolis
land parcels beyond DME airport perimeters, predicated on demonstrated
market demand for their development. The same could be said for the mixed-use
commercial/residential high quality living areas.
These types of development were not addressed with any specificity in
the 90-page Domodedovo Aerotropolis Master Plan report prepared by GUP MO
“NIIPROEKT” (Moscow Region Research and Development Institute) for DME
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Construction Management. This document presents aerotropolis area land-use,
utility engineering and transportation infrastructure plans to the year 2025 and
perspectives to year 2050.
It is important to point out that all of the Research Institute's master plan
work was conducted in accordance with existing Moscow region territorial
planning, urban development codes, regulations, special protection zones and
natural ecological constraints. The general aerotropolis plan also reflected local
municipality plans and urban and rural district plans for jurisdictions
surrounding and near Moscow Domodedovo Airport, including Domodedovo,
Bronnitsy, Molokovsky, Ramensky, and Lenninsky, among others. The
transportation infrastructure plan likewise reflected the territorial planning of
transportation services in the Moscow region and local transportation plans for
smaller roadways.
The master plan is thus a bottom-up aerotropolis plan based on existing
local jurisdictional territorial planning rather than a top-down approach taking
the Domodedovo Aerotropolis as a single airport-integrated economic region. In
the latter approach, the overall aerotropolis area is treated as a functionallyunified area to be optimized which may or may not be consistent with
independent administrative sub-area planning. Stated slightly differently,
subsystem (municipality) plan optimization may not lead to overall aerotropolis
plan optimization.
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I realize that to create a top-down integrated Domodedovo Aerotropolis
master plan may result in points of conflict with local jurisdictional planning,
thereby creating problems. It may even be unrealistic in the Russian urban and
regional planning context to attempt this. However, for the GUP MO
“NIIPROEKT” aerotropolis plan to reflect a more in-depth grasp of aerotropolis
functional concepts and planning principles. (See www.aerotropolis.com),
additional reading of Russian translated articles from the aerotropolis website
should aid the planners and planning process.
Apropos the above, none of the terms central to aerotropolis planning are
prominent in the report, such as corridors and associated economic clusters,
airport edge cities, time-cost minimization between aerotropolis nodes, and
highest and best parcel land-use. Nor is there much dealing with airport-linked
office and professional functions, logistics facilities such as e-commerce
fulfillment or flex-tech, or on integrating and optimizing aerotropolis land-use
across aerotropolis administrative jurisdictions. Nor are any of the plans based
on market analysis or facility demand forecasts.
In short, while appearing to be professionally well done from a technical
and traditional Russian urban planning perspective, I believe the present master
plan document would benefit from revision and refinement in light of the new
aerotropolis development model and aerotropolis planning principles described
in detail in this report. These revisions and refinements would help make an
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updated Domodedovo Aerotropolis master plan more explicit and better reflect
likely future airport-driven commercial and industrial development near DME
and outward along its connecting transportation corridors. All should be
corroborated through market demand analysis.
Moving forward, then, I feel that an updated and revised DME
Aerotropolis master plan should provide (1) more detailed specification of landuses, (2) account for new types of commercial development along main
aerotropolis highway and rail corridors, (3) introduce intermodal freight
transportation infrastructure and possible inland port to support aerotropolis
industrial, warehousing, and logistics functions, (4) explore coordinated local
cross-jurisdictional planning recognizing that the aerotropolis as an airportintegrated economic region requires regionally integrated planning across local
jurisdictions, and (5) have at least some minimal facility demand forecasts.
Regarding the first two items attention to highest and best use of
aerotropolis parcels and areas should be specified beyond they very general
categories such as industry and warehouses which constitute the vast majority of
designated areas. Intermodality also needs much more attention since the
movement between modes truck to air, rail to truck, rail to ports are such critical
elements of Aerotropolis development success.
Turing to generating highest value and best use of aerotropolis property,
the primary real estate asset for any aerotropolis is the main highway (and
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sometimes rail) corridor connecting the airport with the central city. Federal
Highway A-105, which connects the entrance to DME to Moscow city (along
with the possible future high speed rail alongside), will be that main valueadding aerotropolis real estate highway corridor. It is, therefore, essential that
this corridor receive special attention in the planning and development process.
Highway A-105 should also be planned to have visually aesthetic impact since as
your “front door” it's the first impression and last impression many air travelers
to and from DME will have of the Domodedovo Aerotropolis and greater
Moscow region.
This main airport corridor to the city should likewise be planned for
higher-value facility uses and less manufacturing and warehousing which, in the
future, should concentrate mainly just south of the airport. In particular, more
attention should be given to this main airport access highway being an “office
corridor” hosting corporate headquarters, business parks, office parks, hotels,
and supporting services for travel-intensive executives and professionals. It is
recommended that the planners take a close look at the corridor connecting
Amsterdam Schipol Airport with Amsterdam City center and the Washington
Dulles access corridor in northern Virginia connecting Washington Dulles
International Airport to the District of Columbia (downtown Washington D.C.)
Here, they will observe highest and best uses of the major airport access
corridors including the development of large, modern airport edge cities
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generating substantial real estate value. Amsterdam Zuidas is one of these
airport edge cities. Located just six minutes by highway and by passenger rail
from Schipol's terminal, Amsterdam Zuidas contains over 11 million square feet
of class-A office space plus high quality mixed-use commercial/residential
development. It houses the world headquarters of ABN AMBRO bank and ING
bank plus numerous European regional corporate headquarters (see
Exhibit 1.11).
As discussed in Chapter 1, it is forecasted that Amsterdam Zuidas will
eventually have over 20 million square feet of class-A office space at build-out
and 11,000 residential units. Office rents at Zuidas are actually significantly
higher than downtown Amsterdam.
Another good example of this type of airport highway corridor
development is the Washington (D.C.) Dulles aerotropolis corridor (see
Exhibit 2.17) and a Dulles airport edge city development in Reston, Virginia (see
Exhibit 2.18). Since 1975 nearly 1 million jobs (mostly office-type) have been
created along the 30-kilometer Dulles highway corridor connecting Washington
Dulles International Airport with the city of Washington, D.C. This main
highway corridor from Dulles to Washington, D.C. and its associated edge cities
have become a magnet for high-value office and mixed-use
commercial/residential real estate development (see Exhibit 2.17).
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Overall, then, I believe the updated Domodedovo Aerotropolis master
plan should give more attention to corridor development of the type just
described―that is, to office buildings, business services, mixed-use commercial
and related clusters and less to manufacturing and warehousing, which
dominate the current aerotropolis land-use plan (see Exhibit 2.19). Aerotropolis
development at major global city regions is clearly going more in the “white
collar” and business service-oriented direction and less toward industrial and
warehousing functions. This trend will increasingly impact the Moscow region in
general and the Domodedovo airport area, in particular, in the future.
Regarding the functional subareas themselves, I feel an updated
Domodedovo Aerotropolis master plan would benefit from greater specification
following aerotropolis principles and land-uses. For example, with regard to
industrial and warehouse subzones, it would be beneficial if an updated master
plan could further refine the subareas by such uses as special trade zones,
logistics service providers, just-in-time manufacturing, e-commerce fulfillment,
cool-chain and perishables cluster, etc. recognizing the need for some flexibility
in the future land-uses when particular investment opportunities present
themselves. Moreover, as noted, little facility demand forecasting was conducted
that would help determine the relative size of the functional subzones.
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2.9 Aerotropolis Transportation Infrastructure

Let me turn now to the Transportation Infrastructure Plan component of the
current Aerotropolis plan which appears to me to be basically in good shape.
Implementation will substantially enhance both regional and local connectivity
of Domodedovo Aerotropolis facilities as well as residential and economic
clusters.
It is apparent that a substantial amount of prior transportation
infrastructure planning was conducted upon which the Aerotropolis
transportation infrastructure plan is based. Primary among these is the draft
“Scheme of Territorial Planning and Transportation Services of the Moscow
Region” along with transportation studies and documents prepared for the
Domodedovo urban district and other aerotropolis area jurisdictions.
(Exhibit 2.20 provides a summary schematic.)
The transportation infrastructure schematic shows existing and planned
major roadways and rail lines, most importantly Federal Highway A-105 (to
DME entrance), M-4 (Don), M-5 (Ural), Little Moscow Ring Road (A-107),
Central Ring Road (A-113), and the Podolsk-Domodedovo-Ramenskoye
Regional Highway (TSKAD), along with the existing and planned Paveletsky
line of the Moscow Railway (MOR) and planned high-speed rail line. Schematic
perspectives to 2050 are provided on the planned rail lines such as the extension
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of the electrified airport commuter train from downtown Moscow through the
new terminal southward and the proposed high-speed rail line.
All of these infrastructure plans make sense to me. The east-west highway
plans will efficiently connect the major north-south highways. The planned highspeed rail will connect DME's new terminals quickly to Moscow and to regions
beyond. I like the plan for the future high-speed rail to intersect in the terminal
area and with the planned southward underground extension of the electrified
airport commuter line from Moscow which will attract rail passengers from areas
south of the airport and reinforce transit-oriented commercial development in
DME's planned Airport City.
There are two issues that I would like planners to consider as they update
the Domodedovo transportation infrastructure plan. The first again deals with
greater focus on what is called the “last mile” costs of passenger and cargo
movement that I discussed previously. These tend to be substantially higher than
transport costs to the airport area from more distant sites. The schematics
address some of these with the planned roads and rail infrastructure at and
nearby the airport. I would recommend that the master planners (in consultation
with Domodedovo Construction Management) give even greater attention to
widening, straightening, and otherwise improving immediate road access to
passenger and cargo areas of DME to reduce choke points, local traffic
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congestion and otherwise speed “last mile” movements of people and cargo to
the terminals.
The second issue should be for planners to consider an appropriate
intermodal rail/truck freight hub and possible future inland port in the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis. This intermodal freight hub and potential inland
port and logistics village (to be addressed in the next section) could boost the
transport efficiency of aerotropolis industrial and warehouse facilities whose
products are aviation-dependent and therefore improve future property values.

2.10 Intermodal Inland Ports and Logistics Villages

Intermodal interfaces and logistics development will be very important drivers
of land values and goods-handling facilities in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis.
Intermodal rail/truck facilities have been particularly critical to the commercial
success of such developments through the formation of intermodal inland ports
and logistics villages.
I have found that in order for intermodal logistics infrastructure and
facilities to maximize their contribution to local industrial and commercial
development, two pre-conditions need to be met. First, the mechanisms of close
coordination among shippers, truckers, warehousers, railroads, airports, and
consignees for the rapid expedition of shipments need to be developed. The
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infrastructure needed for that coordination was discussed earlier in this chapter.
Second, the multi-modal facilities themselves need to constructed and operated
efficiently.
I build on the developing experience of U.S. intermodal inland ports in
specifying guidelines and, as an exemplary case, use one successful inland port
as a point of reference. The guidelines are general guidelines that will need to be
adapted to the two Domodedovo Aerotropolis intermodal logistics sites and
ports that have been identified by Domodedovo Construction Management as
shown in Exhibit 2.21. The first is a 186 hectare area north of the airport. The
second is a 107 hectare plot southwest of DME.
Exhibit 2.22 outlines the basic intermodal logistics support infrastructure
required for operating inland ports. The critical elements are a rail spur (shuttle)
directly to the land plot and selected aerotropolis zones connected then by an
extended rail line (shuttle) to ports, a suitable site where truck cross-docking can
occur, and sufficient market area. Each is a necessary requirement. On the right
side of the exhibit, supplementary functions are listed. DME already possesses
air cargo facilities and I have recommended a special economic zones (free trade
zones) that could be integrated with these intermodal facilities.
Intermodal logistics complexes can be particularly successful in
generating air cargo for nearby airports as well as supporting nearby industry.
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Successful cargo airports in the U.S., such as those at Alliance, Texas and
Huntsville, Alabama, are frequently strengthened by an inter-modal rail facility.
One model for the Domodedovo Aerotropolis is the Virginia Inland Port
(VIP) in the U.S. State of Virginia which has been in operation since 1989. It
provides an example of one potential ground layout and, despite several
differences, a potential guide to operation. Exhibit 2.23 presents VIP’s general
layout and land uses. The inland port is a U.S. Customs Port-of-Entry, is
circumscribed with a Free Trade Zone, and has a 1,400 foot boundary with
Norfolk Southern railroad. VIP is served by scheduled rail service to Norfolk six
days per week (312 trains annually) which gives shippers access to the trade
routes of approximately 75 international shipping lines. Its strategic purpose was
to capture a portion of the traffic from the Ohio River Valley that might
otherwise go to Baltimore or Philadelphia. Throughput in 2010 averaged around
80 containers per day. It is generally judged to be a success.
As illustrated in Exhibit 2.24, the land set aside for the inland port needs
to be long in order to facilitate loading and unloading. The site should be
expandable as throughput increases. Noise buffers need to be established around
the site and cargo traffic separated from personal automobile traffic. Immediate
highway access and clustered distribution centers are critical because local
drayage is sufficiently expensive as to undermine the potential efficiency
advantages of many proposed logistics and distribution centers.
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DME and its surrounding aerotropolis can support this intermodal hub
and be supported by it. However, its viability depends upon the need for cargo
consolidation and inter-modal transfer. A growing inland port linked by shuttle
trains to ports with frequent scheduled service increases the demand for services.
I therefore suggest that the updated master plan for the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis assemble aggregate figures on trade to justify need for such
services. A study of likely shippers needs and the operation of partner facilities
through Russian railroad and trucking companies is likewise needed.
At the same time careful cost estimates are needed for such a facility,
including the rail shuttle service to Russian ports. The Domodedovo
Aerotropolis’s efficacy as a transshipment point depends critically on trade
volume and on being able to offer cost-effective services that create value for
shippers. While the proposed highway and rail infrastructure investments can
help alleviate congestion and reduce delays, terminal costs must be sufficiently
low and the quality of service sufficiently high to attract users. Frequency, speed,
delivery time predictability, and cost of long distance transportation are one area
of concern. The cost and quality of terminal service—at Russian ports at the
opposite end of the train shuttle—are another.
Intermodal inland ports, while increasingly important business resources,
are complex organizations. Their successful operation requires the fulfillment of
many roles and responsibilities. These include those for real estate, terminal
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improvements, financing, providing the terminal equipment, supplying line haul
and rail shuttle equipment, designing operating systems, overseeing terminal
operations, coordinating railroad operations, and marketing. It may well be most
effective and essential for the DME Group to bring in an experienced intermodal
inland port operating company from the U.S. or Western Europe to handle these
complex tasks should the decision be to move forward with such a facility in the
future.
Logistics villages may also play an important future role in the
development success of the Domodedovo Aerotropolis. Many logistics villages
operate in the U.S. and Western Europe as inland ports, allowing for Customs
and other formalities to be cleared far away from busy land-starved container
ports – “offporting.” Moving such processes inland encourages the use of
intermodal transportation chains. Many inland ports also function as foreign
trade zones allowing the payment of import duties to be delayed as long as
possible.
Exhibit 2.25 presents one possible schematic view of the development of
logistics (freight) village functionality over time. Functionality can increase as
traffic increases, meeting minimum thresholds for a growing set of ancillary
services. As each threshold is reached the services which reduce unit production
and shipping costs can be supported, increasing regional competitiveness.
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As described by Weisbrod et al., “Freight villages reflect a modern way of
organizing logistics, transport and goods distribution activities and usually
include warehouses, distribution centers, storage areas, offices, truck services,
bank, postal, insurance services and in certain cases Customs infrastructures.”
While there are several definitions, most include intermodal transport and the
active management of shared facilities as keystone features. A few include the
condition that the goods remaining in the same transport load unit for the entire
journey but others include load aggregation and disaggregation in their
definitions. Shared services differentiate the functional concept of “logistics
village” with freight planned unit developments and that differentiation
provides a useful clue to Domodedovo Aerotropolis property developers
seeking to provide the maximum advantage to tenants at the minimum cost.
Exhibit 2.26 provides an overview of logistics village characteristics,
activities, and services. In addition to the core logistics activities, logistics villages
provide common security and facility maintenance. Office space and conference
facilities are often on-site. A broad array of user services including restaurants,
business services, and local/regional public transportation may also be made
available. Further services include hotels, vehicle repairers, and career
development facilitation such as training and employment agencies. Particularly
in Asia, logistics facilities and their support services are often concentrated into
specific urban areas by strict land use controls. In such cases, urban planners
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have often created competitive markets for service providers, ensuring efficient
overall operation.
Given that much of the real estate development in the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis will be green field development, DME Group executives have the
opportunity to not only plan for the space and physical plant needs of logistics
villages but also to plan the commercial and logistics support functions which
will increase value for tenants (and long-term investment returns for the DME
Group).

2.11 Air Logistic Hub and Aerotropolis Infrastructure Design
and Configuration

From the start, I have emphasized that one of the most important competitive
attributes for a Domodedovo Aerotropolis will be fast-cycle logistics built
around efficient multimodal transportation systems, anchored by air cargo. In
the following sections I therefor elaborate the infrastructure and facility planning
guidelines that should be generally followed in implementation of a DME and
Domodedovo Aerotropolis fast-cycle logistics system with emphasis on the
future development of DME's cargo villages and terminal, modernized World
Cargo Center, and new value-adding logistics Special Enterprise Zone. Together
these areas and their facilities, along with connecting intermodal interfaces, will
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constitute the primary components of a DME Air Logistics Hub. I will also
provide infrastructure and facility guidelines to support logistics villages and
time-critical distribution in the greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis to
complement and be leveraged by DME's logistics strengths.

2.11.1 Future DME Cargo Area Facilities and Design

An important future feature of a DME Air Logistics Hub (DALH) will be the
aforementioned new cargo village which will constitute a future zone of new
cargo facilities at the south/central portion of the airport (see Exhibit 2.12). It also
appears possible that a World Cargo Center can be modernized and
reconstituted as a new norther cargo facility (NNCF) with direct road (and
possibly future rail) access. Like the cargo village toward the center of the
airport, the World Cargo Center would be a shared facility attractive to all cargo
carriers complemented by air express facilities and perishables center (PC) to
support in-transit and Russia's high-value agricultural, floral, and fresh fish
shipments. It would also support e-commerce fulfillment and house a Customs
Clearance Center (CCC) for international cargo.
Near the World Cargo Center is the 35-hectare Inept cargo area that was
originally considered for DME's cargo village. This, as noted previously, should
be developed as a Logistics Special Enterprise Zone, with value-adding logistics
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facilities that have direct access to DME's taxiways, nearby truck docks, special
materials handling and freight forwarder and 3PL facilities, and eventually (after
2035) an automated Cargo Transport System (CTS) connecting all DALH tenants
with cargo and logistics processing facilities. I will describe this special logistics
zone later. Since both the new cargo village and the World Cargo Center facility
are important future components of the DALH and overall DME development,
their infrastructure and facility planning guidelines are elaborated below.

2.11.2 Guidelines for DME Cargo Facility Design

Three key principles of agility should be followed in the design for the future
DME cargo facilities and new northern logistics area: (1) Flexibility; (2) Targeted
Mechanization; and (3) Expandability/Phased Growth. Building agility into the
processing capability and location of facilities is essential because of: (1)
unpredictable longer-term cargo handling demands at DME; and (2) a
dynamically changing and improving technological and logistics environment.

Flexibility

A critical design requirement of future DME cargo facilities is that their
development should be demand-driven and responsive to changing needs and
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requirements of DME tenants and users. A flexible, incremental development
approach is highly recommended, given the difficulties of forecasting the exact
types and levels of cargo and logistics activities at and around DME. Thus, for
example, advanced automation of material handling systems or full-scale
development of intermodal connectors and interfaces may not be prudent in the
short-term implementation of the new cargo village. In the design of most
processing systems, cost, flexibility of operation, and operational efficiencies
demand appropriate cost/sophistication compromises at different stages of
infrastructure and technology development.
Three realities should be considered in initial automation of cargo village
materials handling and processing systems: (1) the future DME Air Logistics
Hub (DALH) will likely have to accommodate all manner of aircraft and cargo
equipment (i.e., standardization of aircraft gauge and related cargo handling
equipment for serving domestic and international air cargo markets are currently
not possible); (2) non-automated materials handling and accumulation (shortterm storage) systems are often more cost-effective and flexible in terms of
meeting peak requirements and other unanticipated immediate problems by
simply providing more forklifts and manpower to meet unexpected or peak
requirements; and (3) longer-term air cargo demand and other transportation
mode cargo demands are difficult to forecast in turbulent national and global
economic environments.
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Whereas forecasts have been made of excess of 400,000 tones of cargo at
DME by 2020, only as actual demands are experienced over time for such a
multimodal logistics complex would it be possible to incrementally predict
materials handling equipment, logistics infrastructure, and facility needs, and to
gain verification of the estimated industry mix of cargo demands placed on the
DME's cargo village and other cargo facilities (e.g., aerospace parts and
components, pharmaceuticals, fresh cut flowers, seafood and other perishables,
retail distribution products, etc). For these reasons, it is recommended that the
DME's cargo areas continue its current operations with relatively less expensive,
lower-tech systems. These can be upgraded over time as the demand and future
tenant requirements become better known and the benefits to be acquired
through automation become better understood, measured and demonstrated.
One means of attaining processing flexibility, and commonly employed in
modern just-in-time (JIT) operations, is to create subsystems that have multiple
processing equipment rather than one large processing system. Designing one
large system often appears to offer economies of scale (i.e., less cost per unit
produced as process equipment size increases). Such all the eggs in one basket
type of operation, however, could easily lead to inflexibility and an inability of
DME' cargo managers to shut down part of the total process capability for
maintenance, equipment testing, equipment enhancing and even off-line
employee training.
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To save initial expenses and promote flexibility, mobile equipment is
generally preferred to fixed position equipment (e.g., a mobile nose
loader/unloader as compared to a fixed-bridge nose loader/unloader). Ideally,
all equipment should be readily reconfigurable and rearrangeable as operations
layout requirements change over time. I have found that some fixed position
equipment (e.g., automated conveyors attached to the floor or hung from the
structural system) actually hinders the “fluid” design concept recommended for
the DME's cargo facilities.

Targeted Mechanization

Related to the above, experiences of air cargo operations at other major
international airports do offer guidelines for the degree of mechanization in
DME cargo operations for efficient materials handling. DME's existing
mechanization of standard cargo processing operations such as container
consolidation, container breakdown, and conveyors to accommodate x-ray
equipment should be included in all new DME cargo facility operations. As
noted, more advanced automation of cargo processing operations should be
provided only when and where it is clearly demand driven and economically
justified. With under 200,000 tonnes of cargo currently at DME, introduction of
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the most advanced automated cargo processing technology could be well in the
future.
Because of DME's relatively low cargo volume and because of the
difficulty of predicting material handling demands and a desire to provide
flexibility of arrangement which is consistent with 21st century business practices,
DME's cargo facilities will likely function most effectively over the next decade
with less sophisticated material handling equipment (e.g., forklifts, motorized
tugs, pallet jacks, etc). This technology is not only far less costly but also “tried
and true” time-tested and reliable. At relatively low initial levels of logistics and
supply-chain management demand at the DALH, fully automated materials
handling systems, though flashy, simply do not make economic sense.
When demands over time become better known and experienced, one-ata-time evaluation of potential productivity benefits of automated equipment and
facilities can be assessed and enhancements implemented to take advantage of
operational improvements. For example, as available cargo village facility space
fills up in the mid-term phase (2021–2035) with increased activity, pallet racks
should be provided to gain better use of the facility cube. Similarly, when
sufficient put-away and picking requirements develop, fork-lift use would be
discontinued for automated put-away and picking of cargo from racks and
replaced by computerized rail-guided picking and put-away equipment.
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Expandability/Phased Growth

I have been emphasizing that future demands placed on DME's Air Logistics
Hub (DALH) facilities and their resulting space needs are difficult to predict with
any confidence. This is why I proposed that facility development encompass
flexible, evolutionary and phased growth. Future facility requirements are being
estimated by DME Construction Management based on cargo forecasts, but the
DALH must also be allowed to become what it needs to be as actual cargo
market demands and other requirements reveal themselves over time. Thus, the
design guidelines proposed herein are not so much a fixed plan as they are a
flexible framework to accommodate a wide variety of tenant facilities, Moscow
regional users, and physical layouts.
The above framework allows for DALH development to be modified as
cargo and market demands, resources, new technologies, and infrastructure
advances occur. For example, the new northern cargo facility (World Cargo
Center) and value-adding logistics SEZ facilities should employ a modular
layout for maximum flexibility and phased development. Ground transportation
designs should incorporate redundant routings and flexible road systems to
minimize the impact of congestion or accidents, both within the cargo and
logistics areas and in connecting highway systems. Rights-of-way should be
sized to allow future expansion without negatively affecting ongoing aircraft or
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highway operations. These same guidelines should be applied to DME's future
cargo villages.
DME's aviation infrastructure will no doubt be periodically be updated
with state-of-the-art (probably NextGen) navigational aids to allow for growing
air capacity demands and eliminate periodic weather delays. It is also important
that appropriate outside the fence zoning controls minimize potentially
conflicting land uses and noise problems that could preclude the extensive 7-day,
24-hour airport operation as DME's aviation operations grow.
The DME Group and local jurisdictions in the aerotropolis likewise must
be prepared to respond rapidly and creatively to evolving inventory, tenant and
user needs and an ever-changing business environment; hence, DME's
management itself must be agile as it creates or coordinates “one-stop shop”
support for tenants and regional users from each logistical, industrial, or
commercial sector. Down the road, DME management and local aerotropolis
government agencies may not only wish to market the DALH, but also operate
as strategic partners with tenants and other outside the fence developers in
dealing with other government agencies and in seeking access to a full range of
technical, financial, and political resources to facilitate DME's logistics and
commercial development.
Consistent with DME's emerging “green” principles and ISO 14000
standards (international standards that enable companies to systematize and
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improve their environmental management efforts), maintaining environmental
quality and safety are a fundamental objective of DALH planning and
development. The DALH system must provide facilities and procedures for the
handling, storage, transportation, and disposal of environmentally sensitive
materials as a continuous process. Likewise, modern DALH utility systems must
offer high-quality and reliable power, water, natural gas, wastewater treatment,
and solid-waste disposal to meet growing tenant needs in the developing cargo
and logistics areas as well as DME's Airport City. DME's planning to date
implies the intent to meet these conditions.
Each potential cargo, logistics, industrial, and commercial tenant at DME
should be evaluated for its compatibility with environmental regulations and
standards. A DME management/tenant partnership should address the
requirements for operating within acceptable environmental parameters jointly.
Innovative site planning and design should ensure visually attractive
development with ample landscaping and aesthetic touches. Existing shabbylooking facilities and equipment should be removed or screened from view.
Aesthetics (good appearance) will be as important to DME's cargo and
logistics areas as its Airport City and passenger areas. Ideally, logistics, cargo
and light industrial clusters at and around DME should appear more like a
university campus than a traditional industrial/warehouse area. To the extent
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feasible, cargo flows and passenger flows should be segregated from each other
both on the airport and nearby DME.
Although cost savings remain important in today's business location
decisions, DME management (and outlying aerotropolis jurisdictions) should
operate under the assumption that tenants will pay more for integrated, highquality, reliable services and sound environmental planning. Because a delicate
trade-off exists between costs and on-site services, however, DME's cost
effectiveness will be optimized by the phasing of development to minimize
initial investment and location costs for tenants. Development of the overall site
infrastructure and facilities at DME and its surrounding aerotropolis should be
incremental, demand-driven, modularized, reconfigurable, and be as attractive
as possible .
Further flexibility in DME's cargo village and the new northern logistics
area as well as DME's Airport City would be achieved by oversizing and
reserving spacious rights-of-way for future infrastructure and facility expansion.
DME's internal transportation corridors linking the airport's nodes and to
external transportation corridors also should be oversized to meet increasing
traffic levels over time and to accommodate future developments in vehicles and
transport systems. The same internal corridors should have all the underground
utility channels needed for powering and servicing airport goods processing
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firms and shared support facilities. This includes designing corridors with rapid
and flexible plug-in telecommunications capability for tenants, as needed.
I've recommended that DME's cargo and logistics areas be designed with
flexible or expandable facilities with modular and reconfigurable attributes. Such
design would allow facilities to grow over time to accommodate ultimate space
needs. One way to reserve space initially is to provide excess separation between
contiguous facilities, allowing them to grow closer together as increasing space
requirements are met over time. Another way is to site select easy-to-relocate
facilities between other facilities with the intention of moving them at a later date
to permit the surrounding facilities to grow together in the space vacated by the
relocated facility. The goal here is to optimize long-term land use at DME so that
all airport parcels are oriented to highest and best use over time.

2.11.3 Intermodal Interfaces

A major process element of the DME's Air Logistics Hub (DALH) is the
interconnection and integration of multiple modes of transport (air, truck, and
rail). Ideally, each mode must be able to seamlessly and efficiently connect to any
other mode without significant loss of time or high cost. The primary long-term
operational DALH connector (the “glue” that connects the various transportation
modes) is a cargo transfer system (CTS) as was illustrated in Exhibit 2.16. The
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transfer system will emanate from DME's cargo villages. The cargo transfer
system may be composed of a combination of trucking modes operating on
internal roads, or in later phases of development (likely after 2035) by dedicated
automated cargo movement systems (for example, rail or tram) depending on
the relative configuration of the elements of the DALH and the level of activity.

2.11.4 Guidelines for On-Site Transportation Connectivity

All DME cargo facilities would need to interface with the following modes of
transportation: (1) air, via DME taxiways and ramps; (2) truck, with adequate
roadways and cross-docking at the cargo villages and new northern logistics area
facilities as required to meet cargo trucking demand forecasts; and (3) tram, by
providing CTS access throughout the airport and later perhaps providing an
interface between the CTS and freight rail in proximity to DME and possibly to
the potential intermodal truck/rail facilities noted earlier . The CTS would also
be the primary connector between the Cargo Villages, new northern logistics
area (logistics SEZ plus World Cargo Center) and off-ramp DALH production
and distribution facilities. These intermodal interfaces are illustrated in
Exhibit 2.27.
Because the predominant mode of transportation of products moving to
and from DME locally and throughout the Moscow region would be via
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highways, truck terminal facilities and facility cross-docks at and near the DALH
along with a needed future airport ring road would be critical design elements
for successful operation of the DALH.

2.11.5 Guidelines for DALH Connectivity

A DME Air Logistics Hub multimodal logistics system must be able to
accommodate a broad variety of transportation origins and destinations to and
from it in the mid- and long-term phases. Flow paths of domestic and
international air, water, truck and rail modes are represented in Exhibit 2.28 as
they might occur between the DME and domestic or international origins and
destinations at ultimate development. Flow paths of intra-DALH cargo are
shown within the boundaries of the DALH in the exhibit. Truck, potential rail
and air cargo terminal links are included as nodes of the cargo transfer system.
Truck cross-docks and the CTS may locate near manufacturing or distribution
tenants as the extended DALH develops in later phases.
Regional truck transportation should be available between all major
aerotropolis industrial/warehouse nodes and the DALH. Truck shipments
consigned to DALH tenants will most likely be delivered directly to those
tenants. Deliveries to consignees located further from the DALH should be
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delivered to appropriate truck terminals for processing and subsequent delivery
to the consignee.
Good truck and future rail transportation to Russia ports will be required
if the DALH is to achieve full quadramodality (air, highway, rail, sea
connectivity). Though there tends to be limited air-vessel product movement,
bringing all capabilities together at the DALH and greater Domodedovo
Aerotropolis in the mid- and long-term will create the critical mass of logistics
activities that will make it a powerful magnet for industry. I will return to this
point in the next chapter.

2.11.6 Electronic Data Interchange and IT System Guidelines

To support 21st century business practices of electronic commerce, just-in-time
delivery, and supply chain management, electronic data interchange (EDI) must
be provided as a tool for DALH facility operators, tenants, logistics service
providers, and Russia Customs. The DALH EDI system will be a network of
computers and databases that provide an interface between all parties involved
in arranging a shipment. This EDI system must be capable of interfacing with
multimodal carrier systems to provide on-line tracking and tracing capability for
both the shipper and consignee. A key function of this system should be to
interface with Russia Customs. The DALH EDI network should also have access
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to global telecommunications networks via satellite transmission. Similarly, the
EDI system should be tied to a bar-coding or preferably more advanced RFID
(radio frequency identification) systems for shipment identification within the
system and in-transit. The general objectives of the DALH EDI system, consistent
with the communication vision of 21st century business practices are to:
• Build a cost-effective, resilient, and manageable EDI network
throughout the Domodedovo Aerotropolis region and beyond that is
web-based and open architecture.
• Allow all of Russia's businesses to connect to the DALH via a network
backbone at lowest charges possible.
• Ensure connectivity by providing enough fiber optics bandwidth and
connection channels.
• Ensure capacity so that the Russian business community and DALH
tenants can connect and not be denied access due to insufficient
electronic ports.
• Provide support for all protocols required by the users of the system.
• Allow tenants, users, and logistics service providers with a range of
hosts (e.g., workstations with high-speed network access, mobile
computing and data exchange via secure WiFi, WiWan and fiber
networking) to connect to the DALH's network.
• Allow DME tenants and the greater aerotropolis user community to
access applications (e.g., database inquiries/updates) on a range of
different information management systems operated by third-party
entities.
Conceptually, the DALH Communications System can be viewed in
Exhibit 2.29 This exhibit presents a vision of a possible future global
communications system for the DME Air Logistics Hub. Further details on this
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system with special attention to accelerating Customs clearance at DME and
other logistics processes will be provided in Chapter 3.

2.11.7 DME Air Logistics Hub Planning Integration Strategy

As described in the previous sections, the DME Air Logistics Hub (DALH)
represents a new kind of logistical center in which information technology,
transportation, perishables, and supply chain activities are operationally
integrated to create a seamless business environment. Traditional airport master
planning activities do not capture the intersections and linkages that are
necessary to create this new environment.
The proposed integrated planning process at and around DME must differ
from traditional planning processes in three respects:
1. Shift from Element Focus to Process Focus. Traditional master
planning typically targets individual elements of multimodal
infrastructure in separate plans; for example, independently produced
master plans for rail, ports, highways, and the airport. Each of these
master plans is based on traditional roles and functions of these
infrastructures. In a process-oriented plan, the exercise begins with an
understanding of the integrated business processes and seamless
multimodal transportation needs of the tenants and customers. In this
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new approach, the design concept for a regional intermodal rail facility
or truck cross-docking facility at DME should be guided by the desire
to create value for the user of the facility rather than to maximize the
utilization of designed capacity. This will involve a close coordination
and integration of all elements of infrastructure and facility planning
for the DALH and the greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis.
2. Identify New Elements of the DALH. To achieve success, the DME Air
Logistics Hub will require new elements of infrastructure. In the 21st
century, businesses compete based on how efficiently and creatively
they manage information to create competitive advantage. Even Fred
Smith, Chairman of FedEx, has described his large air express
company as an IT firm that happens to fly airplanes. The provision of
information technology therefore is not an afterthought, addressed
once the size and function of a building or infrastructure have been
designed, but rather an organizing principle around which the identity
and function of a building or infrastructure have been designed. In this
process planning environment, information technology capabilities
must complement and reinforce the development of multimodal
transportation and logistical capabilities at DME and throughout its
surrounding Aerotropolis.
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3. Establish New Linkages Between Infrastructure Elements. The creation
of a 21st century infrastructure environment at the DALH and the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis requires new linkages among key
infrastructure elements. Uninterrupted flow of people, products, and
materials through the DALH and the aerotropolis require the
integration of various modes of transportation. It is therefore necessary
to plan the material handling and management systems that will
integrate the movement of goods and materials from across these
modes regionally and nationally and to and from DME and its
surrounding aerotropolis business facilities.

2.11.8 Designing for Future Tenant Business Needs

The ultimate success of the future DME Air Logistics Hub will depend on how
well it meets the needs of future tenants. The real customer for the planning
process is not DME management or any government agency, but firms that the
DME Group and surrounding Aerotropolis jurisdictions wish to recruit.
Therefore, concepts and capabilities targeted to 21st century business practices
described below should guide and inform the planning process and the required
functionality of DME and the broader Domodedovo Aerotropolis. These
businesses require the following:
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• Paperless Environment. Companies are rapidly moving to a paperless
environment in which orders for materials as well as finished goods are
transmitted electronically from customers worldwide to their suppliers.
Global manufacturers and perishables providers are insisting that their
suppliers communicate electronically, and the availability of access to
global communications and information networks will qualify future
DALH tenants, large and small, for new commercial demands.
• End-to-End Supply Chain Visibility. The ever growing imperative for
speed and lower costs has caused companies to more closely manage
their manufacturing supply chains and perishables cool chains. The
basis of competition has changed from head-to-head competition
between companies to a competition that pits supply chain against
supply chain. A weak link anywhere along the supply or cool chain can
have a devastating impact on a company's ability to perform.
Increasingly, companies are requiring end-to-end asset visibility along
the entire chain requiring state-of-the-art tracing and tracking
information technology.
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• Just-in-Time Delivery. As companies manufacture in increasingly
smaller lots and provide more customization of their products, the need
for just-in-time delivery has grown. Not only must small batches of
materials be shipped as economically as large batches, but they often
must be delivered within 36 to 48 hours anywhere across the globe.
Traditionally, manufacturers seek suppliers that are located near the
manufacturing site. The availability of an integrated information and
transportation infrastructure provides the capability for suppliers,
manufacturers, and customers to work across great distances as if they
were located nearby. This is the new, globally-networked economy in
which Moscow and Russia now compete.
• Real-Time Asset Control. To assure flexible and fast response to
changing customer needs, companies must not only be able to trace and
track their assets quickly, but also to change their destination, routing or
carrier mode as customer requirements change. Only the complete
integration of information, transportation, manufacturing, and cool
chain management can provide this capability. A growing portion of
multinational companies are able to do this now which will likely
become a standard of doing business in the future.
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In short, successful development of the DME Air Logistics Hub
intermodal and information technology systems will require a broad
understanding of the basic business processes of tenants, users, and logistics
service providers, their current information system capabilities, and future
technology/business needs. These include better understanding of the emerging
needs of information-rich industries such as (1) microelectronics, medical
instruments, and telecommunications, (2) logistics, trading and transshipment,
(3) aerospace, pharmaceuticals, perishables, and (4) even hospitality industries,
including hotels, tourism, and recreation that will form the service backbone of
much of DME's Airport City and broader airport-area commercial development.
Attracting more high-tech manufacturers, assemblers, and distribution
industries will also require a thorough understanding of modern supply chain
management principles and the order-to-delivery process. To offer a truly
marketable competitive advantage, DME management should bring together
experts in logistics and supply chain management, multimodal infrastructure
development, and information technology to collaborate to create the design
specifications that properly integrate all system elements. Few locations in the
world are doing this, so DME can have a first-mover advantage in attracting high
value-adding industries if it takes the lead in seizing this opportunity. This
logistics expertise is but one component of the broader functional capabilities
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required for DME Air Logistics Hub and greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis
success to which I now turn my attention.

2.12 Functional Capabilities Required for a DME Air Logistics
Hub

The DME Airport Logistics Hub (DALH) should represent integrated responses
to new business infrastructure and facility needs I have described. To have its
greatest impact on airport and aerotropolis success, it must incorporate six broad
functional capabilities targeted to these needs. For each functional capability,
examples of key hard and soft infrastructure elements are noted.

1. Multimodal Transportation System with Access to Local, National and
Global Transportation Networks
On-site cargo terminals and nearby inland ports with efficient intermodal
capability should be linked to Moscow's major highway and rail systems
and with its sea and air transportation networks. The DALH should
provide a seamless interface between transportation modes and between
aerotropolis firms and major air cargo (and even ocean shipping) routes
so that goods and materials can flow uninterrupted from any Aerotropolis
location to DME and ports quickly, at low cost, and with a minimum of
human handling. This applies, as well, to air passengers moving between
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DME and its Aerotropolis zones, especially time-sensitive business
executives and professionals. Efficiently linking all the various modes of
transportation is important to establishing a time-competitive
infrastructure for the Domodedovo Aerotropolis and to attracting
businesses and industrial investment to DME and the greater
Aerotropolis.
Examples of such Aerotropolis infrastructure needs include:
• Establishing modern distribution centers with truck cross-docks
connecting to national highways M-4 and M-5, and rail lines to
Russia's ports.
• Reducing choke points on Moscow's roadways, widening of
Federal Highway A-105 that connects DME with Moscow and
improved local bypass roadway connections to DME's passenger
terminals and cargo areas.
• Constructing a new ring road around the airport.
• In the mid to long-term (probably after 2030), running the
commuter rail from Moscow directly under the airport
southward.
• Constructing a future high-speed rail station at DME Airport
City and linking it to extended commuter rail at the terminal.
(Best example is International Terminal 2 at Paris CDG Airport.)

2. On-site Cargo Processing Capability
At the core of any air logistics hub must be a cargo processing facility with
advanced material handling that can accommodate the needs of a variety
of aircraft and industries. I noted that flexibility in both the processing
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capability and location of material handling activities is essential because
of nonstandard aircraft and ground cargo-related equipment, and because
of a dynamically changing and unpredictable cargo processing
environment. Targeted mechanization at DME's cargo village and new
northern logistics area, as discussed previously, can be provided when it
is productivity-driven and demand-justified.
Examples of key DME cargo infrastructure and facility elements
include:
• Cargo Village and New Northern Logistics SEZ areas with
advanced material-handling systems (MHS) and intermodal
interfaces.
• High-velocity flow-through facilities with airside cargo access
and truck cross-docking.
• Automated Customs clearance procedures and facilities.
• In-bound breakdown and delivery staging areas.
• Value-adding logistics facilities in the SEZ site.
• State-of-the-art cool chain facilities.

3. On-site Cargo Transport System
A third need for fast-cycle logistics at DME and to efficiently link all its
goods-handling facilities in the future upgraded cargo airport
development zones is an on-site cargo transfer system (CTS). The CTS, as
was illustrated in Exhibit 2.16, would connect all DME goods handling
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facilities with air cargo and road access and to the other inside the fence
manufacturers, distributors and logistics providers. These systems can be
fully automated, semi-automated or manual depending on traffic flow
profiles (cargo demand) and the specifics of the site and should be
complemented by appropriate materials handling technologies.
Examples of such infrastructure elements include:
• Internal road and cargo tram system (CTS).
• Truck crossdocks.
• Automated storage/retrieval systems.
• RFID tagging systems for tracing, tracking and control of cargo.

4. Shared Communications System with Transparent User Interfaces
Apropos the last bullet point above, computer-to-computer information
transfer between companies (Electronic Data Interchange and B2B ecommerce) are quickly replacing paper transmissions and even most
traditional face to face supply chain transactions. This electronic
interchange of data and information requires message standards,
translation software and transmission capability. Recent technology
developments have created new opportunities to enhance inter-modal,
inter-company and inter-industry communications with harmonized
software, more powerful work stations, improved data transportation
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mediums, global communications networks and faster routers for
electronic transmissions.
Incorporating these capabilities and new technologies at DME and
the Domodedovo Aerotropolis will greatly facilitate seamless
relationships between future DME tenants and users and their suppliers
and customers—locally, nationally and worldwide. The net effect is to
accelerate materials handling, customs processing and product transfers
among commercial facilities, aircraft, trucks, rail cars, and Russia's ports.
A key planning challenge is to design a communications system that is
flexible enough to support the majority of DME and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis users, that offers rapid connection to local, national and
global networks, that maximizes functionality (including effectively
communicating across different transport modes), and that allows for
continuous improvement and innovation.
Examples of key electronic commerce elements include:
• Electronic data interchange (EDI) and RFID interoperability
across transportation modes
• Fiber optic, Wi-Fi, Wi-WAN and satellite networks
• Wide-area broadband and Ethernet service.
• Web-based harmonized software architectures and message
standards
• New e-freight and paperless Customs clearance technologies to
be elaborated in Chapter 3
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5. Access to On-site and Remote Services for Commercial Support and Logistics
Education and Worker Training
In the new speed-driven economy, businesses are demanding access to a
variety of support services that reduce the time and cost of logistical
transactions. Desirable commercial support services include a variety of
legal, financial, and government services such as the securing of permits,
and export licenses. Some of these services can be provided electronically.
Co-location of these services at DME's Airport City or at a strategic point
in its greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis can provide a “one-stop-shop”
support for DME and aerotropolis investors, tenants and users.
Similarly, electronic access to education and training facilities
throughout Russia and the world can provide substantial value to DME
and Domodedovo Aerotropolis tenants and users. For example, a future
distance education facility at DME and Logistics Education and Training
Center would provide agile support for customized training of the local
labor force by offering DME tenant and Aerotropolis area companies realtime audio, video, and tactile access to knowledge and training resources
from around the world. So, if Rolls-Royce wanted to locate a jet engine
production facility at DME or elsewhere in the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis, worker training could be conducted on site, via
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simultaneous audio, video, and tactile instruction from its European
production headquarters.
Examples of such business support elements:
• One-stop (single-window) service center for investors' permits,
licenses, etc.
• Interactive audio/video capability.
• Wide area broadband information exchange.
• On-line interactive and/or automated support of negotiations
and contracting.
• Education and training center with distance-learning capabilities.

6. Arterial Movements Unencumbered by Congestion
Success of the DME Air Logistic Hub (DALH) and its broader aerotropolis
requires speed and agility of movement on local highway systems. As the
area develops the potential for congestion rises. I discussed already
planned local roadway bypass and widening projects along with new
roads needed in the immediate airport area and throughout the southern
Moscow region. Moscow region transportation planning agencies have
endorsed planned upgrades noted previously including additional lanes
in high-volume traffic areas. In the longer-term, they should also consider:
• Intelligent highway system technologies.
• Special truck-only lanes added to cargo-heavy airport area
highways.
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• Additional regional commuter rail lines to DME passenger
terminal areas.
• High-speed rail lines with stations at DME and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis.

2.13 DME Air Logistics Hub/Airport City and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis Critical Success Factors

Effective planning requires not only vision but also appropriate strategic actions.
Guiding the development of a future master plan for the DME and its associated
logistics and commercial development should be a set of critical success factors
that, if followed, will greatly facilitate ultimate success. Realizing these critical
success factors will also provide the Domodedovo Aerotropolis with a major
competitive edge in attracting business and industry. These factors are the ones
most commonly found in successful air logistic hub and aerotropolis
developments around the world. DME's Air Logistics Hub and Airport City
planning should emphasize these, as should plans for its surrounding
Aerotropolis.

Critical Factor #1
DME Must Be Designed Around Emerging 21st Century Business Practices.
Beginning with my frequently repeated fundamental point, master planning of
DME must reflect not only the best civil and aeronautical engineering practices
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but also new business practices and needs of 21st century global companies. I
noted that dramatic changes are occurring in how companies transact their
business, and especially in how today's most successful mega-retailers, high-tech
manufacturers and logistics providers move goods and materials throughout the
world in a fast and flexible manner. 21St century airports therefore cannot be
designed and developed as separate infrastructures that reflect more traditional
aerodrome and systems engineering objectives and traditional airport
commercial practices. New business realities require new business
infrastructures. Future airport commercial complexes such as the DALH must be
geared to modern supply-chain management that fuse multimodal
transportation, advanced telecommunications, sophisticated materials handling
systems, and state-of-the-art business support services to offer unmatched speed
and agility to its tenants as well as users from throughout Russia. They must also
provide business and leisure travelers with services and amenities that will
substantially enhance their experience at the airport.

Critical Factor #2
Development Plans for the DALH, DME Airport City, as well as its greater
Aerotropolis Must Give High Priority to Quality of Life Considerations.
Unlike most other airport industrial and commercial complexes around the
world, the DALH/Airport City should be developed as multi-functional districts
that will support not only manufacturing and distribution activities, but also
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white-collar service functions, so important to raising salary levels in the DME
airport region. This brings out the importance of quality of life considerations
with respect to their broader built environment. By balancing industrial,
commercial, and environmental factors, the DALH/Airport City can provide
benefits not only to the companies that locate there, but also to nearby
aerotropolis residents. High-quality design standards, beautified access roads,
attractive commercial clusters, and environmental sustainability must be
overarching objectives. These, along with their design guidelines will be
highlighted in Chapter 4.

Critical Factor #3
Master Plans for the DALH/Airport City Must Be Flexible and Reconfigurable.
I have stressed that DME master planning should not be viewed solely as
detailed aeronautical and civil engineering plans to guide construction and
development. Rather, the master plans for both DME and its surrounding
Aerotropolis should be developed as a flexible framework that can accommodate
a wide variety of commercial facilities, tenants, and physical layouts. As
suggested above, master planning must look to the long-term, with a design that
is both environmentally and economically sustainable, as well as aesthetically
appealing. It must also be able to adapt to emerging business needs that will
incorporate new technologies and infrastructure advances. A basic planning
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principle is that, to the extent possible, DME and its surrounding Aerotropolis
should be designed as a flexible infrastructure system that can be adapted to
current and future business requirements. While the features of the competitive
landscape for the near term are in focus, competitive strategies and logistical
requirements will undoubtedly change over time and the DALH/Airport City as
well as the broader Aerotropolis must be able to respond quickly to these new
business needs and logistical requirements. A 20 to 40 year DME/Aerotropolis
development horizon is not unreasonable to build milestones on. The
Domodedovo Aerotropolis, in fact, has this 40-year development horizon.

Critical Factor #4
DME Must Establish Synchrony with Other Infrastructure Projects Around the
Russian Federation and the World.
We are moving into an era in which networks of firms compete rather than
individual companies. In this new commercial environment, Domodedovo
Aerotropolis companies and DME tenants must be able to access their suppliers,
partners and customers quickly and effectively. This requires DME air cargo
facility and infrastructure synchrony with other air cargo systems around Russia
and the globe, with harmonized communications systems and surface/sea
transportation networks. Major 3PLs and forwarders are racing to set up efficient
and seamless international networks. By aligning and integrating more closely
into their international networks, DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis goodsProprietary and Confidential
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handling businesses will be able to participate more efficiently in the global
economy that these firms themselves have become inextricably interwoven.

Critical Factor #5
DME Should Greater Emphasis to the Importance of Logistics-Based
Capabilities in Attracting Globally-Oriented Businesses.
As Russia's growing manufacturing firms search globally for quality parts and
components at competitive prices, and as customers demand quick response and
rapid delivery, access to multimodal air logistics hubs will be a major criterion
for industrial location. Companies will certainly continue to require traditional
economic incentives, such as investment offsets for land or facilities, federal and
local tax abatements, and other promotional privileges. However, as the
competitive priorities of speed and efficient response to changing customer
demand predominate, the relative importance of these traditional factors will
lesson. Increasingly, investment decisions will be made as much on the basis of
the logistical capabilities of the site and access to global networks, as on
government incentives. This could be DME's and the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis's trump card in serving future tenants and investors.
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Critical Factor #6
DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis Planning Must Demonstrate National
Benefits.
To obtain broad-based public and governmental support, DME and
Domodedovo Aerotropolis development must be positioned as a vehicle for not
only enhancing airport area business development, but alsothe entire Russian
Federation's competitiveness and economic growth. The development of a DME
Air Logistics Hub that would attract successful business and industries to the
airport and its environs should be a primary goal. But, ultimately, the success of
DME its surrounding aerotropolis will depend on how its capabilities can
leverage businesses and industries throughout Russia. It is therefore critical that
both DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis master planning recognize this fact to
design and implement an integrated logistics system plan that builds synergies
among national transportation networks and other Russian industrial/
commercial/ agricultural centers. Likewise these plans must create distinct
advantages to multinational firms to choose Russia over other locations in
Europe. The extensive Russian and CIS network of DME can be a remarkable
asset here if it is leveraged more effectively by the logistics infrastructure I have
described in this chapter.
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Critical Factor #7
DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis Master Planning Must Be Totally Integrated.
This integrated planning must bring together airport planning, urban and
regional planning and business site planning. Only through such integrated
planning can aerotropolis development be economically efficient, aesthetically
appealing,and environmentally sustainable. It is therefore essential that constant
and close communication and coordination occur between DME planners and
Domodedovo region planners. Other pertinent stakeholders, such as airlines,
Federal ministries, local governments, and Moscow regional planners, should be
brought into the planning process, as well.

Critical Factor #8
DME Connectivity to European and Global Markets Must Be Substantially
Expanded.
Driving Domodedovo Aerotropolis success will be increased passenger and
cargo airline connectivity measured by the numbers of markets served by DME
and the frequency of air service to and from these markets. It is clear to everyone
that SVO and VKO will continue to compete vigorously for passenger and cargo
traffic, perhaps even more so now that they are more closely aligned. This will
lead to even greater competition for future air routes. DME must continue its
practice of aggressively seeking new air service, especially internationally so it
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becomes an even more powerful engine fueling commercial and industrial
development on its property and the surrounding Domodedovo Aerotropolis.
All the above factors will be instrumental to the success of an air logistics
hub, airport city, and greater aerotropolis around DME. So too will be creating
an appropriate supporting business environment and doing the type of careful
site and business planning analyses that will attract investors, minimize risks,
and ultimately lead to profitable commercial development. The next chapter will
elaborate upon these additional critical success factors.

2.14 Summary

In sum, successful development of the DME Air Logistics Hub and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis intermodal rail and logistics village complexes will require a broad
understanding of the basic business processes of tenants, users, and logistics
service providers, their existing and required information and communication
system capabilities, and future facility needs. These include better understanding
of the emerging needs of information-rich industries such as (1) microelectronics,
medical instruments, and telecommunications, (2) logistics, trading and
transshipment, (3) aerospace, pharmaceuticals, perishables, and (4 even
hospitality industries, including hotels, tourism, and recreation that will form the
service backbone of much airport-area commercial development.
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Attracting more high-tech manufacturers, assemblers, and time-critical
distribution industries that will increase Domodedovo Aerotropolis land values
and boost cargo at DME will also require a thorough understanding of modern
supply chain management principles and the order-to-delivery process. To offer
a truly marketable competitive advantage, DME management with the assistance
of Moscow region universities should bring together experts in logistics and
supply chain management, multimodal infrastructure development, and
information technology to collaborate to create the design specifications that
properly integrate all system elements. Few locations in the world are doing this,
so DME management can have a first-mover advantage in attracting high valueadding logistics and modern manufacturing industries if it takes the lead in
seizing this opportunity. This logistics expertise is but one component of the
broader business planning required for DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis
success to which I now turn my attention in Chapter 3.
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Exhibit 2.1. Airport Cities Grow outward from Terminals as Activities Fill Capacity
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Exhibit 2.2. The common Location of Airport City Functions

Function

Terminal

Forecourt

Elsewhere on
airport or
outside the
fence

Passenger-oriented activities
Restaurants, catering and other food
services
International brand and specialty retail
shops
Banks and currency exchanges
Duty free shops
Airline lounges
Kiosks of all types
Wedding chapels
Aviation-intensive people
activities
Private meeting rooms with business
support services
Hotels and accommodation
Office buildings
Convention and exhibition centres
Cultural and entertainment attractions
Personal and family services such as
fitness facilities, spas, and child
daycare
Medical and wellness facilities
Auction, exchange, and trade
complexes
Factory outlet stores oriented to both
air travelers and locals
Leisure and recreation venues
including golf courses, race tracks, and
gaming
Goods-oriented activities
Aviation-related industry such as
aircraft maintenance, repair and
overhaul
Specialized handling, including
perishables and cool-chain facilities
Logistics and distribution, including
value-adding labeling, testing, kitting,
etc.
Free Trade Zones, special economic
zones and bonded warehouses
Note: Abstracted from the growth patterns of several Airport Cities
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Exhibit 2.3. Cities Grow out to Airports as Air Transport Exerts Growing Pull
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Exhibit 2.4. DME Has the Largest Network to Russia and CIS
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Exhibit 2.5. Moscow Domodedovo International Routes
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Exhibit 2.6. DME Annual Flights, Passengers, and Cargo: 2000 to 2020

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
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Flights
intensity
47,865
62,904
84,102
100,412
125,675
131,116
149,895
181,141
195,251
182,705
211,907
235,940
275,895
323,021
325,720
380,117
459,978
468,557
508,326
539,260
583,156

Passengers, Cargo + mail,
PAX (000)
tonnes
2,759
102,217
3,859
185,349
6,662
178,642
9,364
178,539
12,067
189,683
13,955
118,235
15,370
126,325
18,755
133,662
20,438
145,070
18,675
128,385
22,254
158,401
24,206
179,250
28,487
218,401
34,438
254,011
34,798
258,936
41,597
298,218
51,726
330,248
53,430
336,984
59,188
350,336
63,884
375,071
70,251
409,635
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Exhibit 2.7. Terminals and Airport City Conceptual Plan at Built-out
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Ehibit 2.8.DME Airport Master Plan under Four Runway Scheme
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Exhibit 2.9. Original Site for the Inept Cargo Village
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Exhibit 2.10. Hyderabad Airport Commercial and Logistics Layout at Full Build-Out
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Exhibit 2.11. New Northern Cargo Facility (Future World Cargo Center)
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Exhibit 2.12. Short Term (2012–2020) 3 Runway Scheme
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Exhibit 2.13. Mid Term (2021–2035) 5 Runway and T-Taxiway Scheme
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Exhibit 2.14. Long Term (after 2035) 6 Runway Scheme
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Exhibit 2.15. Mid Term (2021–2035) with Illustrative Commercial Development
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Exhibit 2.16. Long Term (after 2035) with Illustrative Commercial Development
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Exhibit 2.17. Dulles Aerotropolis Highway Corridor with Washington Dulles International Airport at Top
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Exhibit 2.18. Dulles Aerotropolis Today, Airport Edge City – Reston Town Center
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Exhibit 2.19. Land-Use Plan in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis
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Exhibit 2.20. Existing and Planned Transportation Infrastructure near DME
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Exhibit 2.21. Domodedovo Aerotropolis Intermodal Cargo/Logistics Preferred Sites
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Exhibit 2.22. Basic Inland Port Functions

Source: Southern California Association of Governments
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Exhibit 2.23. Virginia Inland Port Layout

Source Virginia Port Authority
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Exhibit 2.24. Schematic Layout of Inter-modal Transfer Point
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Exhibit 2.25. Stages in Logistics Villages Growth

Source: Lars Bentzen (2004) “Best Practices on Logistics Centres,” Final NeLoC Conference, Turku, 15 January
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Exhibit 2.26. Summary of Logistics Village Characteristics and Services
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
•
Size – Minimum of 125 contiguous acres; most are larger
•
General Location – In or near metropolitan area, but not close to residential
areas
•
Access – Excellent access by road, possibly with rail connections; secure with
controlled access
•
Proximity – Direct access or proximity to intermodal facilities, ports and
waterfront, and/or airport operations
•
Design - Planned layout with amenities and landscaping
•
Buildings – State-of-the-art facilities with offices, advanced communications
and information technology infrastructure; size may vary, but typically
smaller than traditional warehouses
CORE ON-SITE ACTIVITIES
A combination of:
•
Integrated distribution
•
Smart warehousing/specialized warehousing (e.g., refrigerated)
•
Value added production or processing
•
Intermodal operations
•
Logistics
•
Customs operations with Foreign Trade Zone status
CORE ON-SITE SERVICES
•
Security
•
Maintenance and repair of buildings and grounds
•
Office space
•
Meeting rooms/conference center or space
•
Eating facilities – restaurant, cafeteria
•
Business services – banking, mail, overnight delivery
•
Public transportation and internal transit
ADDITIONAL SERVICES AND AMENITIES
•
Vehicle service, repair, or parts facility
•
Employment agency/temporary employment firm
•
Hotel/motel/truck stop for drivers
•
Training facility
•
Hotel/conference facility for management
OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
•
Ownership may be largely public or public/private.
•
Management is generally in the hands of one entity, whether it is the owner or a
contractor.
Source: Adapted from Weisbrod et al.
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Exhibit 2.27. Proposed DME Intermodal Interfaces at Full Build-out
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Exhibit 2.28. Transportation Linkages between a DME Air Logistics Hub and Domestic and International Cargo Network
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Exhibit 2.29. Overview of DME Air Logistics Hub Communications System
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Chapter 3
Domodedovo Aerotropolis Business Plan Guidelines

3.1 Creating a Competitive Business Environment at and
around DME

In Chapter 1, I described how speed, agility and connectivity have become 21st
century competitive priorities for business and industry. The ability of Moscow
companies to respond rapidly and flexibly to market opportunities will depend
not only on expanding DME's internal infrastructure and domestic and
international flights, but also on the creation of the external business
environment that makes their commercial practices successful. Exhibit 3.1
identifies the key business resource needs for a competitive commercial
environment at and around DME and throughout the broader Domodedovo
Aerotropolis with an emphasis on logistics.
This logistics environment encompasses much of the hard infrastructure
and facilities described in the prior chapter as well as the commercial and
knowledge support that makes up much of the “soft” infrastructure. Both hard
and soft infrastructure represent important external business resources that must
be synergized if firms are to be attracted to DME and more efficient economic
development is to occur over the broader Domodedovo Aerotropolis. These
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external business resource needs are elaborated below, with a goal of attracting
firms and improving land values by making DME and its surrounding area the
fastest, most agile location in Central and Eastern Europe to conduct business.
While I will focus on developing fast-cycle logistics as a primary means to attract
goods-processing firms, (at the request of DME managers and their advisors) I
will also give considerable attention to attracting service sector firms to DME's
Airport City and greater Aerotropolis.

3.2 Business Resource Needs

Making DME and its broader Aerotropolis a magnet for higher-value, timecritical business and industry will require the integration of multimodal
transportation, advanced telecommunications, commercial support, and
knowledge support. The reasons may be summarized as follows.

3.2.1 Multimodal Transportation

First, modern logistics processes demand integrated multimodal transportation
systems for efficient sourcing and distribution of parts, components and
manufactured products. Seamlessly connected intermodal systems optimize 21 st
century logistics and supply chain practices. Raw materials, manufacturing
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inputs, and outputs must flow among geographically dispersed firms in a fast,
flexible and synchronized fashion. Air cargo facilities that are integrated closely
with efficient highways and railways are needed to support the development
and commercial practices of logistics parks, industrial parks, high-tech
complexes, agribusiness firms, distribution centers, and to more efficiently link
them to their sourcing, production and customer networks. This holds for
perishables distribution, as well.
For example, the ability of Moscow's restaurants, hotels, and
supermarkets to get high value fresh produce, fresh-cut flowers or fresh fish
from distant markets quickly and reliably requires cool-chain facilities and
temperature-controlled cross-docking facilities that link regional surface
transport with aircraft servicing national and overseas locations. Similarly, hightech manufacturers require cross-docking facilities that bring raw materials,
parts, components, and semifinished goods efficiently to Domodedovo
Aerotropolis production sites and facilitate the rapid shipment of assembled
products to customers nationally and globally.
Thus, the business planning principle to be understood is that in today's
networked goods economy, the firm is no longer the effective competing unit.
Rather it is supply chain and the extended enterprise where the cost, quality,
productivity, and profits of the firm is at least as much dependent on the cost,
quality, and delivery of its suppliers and downstream distributors as it is on
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internal management and operations of the firm itself. This is why multimodality
has taken on such heightened business support importance in the 21st century.

3.2.2 Advanced Telecommunications

Second, the Domodedovo Aerotropolis requires an advanced
telecommunications and electronic data interchange (EDI) network (as described
in the previous chapter) to obtain information on markets and orders, trace, track
and manage materials and inventory, and control movements of goods to
customers. Such a network is also essential to attracting more sophisticated thirdparty logistics (3PL) providers and 4PLs (managers and integrators of 3PLs) to
the Domodedovo Aerotropolis that will provide state-of-the-art logistics support
to DME users and tenants.
According to the Georgia Institute of Technology 2004 global survey of
manufacturers and logistics providers, third party logistics firms are used by
nearly 90 percent of larger manufacturers to manage their outbound
transportation, including the selection of airports and airlines. The survey also
showed that 3PLs now regularly use web-enabled and other advanced
telecommunications in meeting manufacturer's needs for supply chain ordering
and inventory control, shipment tracing and tracking, customs clearance and
warehouse management. Similarly, electronic data interchange (EDI) is used by
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3PLs for route optimization, fleet management, order fulfillment, customs
brokerage, duty and tax payments and even factoring (inventory and trade
financing). New e-freight practices by air cargo carriers and automated customs
practices also heavily rely on advanced EDI systems.
The entire Domodedovo Aerotropolis telecommunications system should
feature information technologies served by fiber optics loops, RFID, Wi-Fi, WiWAN (wide area wireless networks), and GPS satellite linkages that assist 3PLs
and connect companies in the airport area and throughout the greater Moscow
region to their suppliers and customers and to their own branches, offices, and
partners throughout the Russian Federation and the world.
A teleport with advanced information and telecommunications
management systems should serve DME's and customer premise equipment
(including rapid worldwide communication, EDI systems, business to business
(B2B) exchanges, and new-generation video conferencing equipment, such as
Cisco's TelePresence) supported by communications satellites, fiber-optics, and
high-speed digital networks. Operations (manufacturing process) research is
showing that the telecommunications and information technology infrastructure
external to a firm now heavily influences the effectiveness and efficiency of
internal firm processes.
As international air commerce grows at and around DME, this
telecommunications system must also support even faster express customs
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clearance and more efficient trade data processing. DME's proposed new
logistics special economic zone and cargo village described in the last chapter
could be used as a laboratory for expedited customs clearance procedures and
electronic data interchange to achieve high-speed, barrier-free international
flows of agricultural products, parts and components, and manufactured goods
as well as a one-stop (single-window) trade data and information shop. Through
joint determination with Russian Customs of appropriate technology,
procedures, and staffing levels (and in partnership with participating private
sector firms), DME can take the lead in creating Central and Eastern Europe's
most efficient customs clearance system—24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Instrumental to the success of DME cargo development and regional
goods-processing firms it serves, will be speed and agility in moving high value
to weight products to and from DME, throughout the greater Domodedovo
Aerotropolis and far beyond. Much of this will rest on its advanced
telecommunications systems for tracing, tracking and control of product
movements.

3.2.3 Commercial Support

Third, the DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis business environment
requires 21st century commercial support services. Since many globally-linked
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manufacturers, assemblers, and distributors must have access to Free Trade
Zones it is highly recommended that the Domodedovo Aerotropolis have a
number of these, at least one of which should be at DME. Many of DME's future
users will also require bonded warehouses at and near the airport, as well as
financial institutions, marketing, sales and employment agencies, legal services,
and trade and exhibition centers.
As noted above, expedited customs procedures are required to streamline
and accelerate the import of raw materials, parts and components and the export
of finished goods. One-stop (single-window) government service centers
(combining federal and local agency requirements) are likewise necessary to
expeditiously provide foreign investors with all required licenses, permits, and
investment promotion privileges. Trade and exhibition facilities are needed to
display and market products of Russia's and foreign firms.
Visiting executives to the aerotropolis will require business-friendly hotels
with meeting rooms, high-speed data-ports and concierge business services
conveniently located at or near the airport. In addition, the ability to attract
professional managers and highly-skilled younger workers to the aerotropolis
will require quality housing complexes and a full array of community amenities
including upscale shopping and fine restaurants, nightlife, recreational, and
cultural facilities, many of which are already available in the downtown Moscow
but lacking in the airport area. Surrounding or integrated higher-end shopping,
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restaurants, nightlife, and leisure facilities should be developed near clusters of
four-star hotels in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis. As high-tech industries are
drawn to the DME area, such nearby amenities may be critical to attracting and
holding a good portion of younger professionals and other knowledge workers
employed by them. These amenities will reinforce DME's Airport City
attractiveness to white-collar workers, as well.

3.2.4 Knowledge Support

Fourth, many high-tech and business service industries must be located near or
have ready access to knowledge resources that can generate or stimulate
innovation and provide a reliable source of trained workers and managers. The
Moscow region is well-endowed with excellent universities such as Moscow
State University on which businesses depend and which produce highly
educated professionals, many with superb research skills. Moscow is also
attracting international consultancy firms and tech-transfer organizations that
help commercialize technology, develop new products, and service local,
national and foreign firms more effectively.
Such knowledge resources currently evolving nicely in the Moscow region
have proven to be a strong asset in attracting “new economy” firms in aviationintensive business sectors such as microelectronics, pharmaceuticals, aerospace
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components, and medical devices. For firm recruitment and support, a DME
distance education and training facility drawing on the airport area's improving
telecommunications network could provide real-time audio, video and tactile
worker training on-site (and, via distributed education and training, to facilities
throughout the Moscow region) from education and training centers in
headquarter firm locations around the world.

3.3 Further Enhancing the Aerotropolis Business Environment

Improving strategic and operational coordination is likely the most important
step towards creating a competitive business environment in the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis. To date, it appears that planning for Moscow Domodedovo
Airport may have largely proceeded in the absence of close coordination with
real estate development in its peripheral areas that now constitute the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis. Continuing periodic strategic consultations are
needed between DME management, airline management, appropriate
government officials, and Moscow's commercial real estate development
community.
These regular consultations are critical to information exchange and
mutually reinforcing coordinated actions benefiting the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis and its aviation-enabled sectors. For example, the ability of hotels to
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absorb the projected number of guests as they come on-line could be regularly
checked. If road congestion in a certain locality could not be avoided through
increased construction, perhaps consultations could lead to better demand
management. Airlines might express commitments to grow operations—or not—
at DME, guiding construction pace of your Airport City and terminal
commercial functions.
The consultations are also important to deciding upon actions and
adjudicating interests in order to allow the Domodedovo Aerotropolis to capture
the highest value-added activities possible. This would also include the selection
of business and industries for concentrated investment and their development
around the airport and along its major connecting highway corridors.
All business plans must begin with an analysis of needs (demand). Little
analysis of demand was found in the DME Airport City and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis documents I reviewed. Later in this chapter, I will therefore provide
guidelines of what is required to support DME Group investment decisions in
the Airport City and Aerotropolis facilities of various types.
Operational governance—the coordination of the daily operations of the
various actors along the value chain—to maximize the performance of the
Aerotropolis and Moscow’s aviation-related economy is also critical. The airportairline-ground transportation linkages discussed in Chapter 2 play a central role
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in increasing the operational efficiency of an air-enabled economy. So do
business processes and their costs which I shall elaborate later, as well.
Improving coordination will entail developing operational and strategic
management information systems supporting a process of continuous
improvement and periodic market repositioning. Systematic data gathering
through consultation groups and reporting performance data for the entire airenabled complex to higher-level managers needs to be instituted. Without
adequate information, responsible decisions are difficult to make.

3.4 Functional Capabilities Required

I have already summarized the business resource needs for aerotropolis success.
In this section, I want to note the importance of skills development. Acquiring
and developing appropriate skilled labor is pivotal to moving up the value chain
of any advanced business sector. Labor costs—not just for production workers
but increasingly for professionals—remain central in competing for and growing
such sectors. Labor costs can reach 80 percent or more of business expenses, even
in capital-intensive industries. In fact, relatively small differences in labor costs
often can sometimes have a significant impact on firm and national
competitiveness. Contrary to some conventional wisdom, knowledge-based
firms are actually depending more and more upon accumulating cost-effective
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organized expert skills. Foreign expertise tends to be very expensive so internal
skills development is essential.
Firms in rapidly growing economies like Russia's typically have the
largest challenges obtaining and developing their own mid-level “technostructure” and “middle line” managers. These can be seen in the schema
presented in Exhibit 3.2. This is one aspect of the competitiveness frontier critical
to DME's and Russia's future.
Considerable research has shown that the absence of adequate mid-level
management and technical skills hinders the ascent of emerging economies up
the value chain. While Moscow's fine universities produce many skilled
professionals, a recent survey of Moscow's exporting firms found that there are
serious gaps in the logistics skills sector. Developing and growing a qualified
logistics labor force could yield a significant advantage for Moscow's firms in
time-critical goods-handling industries, increasing operational efficiency and
thereby attracting additional aviation-oriented export businesses to the DME
area. DME and other Moscow enterprises may find that they need to “buy”
rather than “make” (that is, they need to hire foreign logisticians) to meet some
of its shorter-term critical technical professional labor needs in the air logistics
and aviation-enabled sectors until the long-term indigenous (Russian) labor
situation is upgraded.
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Similar human limitations raise business costs and negatively affect the
attraction of international freight forwarders and third-party logistics providers
which were shown to be so critical to driving air cargo volumes as DME tenants
as users. Multinational freight forwarder and 3PL firms have been trying to
establish themselves in the Moscow region to take advantage of growing trade
opportunities. A number have mentioned the acute shortage of Russian
logisticians and trade specialists who are fluent in English (the international
business language), friendly, and “who understand that there is another way to
do business besides the Russian way.” An October 2011 article in the Moscow
Times cited a September 2011 RBR study that concluded that the cost of running
a logistics operation in Russia is at “such a high level that it substantially reduces
the efficiency of production and trade and negatively affects the competitiveness
of companies and the country as a whole.”
Numerous studies have documented that a nation's and metropolitan
region's logistics costs and overall logistics performance will affect the location
decisions of firms that process goods, especially those firms involved in trade.
This, no doubt, has major implications for goods processing and logistics firms
that might locate on and around DME in the future, not only affecting future
commercial real estate returns but also DME's cargo volumes.
The point I wish to stress is that the broader logistics environment in
which the Domodedovo Aerotropolis development is based will greatly
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influence the business success of that model. Therefore, DME executives need to
coordinate efforts with logistics and other goods-processing firms to do all it can
to convince Russia's leaders that lower logistics costs and improved logistics
performance are critical business resource needs not just for companies but for
the nation to compete.
Apropos the above, the World Bank has conducted extensive research on
logistics performance and country and metropolitan region competitiveness. In
its 2010 report Connecting to Compete it documents that the Russian Federation
ranks 94 out of 155 nations studied (see Exhibit 3.3). The World Bank study
found what many companies have independently reported, that Russian
Customs is particularly burdensome with too many documents, complex rules
that are difficult to adhere to, excessive physical inspections by Customs officials
and subjective valuation of goods that encourages corruption.
The study also revealed that the Russian Federation lags seriously behind
most of its European competitors in logistics infrastructure, handling of
international shipments, logistics labor quality and competence, tracking and
tracing shipments, and overall timeliness. These six core logistics dimensions
where surveyed and benchmarked across the 155 nations using a scale of 1 (very
low) to 5 (very high).
Appendix A reveals just how far Russia falls behind its Northern
European neighbors: Germany, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Belgium, and the
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Netherlands on each of the six core logistics dimensions. Appendix A shows the
results for all 155 nations surveyed. Note that Russia's weakest performance is its
Customs where it ranks 115.
A related World Bank study (Doing Business in Russia 2009) found that
trading costs of Russian businesses are among the highest in the world. The
Federation ranks 161 out of 181 nations studied in terms of the time, cost, and
number of documents required to export and import a standard shipment. While
this study focused primarily on sea shipments the basic issues assessed would
seem to apply to air shipments, as well.
The study also compared major metropolitan regions within the Russian
federation on costs to import and export, time for import and export, and export
documents. Exhibit 3.4 shows the results of this comparison across Russian
metropolitan regions. Moscow comes out at the bottom.
To give a sense of nearby competitiveness, Exhibit 3.4 also provides the
trade indicators for Helsinki, Finland. It may be observed that Helsinki has half
the Customs documents, and can export and import in a quarter of the time at a
quarter of the cost of Moscow. Again, while these figures refer primarily to sea
shipments, the challenges to Moscow's firms in air-related trade seems clear.
These challenges would be especially acute for air-oriented exporters and
importers who are typically very time-sensitive in their supply-chain
management. It is precisely these firms who would be targets for the
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Domodedovo Aerotropolis. Even with the boom in exports and imports that
Russia is experiencing (both up over 30 percent in the first half of 2011), hightech manufacturing and other air-intensive firms do not seem to be as attracted
to the DME Aerotropolis area as they are to connecting Northern European
airport areas such as Helsinki's Aviapolis described in Chapter 1.
Excess time and business costs resulting from Russian Customs and other
regulatory procedures are exacerbated when corruption and lack of transparency
come into play as is noted in the World Bank reports. These must be addressed if
the external business environment is to benefit DME logistics and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis development.

3.5 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and IT System Guidelines

One significant way in which Customs challenges and logistics costs have been
reduced while improving logistics performance is through electronic protocols.
This is because a substantial portion of the delays to trade are not physical in
nature—they are administrative. The emerging frontier in international logistics
is reducing administrative trade frictions. Moreover, detailed information about
shipments: their origins, destinations, locations, delivery dates, and the like are
needed to manage fast-cycle logistics. These require management procedures
and structures that are often embodied in information technology infrastructure.
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The relevant information itself is often coded into particular electronic
data interchange protocols, some of which are proprietary. Others are shared.
Coordinating and accommodating these protocols is a major IT design challenge.
In this section, I will discuss business planning guidelines in terms of
information technology needs with an emphasis on logistics IT, summarize the
progress of the World Customs Organization “single window” and of IATA's efreight initiatives, and note specific IT resources as they will improve logistics
processes to facilitate DME cargo and, thus, Domodedovo Aerotropolis
development.

3.6 Current IT initiatives

To provide this strategic guidance, I review two closely related IT-related
initiatives oriented towards facilitating air cargo. IATA’s e-freight project builds
on the World Customs Organization’s single-window program to simplify
import and export procedures. Collectively, these initiatives promise to yield
network benefits for international air trade. That is, the benefits increase
disproportionately as a common system is adopted. The main issues now appear
to be political: convincing the Russian government and their Customs employees
who sometimes rely disproportionately on border controls as a source of revenue
to reform procedures while persuading logistics firms and airlines which have
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sometimes made substantial investments in their own IT systems to adopt a
common protocol. In each case, an investment threshold needs to be overcome.
IATA’s e-freight initiative, formerly known as the Global Cargo Paperless
Environment project, is part of the organization’s Simplifying the Business
initiative. According to Giovanni Bisignani, IATA’s former Director General and
Chief Executive Officer, “Every cargo shipment travels with up to 38
documents.” Business process re-engineering is complicated by the large number
of organizations involved in air freight. IATA estimates there are 15,000
stakeholders: 270 air carriers, 200 national customs organizations, and over
10,000 freight forwarders, among others. Each of these has its own interests and
legacy IT system investments.
IATA’s aim is to have 23 locations and 40 major airports with live e-freight
facilities by early this year. By mid-2012, it is aiming for 44 live locations which
would account for 80 percent of all international air cargo. Fourteen documents
had already been replaced by electronic messaging standards by 2010. IATA’s
initiative could replace over 20 international documents by the end 2012. The
initiative aims to increase geographic breadth and administrative depth. IATA is
also aiming for e-freight implementation in the top five domestic markets by
mid-2012.
IATA estimates that the program, when fully implemented, will save the
air cargo industry $4.9 billion annually by reducing transfer time by 24 hours, by
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increasing document accuracy and eliminating manual errors, and improving
shipment visibility for on-line tracking and tracing. The e-freight initiative has
been estimated to eliminate more than 7,800 tons of paper documents annually.
Airlines, shippers, freight forwarders, ground handling agents, and customs
authorities all need to be involved.
Since improved Customs clearance processes in locations such as Moscow
are a major goal, the success of the e-freight initiative depends critically on
government reform. The up to 38 documents of origin and destination combined
mentioned above may be processed by an almost equally large number of
bureaucratic offices. The actual number of signatures needed for import and
export can range as high as forty. Moreover, not all bureaucrats may be located
conveniently for air shippers with some offices located at airports, some at ports,
others in central cities and elsewhere. The WCO single-window program is
meant to simplify border crossing procedures while protecting public values—
ensuring safety and proper duties are paid. In general, the larger the volume of
imports and exports, the more efficient the border crossing procedures are.
Let me note that resistance to government reform often stems as much
from shippers as from bureaucrats. Importers and exporters sometimes represent
products somewhat differently to the various government offices and to airlines
and freight forwarders. Usually, tax avoidance is the primary issue but other
similar considerations crop up. A single window offers little opportunity for
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multiple representations. More importantly, e-freight software needs to conform
to existing business process software. Border crossing procedures may often be a
large impediment to international trade, but they are generally a minor factor in
the value chain. Many logistics firms are constrained by client demands for
shipment visibility to use systems compatible with client software. In some cases,
therefore, investment in e-freight software imposes a burden without
commensurate benefits. The diffusion of e-enabled trade software depends
critically on conforming to larger business process and software needs.
DME may well be currently involved in IATA's e-freight and WCO singlewindow programs. It should be if it is not. A related system that I like is the
ASYCUD system which was developed and is regularly updated by the
UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development). I
understand that this system is in place at DME and periodically used by Russian
Customs.

3.6.1 Operating a DME Airport Free Trade Zone

A key business resource for reducing logistics costs for value-adding exporters in
the Aerotropolis model is a Free Trade Zone (FTZ). In Chapter 2, I discussed how
the 35 hectare area that was earlier considered by DME for its Cargo Village
could be developed as a potential value-adding logistics and aviation-oriented
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Special Economic Zone. Free Trade Zones (sometimes referred to as special
economic zones or export processing zones) have proven to be effective tools for
attracting domestic and foreign investment , job creation, and trade promotion.
They are designed cut tenant business costs, reduce bureaucracy, and speed the
movement of imports and exports, thereby promoting firm competitiveness and
thus encourage them to set up and/or expand their operations in the country. In
DME’s case, they are also meant to grow cargo.
The zones consist of specified areas (usually fenced) within which value is
added to goods via manufacturing, assembly, disassembly, sorting, labeling,
testing, picking, packing, breaking bulk, grading, sequencing, consolidation or
other forms of product manipulation. Merchandise entering and exiting the zone
is provided tax and duty privileges as stipulated by federal laws and their flows
accelerated by not having to go through the traditional Customs declaration and
inspection process.
Under typical zone operations, formal Customs entry procedure and
payment of duties are not required on imported merchandise unless and until it
leaves the zone for domestic consumption, in which case the importer normally
has the choice of paying duties on either the original imported materials,
components and parts, or on the finished products. If the imported materials or
finished products are re-exported, no taxes or duties are paid. Domestic goods
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that are moved into the zone for export are typically considered exported upon
entering the zone for purposes of excise tax rebates and drawback.
Zones are sponsored by qualified entities such as DME or 3PLs that may
operate the facilities or may contract for their operation with public or private
firms. In general, the FTZ operator has the following zonal responsibilities, some
of which may be subcontracted.
• Strategic property management and acquisition
• Facility and land leasing to tenants;
• Maintaining shared physical infrastructure (road, utilities, etc)
• Safety and security and access within the zone
• X-ray screening of imports and exports
• Truck routing and docking services within the zone
• Truck holding and employee parking
• EDI systems to improve the speed and efficiency in customs clearance
and taxation
• Finance and accounting for zone operations
• Marketing (nationally and internationally) and public relations
• Tenant recruitment and support services
• Interfaces with customs, revenue, and other government units
The FTZ operator is also frequently involved in the inside and outside the fence
tracking of cargo movements, cargo locations, cargo status as well as tracking the
value-added activities occurring within the zone. Apropos the latter, the
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operator monitors cargo input to the value-added process and output from the
process as required for reports to federal customs and revenue agencies.
To accomplish all the above, the FTZ operator must provide both “hard”
and “soft” services. Hard services ensure that all FTZ facility systems are
working efficiently, reliably, safely, and legally. Soft services ensure
environmental cleanliness and high performance levels of services by monitoring
the work of subcontractors and the operators’ own employees via general
supervision and through feedback from FTZ tenants and users.
A typical zone provides leasable storage/distribution space to users in
general warehouse-type buildings with access to multiple modes of
transportation. Many FTZ’s include an industrial park site with lots on which
users can construct their own facilities.
The handling of imports and exports differs among FTZ’s around the
world. In many, the operator sets up a special facility within the zone where they
monitor (and sometimes control) merchandise admissions, storage,
transportation, removals, record keeping, manipulations, distribution, exhibition,
and physical and procedural security in the zone as determined by federal laws
and regulations. Some operate warehouses where in partnership with Customs
they receive, inspect, store and distribute merchandise in a safe and sanitary
manner.
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In the US, the operator (often a private sector 3PL) is authorized to
provide guards or contract for guard service to safeguard the merchandise and
ensure the security of the zone. However, in the U.S., the operator at its liability,
may allow the zone importer or owner of the goods to store, safeguard, or
otherwise maintain or handle the goods and the inventory records pertaining to
them. Information is provided by the tenant to the operator and customs on a
weekly basis on all merchandise flows to and from its manufacturing facility.
This allows 24/7 operation by the manufacturer in a fast and flexible fashion,
unencumbered by federal customs employee work hours and weekends in which
customs or other government agencies may not operate.
According to the head of the Association of Economic Processing Zones,
in most FTZ’s around the world, the zone tenant (e.g., manufacturer) has the
responsibility for goods coming into the zone (i.e., stored in its own building). In
fact, the FTZ operators often do not want this responsibility for liability as well
as cost reasons I will elaborate shortly. In some zones, the logistics and
manufacturing facilities contain a bonded cage where the merchandise (e.g.,
parts, components) are received. Employees of the firm’s facility count and do
quality control, but it takes an official (either the FTZ operator or Customs
official) to remove them. In such cases, the logistics firm manufacturer pays the
operator or Customs officials for the hours of service desired, up to 24/7.
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Throughout the U.S. and in much of Europe, Asia and the Middle East,
there is a movement towards tenant control and responsibility for merchandise
entering and leaving the zone, including all Customs documentation and taxes.
This has been greatly facilitated by new open architecture software that allows
data inputs on merchandise flows to be shared in real-time (instantaneously)
with customs and the FTZ operator. Taxes and duties are paid within 14 days of
filing weekly entries. Customs conducts thorough audits of zone firms every six
months with duties and penalties paid on discrepancies. There are more frequent
audits and physical inspections of firms having significant discrepancies. This
electronic weekly filing by the manufacturer substantially reduces paperwork
while increasing speed and efficiencies of product movements, which are pivotal
goals of FTZ’s. Under modern FTZ operations, the onus is thus on the tenant
firm for merchandise security and to make sure that it is fully in compliance with
customs rules and regulations and that the tenant keeps its taxation and customs
obligations current and accurate. This could prove to be a mutual benefit to both
the tenant and DME management.

3.7 Improving DME’s Potential to Become an Air Cargo Hub

Air service, of course, is a key element in expanding DME's cargo volumes. With
forecasted increases in wide-body passenger and cargo movements, DME has a
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good chance of developing into a significant cargo hub. Whether it can support a
traditional cargo hub-and-spoke transfer hub is less clear. Many airport
managers have the ambition of transforming their airports into such hubs and
there is the possibility that could happen at DME but there are several
prerequisites which need to be met. In this section and the one which follows, I
discuss the elements which make up air cargo networks that complement the
foregoing discussion and further develop the building blocks of a cargo traffic
growth strategy. I close the present business plan and guidelines on air logistics
by outlining strategic initiatives to build cargo volume at DME.

3.7.1 Assessing Route Structures, Airport Competitiveness, and
Alternative Gateways

Some air cargo is based on a single customer chartering an entire aircraft. Most
shipments, however, share space in the aircraft cargo hold with other shipments.
Many air shipments are quite small. The pattern of door-to-door shipments
which has emerged is sometimes termed a logistics “barbell.”
Exhibit 3.5 provides a conceptual overview of the basic elements of the
“barbell.” The barbell is built up from economies of density born of a high
volume of shipments along a main trunk route, say between Hong Kong and
Frankfurt, and geographic and functional surface catchment areas at the ends
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wherein the shipments are gathered and dispersed at the appropriate ends.
Economies of density arise because, when shipments are frequent, service is also,
reducing the time cargo or packages need to wait until they can be placed on an
aircraft that can take them towards their destination. Competition among airlines
along the “bar” reduces prices. The relative ease of cargo consolidation and
break-bulk, of filling an aircraft to capacity, of finding backhaul cargo or
alternative flights, if necessary, and of steady demand contribute to the
economies of trunk routes which also make it easier to deal with the peaks and
valleys of demand.
The size of the surface “bells” is determined in part by the economies of
density along the trunk route but also by the costs of ground movement – that is,
the costs incurred at the airport and by the cost of moving the shipment along
the last (or first) leg of its journey. It follows that the higher the propensity to
ship by air (the air-intensity) at either end and the greater the geographic density
of shippers and consignees, the smaller the bells needed to support a route will
be.
Nevertheless, the “bells” have grown over the past decades as truck fuel
and other movement costs have become more significant. 4 Accordingly, highway
Jet fuel now constitutes approximately one-fourth of airline costs. The price of fuel therefore
must have a significant impact on air cargo. Nevertheless, it has been difficult to isolate the
impact of jet fuel costs on the volume of air transport. There are several reasons for that. First,
changes in jet fuel prices often are intertwined with trends in the larger economy which also have
depressing effects. Second, fuel price, while important to airlines, is a smaller portion of the total
consumer cost and there are adjustments that may be made elsewhere (e.g., hotel prices often
decrease in response to increases in other travel costs). Third, the fuel price spikes thus far have
4
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freight shipments have been rising more quickly than production and
consumption. In the U.S., it is not uncommon for cargo to be airlifted to a single
national distribution point before being trucked directly or indirectly to
destinations throughout the country or in Europe to a single continental
distribution point before being trucked to final destinations throughout Europe.
Large airports frequently anchor multiple barbells which have evolved
along the major freight lanes. A conceptual representation is shown in
Exhibit 3.6. The advantage of anchoring overlapping barbells is represented by
the shipments arriving from different origins which can then quickly be reaggregated into truck shipments to specific ground destinations. The same is true
for outbound shipments. While the catchment areas of air cargo gateways can be
quite broad, these gateways tend to be anchored by concentrations of demand –
the large prosperous cities which form the focus of the major metropolitan
regions, such as Frankfurt and Paris. Moscow offers a smaller air-oriented cargo
market and catchment area.
The geographic market factors are reflected in the decision-making of
airlines. In serving an airport, airlines are making an important investment
decision. Airlines incur operating costs. Perhaps more seriously, they may incur
substantial “opportunity costs” if they do not optimally utilize their scarce
capital resources (their aircraft). While in the past, service decisions were often
been relatively short-lived, leading many air customers to “wait it out”. Finally, some
adjustments require long-term re-optimization of business practices.
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made on an ad hoc basis, airlines are beginning to use sophisticated ERM models
to support such decisions.
Exhibit 3.7 summarizes the accumulated knowledge about airline’s choice
of airport. Airport choice has been characterized as a three-stage process.5
Airlines have been found to select a “short-list” of potential airports based
primarily on the volume of origin-destination traffic. Without such traffic,
airlines would have insufficient revenues to cover their costs. In some cases,
particularly in the case of a hub, a central location is desired to facilitate the
development of the overlapping barbells just described.
For those airports and regions which satisfy the basic market needs,
airlines begin considering airport characteristics and other obstacles to operation.
These may include both practical and bureaucratic or regulatory issues which
could put a stop to airline operations. Finally, airport costs are considered. These
have been found to vary in salience among airlines but their impact is secondary
to the more basic concerns.
Exhibit 3.8 summarizes the results of a survey of European cargo airlines.6
Perhaps the most important point to take away from the exhibit are that many
factors are important in airline decisions, but some are, on average, more
important. For cargo carriers, the top five means include night operations,
John Gardiner, Ian Humphreys, and Stephen Ison (2005) “Freighter Operators’ Choice of
Airport: A Three-stage Process,” Transport Reviews 25: 85–102.
6
Gardiner, John (2006) “An international study of the airport choice factors for non-integrated
cargo airlines” PhD dissertation Loughborough University.
5
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minimize overall costs, airport's cargo “reputation,” local origin and destination
demand, and concentration of freight forwarders.
My own experience observing route development negotiations between
airlines and airports is that the airline always has three basic questions it wants
answered: (1) Will we make a profit? (2) Will we make a profit? and (3) Will we
make a profit?
Despite the advantages of overlapping barbells, the time costs of queuing
for available aircraft space and ground processing can be substantial, particularly
for time-critical products. The significant delays may have contributed to
aviation’s market share erosion over the past decade, particularly as road, sea,
and rail shipping has been reengineered to be faster and more reliable. These
delays also imply considerable opportunity for those alternative nodes such as
DME if it can offer speed, agility, and reliability (predictability) to shippers,
forwarders, 3PLs and consignees.
Logistics barbells are as much a product of the concentration of
production and consumption as they are of the economies of route density. For
over a decade, global production in electronics and a number of other sectors has
been concentrating in Shenzhen, Guangzhou, and a small number of very
populous metropolitan regions in Asia. That pattern of concentration may be
changing as wage rates rise, fuel costs increase, and increased pressure falls on
the Chinese currency. The “workshop of the world” is likely to give way to the
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workshops of the world. The “gateway” system’s advantages may diminish even
as the pressures of congestion increase. Should that occur with similar
implications for Russia, new opportunities could easily open up for DME. Given
sufficient air-oriented manufacturing and logistics growth in the airport area
prosperity to create a market for incoming cargo, DME could support a system of
“thin trunks.”
In terms of the well-known marketing framework (product, price,
promotion, placement) applied to airports, “placement” takes pre-eminence,
followed by “product” (capacity and restrictions), with “price” generally being
an important but secondary consideration. Therefore, “promotion” efforts which
rely on transmitting information and providing financial incentives appear to
have modest impacts on the volume of air cargo. I have, therefore, enlarged the
typical airport marketing toolbox.
DME’s strategy for building cargo might proceed route-by route. For each
route, a progression similar to that outlined above—Stage 1 though Stage 3
would build threshold volume. As one route becomes fully viable, improving the
competitiveness of Moscow shippers, additional routes can be added in order
that the “bells” at each end of the flight (Moscow and the destination) can be
brought to threshold size.
The competitive disadvantages of DME compared with SVO as an
alternative air cargo gateway noted by DME's cargo managers must also be
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addressed. Otherwise, a disproportionate amount of cargo volume growth might
go to SVO. It is for this reason that I argued in a prior document that if the
competitive disadvantages of DME are verified, major investment in cargo
infrastructure and facilities described by DME management and discussed in the
prior chapter are warranted.

3.7.2 Becoming a Regional Air Express Hub

A key way to immediately attracting significant amounts of air cargo and
associated time-critical, high-value industries to the Domodedovo Aerotropolis
is to attract a major international air express company to establish a regional hub
at DME. When Indianapolis (Indiana) International Airport (IND) enticed FedEx
to set up its Midwest regional hub at IND in the 1990s, air cargo grew
dramatically from under 50,000 tonnes annually in the early 1990s to over 1
million tonnes annually by 2008. Many high-tech manufacturing and time-critical
distribution firms followed, locating near the airport and along its connecting
highways.
The same thing happened in Campinas, Brazil and Subic Bay, Philippines.
After both UPS and FedEx established their Brazil hubs at Campina's Viracopas
Airport, about 100km from São Paulo, a large number of high-tech firms located
in the airport area transforming Campinas into “the Silicon Valley of South
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America.” Likewise, within months of the opening of a FedEx Southeast Asia
regional hub at Subic Bay, The Philippines in 1994, high-value electronics firms
began flowing into industrial parks around the new air express hub. It was
reported that between 1995 and 2000, 150 firms located at Subic Bay contributing
US$2.5 billion in investment. During the same 5-year period, air exports rose
from US$24 million annually to over US$1 billion annually. When FedEx opened
its new China hub in Guangzhou in 2008, industrial growth at Subic bay slowed
dramatically and shifted to Guangzhou as FedEx shifted much of its regional hub
service there.
FedEx's requirements for locating regional hubs at Subic Bay, Philippines
and Guangzhou, China may be informative to DME executives. New bilateral
agreements between the U.S. and both the Philippines and China were necessary.
In both cases, FedEx wanted Seventh Freedom rights so they could serve
countries beyond the Philippines and China. FedEx also required change of
gauge rights (change of aircraft without the change of flight number) to facilitate
break-bulk shipping, and wanted Philippines and China Customs officers to be
responsive to FedEx rapid clearance needs. The company therefore mandated
that Customs officers work the hours FedEx required at their Subic Bay and
Guangzhou facilities rather than normal Customs operations days and hours,
with FedEx paying for these special Customs services.
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Appendix B provides a copy of the Federal Express–Philippines
Memorandum Order regarding the special Customs relief FedEx required to set
up their regional hub at Subic Bay. The Memorandum Order (which needs to be
kept strictly confidential) also details procedures for speeding the handling,
movement, and clearance of international cargo.
Related to the above, FedEx requested total self-handling of its packages
and cargo transiting the Subic Bay hub. It also raised the minimum thresholds on
the value of any packages or cargo which would be inspected by Philippine
Customs officials.
All the factors above will be important should management seek to
develop an international air express hub at DME. Most will involve gaining the
support of the Russian Ministry of Transportation to liberalize existing bilateral
and multilateral agreements (such as Seventh Freedom Rights) so that an
international air express hub can be operated at DME. Of course, the impact on
DME cargo and high-value industrial development in the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis could be huge if such an international air express hub is established.
The Chinese government, recognizing this, worked with the U.S.
government and airports at Shanghai and Guangzhou to substantially liberalize
air cargo and air express rights. This led to UPS and FedEx establishing regional
air express hubs at Shanghai Pudong and Guangzhou Biayun airports. The
airports benefited, the areas around them benefited, but, most importantly,
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China benefited. Appendix C (also to be kept strictly confidential) summarizes
the basics of the US/China Hub Agreement signed in 2004.

3.8 Commercial and Service facilities

My business plan guidelines have thus far focused primarily on developing DME
and its surrounding area as a world-class multimodal air logistics complex. The
reason is that experience has shown that this strategy has proven to be the most
important initial driver of Aerotropolis development success.
In this section I focus primarily on commercial and service facilities that
contribute to Airport City and Aerotropolis success, emphasizing factors
underlying facility demand. In the next section I will provide guidelines for
determining facility demand. Suffice it to say here that commercial facility
demand is driven by location need of potential tenants. These, in turn, are
determined largely by firm cost factors. Locations decisions are built on multiple
considerations including the costs of surface transportation (and thus labor costs
and/or the willingness of shoppers to travel to a destination), land costs, the
competition for the most accessible land, location status, and, or course, airport
connectivity. Below I briefly examine various types of commercial and service
facilities in the context of Airport City and Aerotropolis demand factors.
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3.8.1 Retail Space

Airport and airport-area retail has various forms and demand factors associated
with it. Retail space serving passengers is generally limited to the terminal. The
demand for retail space depends upon the level of air traffic, the demography of
passengers, and airport policy. Some airport operators are willing to sacrifice
financial returns to boost passenger service through non-profit making facilities
that improve the passenger experience but are located in areas that could
generate solid revenues. Typically, though, profit-making activities win extra
space. For example, one U.S. airport operator opens additional space when sales
per square foot per month hit a target level in any retail outlet. Sales per square
foot serve as a management indicator that customers may not be adequately
served.
Some airports have been able to develop significant retail outside the
security zone. Others have not. Rail and bus access appears to be a factor in
developing retail outside the security zone. Retail space for non-travelers
depends critically on the market catchment area and the ease of airport access.
Minneapolis’ huge Mall of America (located three miles from the airport terminal
but connected by and automated people-mover) reportedly derives over ten
percent of its sales from airport-based visitors. The airport is a major Delta hub
for trans-Pacific flights which attract a large number of passengers with long
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layover times. This mega-mall also attracts "retail tourists" who fly in from Asia
and across the U.S. to shop, dine, and even sleep in the mall's hotels.
Similarly, duty-free sales inside and outside the terminal depend critically
on passenger demography and the alternatives open to travelers. Dubai dutyfree has more than US$1.4 billion in sales annually since many transit travelers
from Africa and Asia do not have good shopping facilities in their home cities.
Factory outlets and big box retailers requiring large flat land parcels with
sufficient parking have operated successfully serving mainly local non-travelers
when the catchment area is sufficiently large. The key for the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis retail success will be measuring appropriate catchment area
demand and, to the extent possible, limiting competitors.

3.8.2 Hotels

Demand for airport and airport-area hotels is likewise largely determined by
volume of passenger traffic, especially business travelers. Upscale terminallinked hotels (4- and 5-star) are becoming increasingly common and have
generally been successful. Passengers and others value quick, walking terminal
access and the combination of retail, food, and service amenities provided by the
terminal. Many of the hotels serve as virtual corporate headquarters and
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business meeting locations for executives who fly in for the meeting with
perhaps just one overnight stay.
For broader aerotropolis hotel development, there is typically a mix of 3and 4-star hotels, often near intersections of the main airport highway corridor to
the city. Airport hotel clusters develop in part because air travelers chose to
spend different amounts on accommodation and because they often have
different needs. Unfortunately, the separate hotels are often dispersed requiring
taxi, automobile or airport bus shuttle and often lack late night meal service or
entertainment amenities.
Locating several hotels in an integrated cluster would (1) simplify airport
and central city ground transportation, (2) provide convenient access to a range
of accommodations, and (3) create the economies of scale which would allow onsite restaurants, entertainment, and retail to emerge. Such services would be
enhanced by easy highway access allowing the mixed-use hotel cluster to
partially act as a neighborhood service center as it does near Zurich Airport. If
such a complex were to be along a route to an extended parking area, it might be
served by an airport people-mover. Moreover, the mixed-use cluster could
eventually anchor airport area office development for businesses requiring
convenient airport access but also desiring a range of commercial services not
easily generated near airports. That is, the mixed-use hotel cluster might seed a
secondary (off-airport) airport city should the demand arise.
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3.8.3 Conference and Exhibition Complexes

Conference and exhibition facilities tend to be most successful at and around
large hub airports (e.g., Atlanta, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, O'Hare, and Schipol).
Some smaller airports such as Helsinki, Munich, Stockholm, and Oslo have
developed successful conference and exhibition venues drawing on their
centrality in a market region and air networks.
The attractiveness of the destination also seems to play a role, Hence, in
the U.S., tourist cities and resorts such as Las Vegas, Orlando, and Miami
enhance success. For aerotropolis development, competing conference and
exhibition venues in the region are important, especially those downtown which
remain popular.
In addition to sufficient air networks, surface transportation access plays
an important role in airport area conference and exhibition success. This has been
shown to be particularly the case in the exhibition areas near Atlanta's, Chicago
O'Hare's, and Hong Kong's airports.

3.8.4 Office Buildings

The signature headquarters buildings of based airlines often grace major airports
but the offices of travel-intensive sectors such as producer services are often the
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most difficult segment of demand for most aerotropolises to capture. Office
functions need to balance the costs of airport access for travelers with the costs of
commuting costs of employees. In some cases, these considerations reinforce the
attraction of airport areas but in many, they do not. With the exception of
Schiphol and Frankfurt’s AirRail Center (now Squaire), which are both centered
on regional passenger rail and highway linkages with good commuter access,
most airports have difficulty in attracting office functions beyond those which
are directly connected to the provision of air transportation. Some other airports
have had moderate success. The strength of the drivers mentioned above are
important determinants.
Office development demand is highest along the main highway
connecting the airport with the downtown. This is because of the dual
accessibility this highway corridor provides to the city and the airport. As I
noted in Chapter 2, this is why I believe more attention should be directed to
office development near and along Federal Highway A-5 and less to
manufacturing and warehousing for highest and best use facilities. Business and
technology parks likewise are prime candidates for the A-5 highway corridor.
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3.8.5 Services

The location determinants of services vary widely. Traveler services and some
cargo-handling services are strongly attracted to airport locations and are among
those types of businesses willing to pay a premium for airport proximity. The
greater the degree to which the services depend upon air transport, the higher
their likelihood of locating in a location with good airport accessibility.
Many other services are attracted to airport areas primarily by the value
proposition of land availability for cost. For the Domodedovo Aerotropolis,
educational and health facilities can be good anchor tenants which attract other
tenants and add prestige to the aerotropolis. For example, the GMR Group,
developer of the Hyderabad Aerotropolis, recruited an international business
school and major health provider to their property, as much for stature in
drawing other facilities as for real estate returns.

3.8.6 Recreational Areas

Recreational areas, such as nature preserves (without birds), and industrial
functions can serve as good airport safety and noise buffer areas. The large
parcels of land area sometimes available near airports has led to proposals for
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theme parks and green recreation but accessibility to the regional customer base
remains an important determinant of success.
Terminal area recreation (game rooms) and cultural facilities are often
located in zones which are not yet sufficiently attractive to support revenuegenerating retail facilities. Travelers appear to value the rest afforded by cultural
offerings. Some airports offer community-oriented concerts and festivals. The
aim appears to be generating good will, rather than revenues.

3.8.7 Transport and Utilities Infrastructure

Surface transportation is a critical factor in aerotropolis real estate
development. Cross-subsidization of airport and local or regional traffic is
important because few airports generate sufficient traffic to support viable public
transit service on their own. Improved accessibility, as I have emphasized, can
increase an airport’s capture rate for private investment. The provision of
infrastructure can have a positive impact on aerotropolis commercial
development and can also be a good investment for the provider, if properly
structured. In most cases, however, such infrastructure should be provided and
paid for by government entities who will benefit from jobs generated and taxes
received on the improved and commercially developed properties they serve.
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3.8.8 Real Estate Value-Proposition

The viability of aerotropolis real estate development depends critically on
the value proposition offered to potential tenants. DME management must
recognize that almost all potential tenants can choose alternative locations. Thus,
price, quality, and the availability of alternatives throughout the region are
important co-determinants of demand. For that reason aerotropolis demand
forecasts need to be considered in the context of regional growth expectations
and the competitiveness of the airport area as a location for specific facilities with
respect to alternative opportunities within the region.
Projections of facility demand are the foundation of aerotropolis planning
but history shows that forecasts often are inaccurate. Nevertheless, the process of
forecasting demand generates important strategic insights which help determine
the pace and nature of commercial real estate investment, maximizing financial
returns. In the following sections I present the guidelines to be followed in
assessing future facility demand, including forecasts, risk analysis and
competitor analysis.
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3.9 Analysis of Airport City and Aerotropolis Facility Demands

All business and facility development plans should begin with an analysis of
needs. Analysis of facility demand found in the documents I reviewed is not
sufficient for even initial planning and discussion purposes. They are certainly
inadequate to support investment decisions. Investments for the DME Airport
City and Aerotropolis complexes envisioned total in the billions of U.S. dollars.
Investing such an amount of funds on the basis of intuition or forecasts with
unclear methodologies and possible biases introduces the substantial risk of
expensive mistakes and redevelopment (or withdrawal) later on.
For future investments in the new Airport City and DME Aerotropolis
business environment, higher-quality investment-grade information on facility
demands is needed by DME Group executives. More extensive and more
detailed information would be valuable because it helps decrease capital costs by
reducing uncertainty. Moreover, investment grade information – that is
information based on known data, using validated methods, and identifying key
assumptions – also helps increase investor commitment to the project and helps
DME management refine their offerings. Because it is so valuable, though
expensive, investment grade information often warrants their high costs.
Credible measures of specific facility demands and of DME “capture rate”
are needed. The documents I reviewed included preliminary estimates and
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forecasts derived primarily from passenger and cargo forecasts at DME. I could
not find other methodologies used nor how economic conditions might alter
them, either at the global, national, or Moscow levels. As a consequence, should
economic growth slow or accelerate, potential investors would have little idea of
the degree to which particular investments might be affected. One of the critical
challenges of financial and commercial real estate downturns is to have the
information that could justify a strategy of “staying the course” during difficult
times.
Credible, transparent demand projections not only decrease risk but also
increase investor confidence thereby decreasing the probability of investor
dropout and reducing capital costs. The dire consequence of weak or overoptimistic projections can be seen throughout the commercial real estate
industry.
Another possible consequence of over-optimistic projections or those
which do not elicit full confidence is the withdrawal of committed investment.
The decision frequently appears to be a result of an inability to obtain adequate
finance. Such outcomes can occur as a direct result of changed lending decision
rules but the bank financing decision is the point at which the adequacy of the
demand analysis is usually seriously examined and evaluated. Since troubles
with financing frequently are troubles with appropriate demand analysis,
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experience in the U.S. commercial real estate sector suggests that good,
empirically validated projects usually secure funding.
This is because demand projections are a basic pillar of business planning.
Unfortunately the projections, as I noted, are frequently wrong. No one can
accurately predict the future but as the financial commitment escalates, the
quality of information needs to follow suit. In addition to documenting the
projection process, forecasters should provide a range of plausible demand
trajectories so that investors and developers can assess the impact of projection
errors on their revenues and costs.
Risk cannot be eliminated but it can be managed. A land holding
Aerotropolis master developer, such as the DME Group, needs to remember that
well-developed plans do not necessarily imply investor commitment and
investor commitment does not necessarily imply customer attraction. The best
method of ensuring investor commitment, however, may be to improve faith in
future demand. In the following section I offer guidelines for generating
forecasts of future facility demands.

3.10 Guidelines for Generating Facility Demand Forecasts

I have noted that investment-grade commercial real estate demand forecasts are
valuable but they can be quite costly to produce. In some situations, municipal
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authorities perform much of the work and the results of the process can be
obtained, sometimes for a nominal cost. The municipal projections generally
need to be supplemented by more detailed work. I describe the process of
generating commercial real estate demand forecasts because aerotropolis
planners may need to either replicate or build on such work. An understanding
of how the forecasts are made is also useful in understanding how sub-regional
real estate capture rates may be affected by aerotropolis offerings, such as those
planned for the Domodedovo Aerotropolis.
Projections are typically generated in several steps. The first step entails
obtaining current and historical estimates of population and employment. The
second step entails generating top-down estimates for the region and subregional areas. The final step requires developing small area estimates of
households, population, and employment. These are generally developed from
the bottom-up allocating the projected growth to specific locations on the basis of
the relative attractiveness of particular locations for particular activities.
The process involves both systematic modeling and expert judgment. The
smaller the area, the larger the judgment factor needed. Because the aerotropolis
district is not the only option for commercial and residential location, the process
requires that the growth in the entire region be projected―although small area
detail is not often required outside the aerotropolis district.
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Government statistics are generally used for measuring current and past
population and household counts. In the U.S. and other countries, the Census
generates detailed small area data. Employment data are more troublesome as
government statistics are not often reported for small areas. In the U.S., private
databases, such as those provided by Dun and Bradstreet and InfoUSA, are often
purchased and cross-checked by telephone interviews with the larger employers
and by “windshield surveys” of commercial areas.
The sub-regional top-down forecasts begin with sector-specific nationwide employment projections to estimate region-wide totals and sub-regional
subtotals. The results guide the third-stage bottom-up process. Region-wide
estimates are needed because smaller areas generally capture a share of regional
growth.
Employment projections form the basis for projections because,
population change is often substantially employment led. (In growing regions
and districts, this is usually the case.) Sub-regional projections are often
calibrated on the basis of a large number of geographic units in regions with
roughly similar characteristics as the region of interest. In the case of one Kenan
Institute project, approximately 225 sub-regional areas were used in the
calibration set. (In the U.S., counties are often used in the calibration but the
results can be applied to county sub-divisions given a certain population size is
attained.)
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In the U.S., the forecasting process often rests on an extension of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics’ ten-year nation-wide projections of employment,
tempered by the Census Bureau’s projection of population by age and sex to
control for the available labor supply. The process creates national profiles of
industry-specific employment for several dozen industry groups tracked by
national statistical agencies.
The national projections are used to create region-wide projections by first
separating employment in to “economic base” (regional export) and
“population-serving” sectors. Region-wide basic employment is then modeled as
a fraction of national employment in each of the basic sectors. The evolution of
the regional capture rate is then modeled on available data, reaching back as far
as data availability allows, to predict the fraction of national employment that
will be found in the region at critical points in the planning period (which is
often 30 years in U.S. projects).
Having projected basic employment, population-serving employment is
then estimated on the basis of past relationships between the different categories
of employment. Region-wide population is forecast on the basis of the trend of
past relationships between basic and population-serving employment. Migration
makes up for the possible labor shortfalls and overflows.
The region-wide employment (by sector) and population (by income
band) totals are allocated among the sub-regions with the aid of equations which
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are calibrated by empirically examining historical values in the calibration set.
The values for the variables are generally predicted in blocks according to their
degree of independence from the population distribution within a region with
the estimated values helping to predict the values in subsequent, more
population dependent, blocks. Industrial activity variables are predicted first
followed by producer services, households, and, finally, population-following
employment, such as consumer services and retail. The sub-regional demand for
commercial space is estimated from employment forecasts by applying a
regional planning ration of building space per employee for each sector.
The prediction procedure can either be applied repeatedly for mid-length
periods of about a decade or be targeted to the planning horizon, which is
generally 25-30 years for infrastructure planning. Predictors are generally limited
to readily available variables but many systematic unobserved influences on
growth are believed to be incorporated in observable past growth trends.
Geographically detailed information makes top-down projections possible for
small areas but practitioners are often reluctant to apply the method to areas of
less than 50 square miles or a population of less than 25,000. Aerotropolis
planning areas often meet or exceed the geographic cutoff but do not always
meet the population threshold, leading to increased uncertainty in the projection
process.
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Four factors are typically found to recur in predicting commercial and
residential real estate development: recent population gain, recent employment
gain, development density (as a measure of the space available for further
development), and share of upper-income households. Because aerotropolis
developers sometimes wish to steer development in a new direction – towards
the aerotropolis – special attention needs to be paid to seeding and/or jumpstarting development in new locations.
The third stage of the process allocates the projected sub-regional growth
to progressively smaller zones, based on regionally calibrated spatial
development models and property parcel-based scores of developability. This
stage of the projection process can entail considerable cost and may not be
needed outside the aerotropolis district.
Site characteristics, such as presence in a flood plain, hilliness, and size of
parcel, and situation characteristics, such as surface transportation access and the
nature of surrounding development, are used in determining development
potential. (In one North Carolina case, individual developed parcels are
categorized into five residential categories [based on density] and eight
employment categories using land use and building code descriptions in the tax
records. Not all local records include the needed detail.) Validation by local
knowledge is needed at this stage.
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Aggregate land development factors are sometimes modeled for relatively
small spatial grids which are then aggregated to calculate small district
attractiveness scores. Historical data is used to calculate development density.
Existing development and available land acted as brakes on further growth.
In addition to the property parcel data and the population and
employment data, the small area projection process entails the collection of data
on existing and planned school locations and enrollments along with other
population attractors. Additional data helps pinpoint employment location.
Sub-regional sectoral employment projections are generally collapsed into
categories based on the nature of their land use and location behavior. For
example, another North Carolina development projection study used (1) a broad
category containing Manufacturing, Industrial, Warehousing,
Telecommunications, Utilities, (2) Retail, (3) Highway Retail, (4) Low Traffic
Service, (5) High Traffic Service, (6) Office and Government, (7) Banking, and (8)
Education as employment land use categories. The population chasing
employment is allocated to districts in the same proportion as population or
purchasing power distribution. In the cases where there is insufficient space in a
particular district for the forecasted employment growth, the additional
employment was allocated to a neighboring district. Non-population chasing
employment is allocated among districts by a consensus discussion of the expert
panels of available land and evolving location patterns.
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This projection process is complex, expensive, and best adapted to
incremental market-led development. That is, although in practice a significant
of expert knowledge and contextual information are used, the projection process
works best for steady, piecemeal growth. Largely greenfield aerotropolises, like
the Domodedovo Aerotropolis, are entrepreneurial market interventions,
however.
Greenfield aerotropolises, along with new towns and edge cities, do not
have the local incremental history to guide small area projections but the
projection process generally mimics the outcomes of the market process,
hopefully without the effects of failures in the property market, such as a lack of
coordination which can result in the unsightly or inefficient pattern of
development which diminishes demand. Empirical patterns are stylized,
adapting experiences elsewhere. New developments, such as a greenfield
aerotropolis, rely on the sub-regional projections to provide a first
approximation of potential demand.
The success of such innovative land development relies first and foremost
on a large (potential) unmet demand for space fueled by regional economic and
population growth. Without growth, the need for new facilities is typically
minimal. (There have been cases where initial air cargo service has been
instrumental in tapping large under-employed labor pools, resulting in
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substantial new facility investments in the absence of significant population
growth.)
Success also relies on the ability of the planned development to deliver
value at a more than competitive price than the available alternatives. Even the
most air-dependent businesses can be located many miles from the airport.
Zappos, the huge U.S. shoe retailer which relies almost exclusively on UPS for
retail sales, located its main distribution center 20 miles from UPS’ Louisville
airport hub. Flextronics’ laptop repair facility, which uses FedEx Express for
nearly 100 percent of its supply and delivery is located nearly 10 heavily
trafficked miles from Memphis airport. Although some are more constrained
than others, all potential tenants have choices. The level of demand depends in
part upon the price and quality of land, infrastructure, and facility offered.
Success further depends upon a viable growth-seeding strategy. Such
strategies build on the development attraction potential of airports by providing
an enhanced nucleus of employment attraction. London’s Canary Wharf project
may provide a good example of an innovative land development-seeding
strategy which built on strong metropolitan property demand, labor force
accessibility, and a scale of development able to provide the advantages of
concentration to a space-starved sector.
Pricing policy is an important demand enhancer. The initial kernel of new
developments often must offer exceptional value for money in order to induce
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pioneer tenants to assume the risks of a new location. Large scale real estate
developments also frequently use a variation of the “shopping center” model to
attract anchoring development. That is, the capture rate of an aerotropolis
district can be affected by developer strategy. Within limits, demand can be
induced., which will be a key DME Airport City and Aerotropolis objective. Yet,
there are always competitors.

3.11 Airport City and Aerotropolis Competitor Analysis

As the DME Group makes its Aerotropolis development plans, other actors
within the Moscow metropolitan region are not sitting idle. Local competitors
can reduce the capture rate. Therefore, in addition to conducting appropriate
facility demand analysis, the DME group needs to explicitly recognize the
possible impact of existing and potential competing sites in the Moscow region
on the returns to its investments. Each sector has its own dynamics but for some,
such as leisure and commercial complexes, the largest local market or facility
may capture the greatest share of growth. Even when capture is proportional,
demand can be sufficiently diluted by competitors that profitability is impacted
and service thresholds are not met.
The implication is not that particular investments should be avoided. As
competition heats up, it may be nearly impossible to avoid direct challenges. The
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DME Group needs to clearly acknowledge and plan for possible competitors
within and even external to the Moscow metropolitan region. Little intervention
may be possible to counteract external competitors but a mechanism is needed to
manage competition within the region to encourage timed development and
ensure that local competitors do not split the market and thereby undermine
success of all.

3.12 Managing Potential Investors

Better information on demand will increase investor confidence by reducing
uncertainty about returns. That will reduce capital costs and increase the
willingness to commit to investments. In making investment and location
decisions, firms are looking to find the best balance to revenues and costs – that
is, maximize revenues and minimize costs. Rarely can both be done
simultaneously so the final decision is usually a compromise.
Revenues and costs can only sometimes be adequately predicted in
advance and both are affected by actions beyond the control of the DME Group
or other investing firms. Some of the costs and revenues will be affected by firms
making complementary investments. For example, an investment in, say, a
casino hotel may increase the value of an investment in another nearby
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entertainment attraction. Should investment partners withdraw, a lone investor
could be exposed to lose, as well.
Moreover, firms frequently engage in strategic action. They jostle for
position with respect to other firms in their industry. This may lead some to
express interest in particular opportunities for which they may have only limited
interest in pursuing but may want to prevent competitors from accessing.
An Airport City and Aerotropolis master developer, such as the DME
group, needs to negotiate the needs and concerns of investors – the revenue and
cost needs, the uncertainties, and the strategic actions with respect to competitors
– in leading a development process. Potential investors are often doing little
more than signing an M.O.U or exercising “an option” when they propose
investments or express interest in particular opportunities. Firms usually wish to
preserve their ability to opt out should subsequent events not sustain interest.
They are sometimes willing to invest a significant sum in preserving alternative
options.
Doing so can impose costs on the DME Group as it reserves opportunities
for those expressing interest, possibly losing potential revenue in the process.
The Group will need to manage this process carefully but its strategies for doing
so may depend in part on the overall relative desirability of investment at and
around DME, which requires further documentation.
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3.13 Risk Analysis

As argued in Chapter 1, DME Airport City and Aerotropolis development is a
long-term project requiring substantial investment but also offering significant
rewards to users, investors, and the greater Moscow metropolitan region. There
are, however, considerable risks entailed. Improving business intelligence,
especially information on demand, helps reduce the level of risk but it will not
eliminate it. As has been seen over the past decade, unexpected economic shocks,
related to security concerns, disease, fuel prices, and financial crisis can
reverberate through the aviation system with considerable impacts for all
investors. The ongoing European economic crisis is one instance of such a shock.
The allocation of business risk can affect the behavior of investors, as
recent events at demonstrate DME Airport City and Aerotropolis development
may therefore be speeded by reallocating risk, possibly by the DME Group
assuming “place risks” while targeted developers assume market share risks. In
general, it appears that potential foreign developers have competence in
particular business domains but are largely unfamiliar with the nuances of the
Russian commercial real estate market. Therefore, they may be inordinately
reactive to short-term setbacks and pull out. The DME Group will face its own
risks should investors bolt. It may thus be worthwhile to structure agreements
with potential developers in a way that more efficiently shares risk.
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Given that aerotropolis development is a long-term project and that needs
and conditions may change over the coming decades, aerotropolis developers
need to periodically develop contingency plans to support strategic actions in a
time of potential crisis. Improved market information will reduce risk and
structured agreements with developers and operators will help manage risk.
Nevertheless, it must be appreciated that the DME Group is competing for a
market which may turn out to be fickle. Your Airport City and Aerotropolis may
be more successful than anticipated—or possibly less.
In either case, long-term plans may need to be adjusted in reaction to
variations in market timing and the attractions of commercial agglomerations (at
DME or elsewhere). Considering the types of contingencies, their possible
impacts on the DME Airport City and Aerotropolis, and potential strategic
interventions ahead of time may speed reactions in time of need and improve the
quality of decisions.
To conclude, the DME Group has a good vision for its Airport City and
Aerotropolis plan that is consistent with airport-linked commercial development,
but it needs to be backed up by solid facility demand forecasting and both risk
and contingency analysis. These need to be conducted with 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30
year development milestones. Numerous business and commercial development
cycles will likely have passed during this period generating ups and downs.
Thus, the DME group needs to keep its eyes on the long term in strategic
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planning and do it best to insure that all facilities in its Airport City and
Aerotropolis are economically viable, physically attractive, and contribute to
sustainable development. With these three guiding principles, long-term
prospects for success will be greatly improved.

3.14 Marketing Principles Tied to Functional Capabilities

I turn now to guidelines for a marketing strategy to help the DME Group attract
investors and more logistics service providers to DME and the broader
Domodedovo Aerotropolis. I will assume that for the immediate future DME
management will play leading roles and responsibilities for promoting the DME
Air Logistics Hub and DME Airport City, as well as the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis and for identifying and attracting viable service providers, business
and industries to all these. In the next chapter, I will make recommendations
regarding ways to enhance the commercial success of DME and the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis in a complementary, reinforcing manner. Suffice it to
note that DME Group may wish to retain a master developer to help market,
finance, develop, and manage its Airport City and proposed new logistics sectors
of the airport, at least in the near term, and consider joint venturing or teaming
with international commercial real estate developers for overall Aerotropolis
development.
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Among the master developer‘s primary responsibilities would be helping
secure up-front investment capital and the promotion of DME including the
creation of a marketing program for the Airport City and the air cargo/logistics
complex, complete with public relations, advertising and provision of website
material, to the identification, contact and recruitment of potential commercial
and industrial tenants and users, as well as logistics service providers. Highly
regarded master developer partners might also be able to help secure needed
long-term commercial real estate financing. The reason I endorse having the
master developer (or possibly multiple master developers) is simple. The core
business and competency of the DME Group is airport operation and
management, not commercial real estate development.
At the suggestion of DME management and some of its advisors, I
concentrate below on marketing its evolving logistics and cargo capabilities. I
will also briefly address Airport City and Aerotropolis marketing goals,
returning to these in the next chapter.

3.14.1 Phased Marketing Themes

The ultimate objective of the DALH (DME Air Logistics Hub) is to serve as a
major air logistics complex offering tenants and users state-of-the-art
infrastructure and commercial support. Based on experiences air logistics
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airports elsewhere, to achieve of this goal, the DME Air Logistic Hub will likely
evolve through a series of phases. In each phase, the marketing effort should be
designed to attract a nucleus of appropriate facility investors and users, which in
turn serves as a catalyst to attract additional complementary companies to the
complex and to the greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis.
The kinds of investors and tenants likely to be attracted to the DALH will
vary with each phase of the complex's infrastructure and facility development.
Marketing activities should be planned to match these anticipated development
stages and tailored to the kinds of tenants that are most suitable to each stage,
and not outrun physical development stages. If marketing gets ahead of these
improvements, credibility will be lost and the targeted tenant or potential
investor will become disenchanted. The marketing time table is set to roughly
correspond to the development of the new Cargo Village, the Logistics Special
Economic Zone, and DME Airport City, but obviously precede it to some extent.

a. Near Term
The near term represents a period from the present through the next 5
years. Based on surveys of potential users of air logistics hubs elsewhere,
the near-term marketing strategy should not only focus on real estate
development but also on attracting additional air cargo service to grow
existing service. Though I understand that efforts by DME's cargo division
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have already been made to attract additional air cargo service, these
efforts should be stepped up even further. Integrated air express carriers
are also seeking new regional bases and close contact need to be
maintained with these firms. DME has an excellent strategic location for
Northern, Central, and Eastern European air express service so strong
continuing efforts could pay off in landing such a regional hub.
The DME Airport City master developer needs to do appropriate
land valuation and facility demand forecasts prior to marketing. It needs
to flesh out a fuller conceptual master plan following these forecasts and
guidelines in this report. For the broader aerotropolis area, basic zoning
and land-use planning should also be completed with revised conceptual
master plans developed for each aerotropolis zone that complement
commercial development plans for DME Airport City. The revised
conceptual master plans could be valuable marketing tools in gaining the
interest of potential future investors and developers. Close coordination is
particularly required with government bodies providing transportation
infrastructure and with other developers to generate reinforcing
synergies.
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b. Mid-Term
The mid-term for DME development marketing represents roughly the
years 6 through 20, including some earlier year overlay with near-term
activity. This period's marketing strategies should be designed to continue
to boost passenger and air cargo demand at DME and then to further
expand this demand by progressively widening and deepening the nature
of goods processing and commercial service activities located at and
around the airport. Key components of these strategies include:
• Attracting additional air cargo and passenger service.
• Targeting industrial and commercial users of those air services.
• Encouraging improved logistics management.
• Preparing for the full integration of production and logistics.
• Siting key firms in designated aerotropolis zones.

While the above strategies are broadly sequential, there would
naturally be substantial overlap among them. Most important, the impact
of this marketing will be cumulative, with efforts in prior stages
leveraging expanded marketing efforts in the following stages.
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(1) Attracting additional air cargo service providers
As I noted previously, for DME to attract additional air cargo service
providers, a critical mass for air cargo demand (load) is necessary on a
regular basis. This includes backhaul. Previous surveys have indicated
that charter air cargo operators (e.g., Atlas Air, BAX Global, Cargolux,
Evergreen, and Polar) serve airports where they can be assured of a
significant volume of airfreight. The key to building a critical mass of
cargo demand will be to focus on promoting DME as the preferred air
logistics facility for shippers in Central and Eastern Europe that are
airfreight dependent. The intent here will be to persuade the firms not
necessarily to relocate to the Domodedovo Aerotropolis area, but to use
DME rather than any other regional airports for air cargo shipments. This
marketing should correspond to improving air cargo infrastructure and
facilities at DME.
To build cargo volumes will require closer working relationships
with major freight forwarders and third-party logistics service providers.
Initial marketing targets should focus on international 3PL's, freight
forwarders and shippers of time-sensitive products. The latter include
aerospace and microelectronics companies, pharmaceutical firms, fresh
cut flowers, fresh produce and seafood, and other high value to weight
export products. Marketing strategies geared to shippers, freight
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forwarders, 3PL's and air cargo firms should emphasize the value-added
that DME can contribute in terms of lower cost and faster, more efficient
operations. During this mid-term phase of marketing, DME should
become a much more significant air cargo airport, featuring greater cargo
volumes with highly efficient materials handling and transshipment
capabilities.

(2) Attracting Additional Air-Intensive Commercial Users to DME and the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis
As DME's air cargo service further expands, reciprocal marketing should
focus on attracting shippers (i.e., manufacturers and assemblers of export
products) and more international freight forwarders and third party
logistics providers (3PLs) to locate at and around DME. The goal will be to
begin generating on-site origin/destination cargo shipments in terms of
in-bound raw materials and components and out-bound intermediate and
final goods flowing to and from the time-sensitive manufacturers and
distributors that operate in or near DME. Again, the emphasis should be
on demonstrating a set of real cost, speed, and service quality advantages
to firms locating at or using DME (including its new cargo village ,
proposed Logistics Special Economic Zone, and DME's World Cargo
Center) that are compelling to shippers, forwarders, and 3PLs. Not the
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least of which will be increasing DME's connectivity via passenger and
cargo aircraft which is measured both by the number of international
markets served and the frequency of service to these markets.

c. Longer-Term
The longer term (years 20 to 35 with some earlier year overlap) will focus
on developing a full-scale logistical complex (including new logistics
facilities associated with the fourth, fifth, and possibly sixth runway areas)
and attracting the necessary additional complement of aviation-related
perishables shippers, manufacturers, logistics providers and air services to
accomplish ultimate air logistics objectives.
During this period a decision would be made whether DME will
ever need more than six parallel runways. If the answer is no (as I suspect
it might be), plans should be implemented for potential alternative
commercial users of this freed-up area as described in Chapter 2.

(1) Improved logistics management (years 10 to 15)
Within 10 to 15 years the new northern cargo area (including the Logistics
SEZ)will have begun to develop a compliment of logistics support
services. Pointing to the importance of these features for cost-effective
logistics, plus the record of efficiency that DME should have established
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for its tenants and users to that date, marketing programs will begin to
focus more on the advantages of DME in overall logistics management.
The marketing emphasis should be on helping industrial and commercial
shippers and 3PLs find opportunities at DME to coordinate the movement
of materials and finished goods so that they can rapidly and flexibly
respond to customer's needs as well as to cut costs and increase supplychain management efficiency.
The possibilities of performing value-added logistics functions in
the SEZ such supply-chain sequencing, pick and pack, product labeling,
and assembly of knock-down product kits should be stressed. Marketing
targets during this phase should be the companies throughout the Russian
Federation, plus the whole spectrum of major freight forwarders and
third-party logistics providers that serve shippers globally. The World
Cargo Center and DME cargo village facilities' later capabilities in
automated warehousing/distribution, electronic data interchange, and
electronic tracing-tracking will be underlined for these logistics specialists.
DME's value proposition for marketing during this phase should not only
emphasize cost and quality of service advantages, but also the
enhancements to the speed and agility of supply chain operations that
DME will provide shippers and 3PLs.
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(2) Integration of production and logistics (years 10 to 20 and beyond)
When DME has developed an international reputation for world-class
cargo handling and logistics management, another stage of marketing can
begin. The emphasis at this point would be essentially an intensification of
the “improved logistics management” marketing theme set forth above,
whereby the marketing program will concentrate on supporting shippers,
forwarders, and 3PLs to find ways to integrate production and logistics so
as to substantially reduce inventories and further improve manufacturers'
supply chain management.
Web-based promotional materials must seek to differentiate DME
and its environs from other industrial-logistics complexes as sharply as
possible in terms of the price, quality, speed and agility benefits that it
offers. DME and its greater aerotropolis will at this point be marketed
internationally to the most sophisticated shippers and 3PLs as a site where
high-tech and other airfreight dependent manufacturers can fully
coordinate and integrate their supply chains and overall manufacturing
capacity with customer demands. The marketing message should also
stress the DME's world-class standards in total logistics management
practices including multiple transportation modes (with connections to
Aerotropolis inland ports and logistics villages[see Chapter 2]), and
advanced telecommunications, sophisticated materials handling systems,
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and state-of-the-art commercial and knowledge support services, also
described in Chapter 2.

3.15 DME Air Logistics Hub/Aerotroppolis Target Industries

At every stage of marketing, DME's promotional strategy should be grounded in
solid business research and planning. This will involve market research of a
generic nature on likely DME tenants and users, given its stage of development,
as well as market research specific to the Moscow region.
In terms of boosting cargo, research on commercial shippers from around
the world points to five generic types of shipments where air transport is the
consignees' mode of first choice. These are when:
• Flexible and customized production is the norm.
• The high value of the product compared to its weight justifies the extra
cost of airfreight.
• The product is perishable—either in the organic or economic sense.
• Short production cycles and/or “just-in-time” inventories require air
freight.
• Immediate delivery of spare parts, time sensitive documents or
products is required.

Target industry analysis for air logistics hubs conducted by the University
of North Carolina's Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise identified eleven
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industrial groups that are most likely to utilize the facility. Most of these would
no doubt also be the best target industries for DME and the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis, as well. They include:
• Logistics service providers (forwarders, 3PLs).
• Semi-conductor and computer chip manufacturers.
• Pharmaceuticals and contract biotech and pharmaceutical lab testing
facilities.
• Computer and electronic sub-assembly manufacturers.
• Aircraft assembly, aircraft parts suppliers and aircraft maintenance
services.
• Garments and fashion accessory suppliers.
• Specific elements in the scientific or medical industrial supplies
business, particularly those supplying small volumes of high value
products, for example aromatics.
• Optics and small precision equipment manufacturers.
• Suppliers of perishable products—for example, fresh seafood, live
animals, fresh fruit and flowers.
• Digital automotive component manufacturers and spare part suppliers.
• Gems, jewelry and watch manufacturers.

For service sector and business service oriented firms whose demands
were discussed earlier in this chapter, facility forecasts need to be conducted.
Highest and best use land parcels for these service sector facilities in the
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Domodedovo Aerotropolis must also be determined taking into account current
and likely future infrastructure accessibility.
In targeting these firms and others in the sectors, noted above, there are a
number of supporting services that need to be highlighted in a marketing plan
for the DME Air Logistic Hub and its aerotropolis environs. Many have already
been discussed and some already exist, but let me provide a summary list of the
key support services to be implemented and leveraged in marketing DME and its
surrounding aerotropolis.
• Expedited customs clearance and pre-clearance procedures.
• Full electronic data interchange capability.
• Free Trade Zone and in-transit bonded status for re-exports.
• New and improved highway access to DME (especially its Cargo
Villages and logistics SEZs) as well as its surrounding aerotropolis.
• State-of-the-art materials handling services.
• Reliable utility services (e.g., electricity, natural gas, water, sewer).
• Industrial support services such as repair and maintenance and machine
shops.
• Quality of life—good housing, schools, restaurants, recreation and
nightlife.
• Knowledge and education support, including a distance education and
worker training facility at DME.
• Enhanced one-stop servicing for foreign investors.
• Expedited site and building permit approvals.
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All of the above need to be woven into both the business plan and the
implementation plan for DME and its surrounding aerotropolis. They are not
only essential to boosting air cargo at DME, but also to developing a successful
Domodedovo Aerotropolis.

3.16 Conclusion

This chapter presented the main elements that should guide development of a
full business plan for a Domodedovo Air Logistics Hub and Airport City as well
as for its surrounding aerotropolis, highlighting pertinent findings from related
studies. Focus was on creating a competitive business environment at DME and
surrounding areas, including business resource needs, functional capibilities
required, new IT initiatives, fostering DME's cargo development, commercial
and service facility demands, as well as forecasting these demands, marketing
strategies and target industries. Special emphasis was given to generating
logistics-based capabilities at and around DME and an integrated logistics
system that provides advantages of speed and agility to goods-processing firms
throughout the Domodedovo Aerotropolis and Moscow region. In the final
Chapter, I will present additional air logistics hub, airport city, and aerotropolis
planning guidelines and provide a set of recommendations and action steps to
move all three forward.
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Exhibit 3.1. Proposed Hard and Soft Infrastructure for the Domodedovo Aerotropolis
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Exhibit 3.2. Six Basic Components of an Organization
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Exhibit 3.3. Logistics Performance Index Scores and Rankings of 155 Nations Surveyed, 2010

2010 LPI

2010 LPI

% of
highest
performer Economy

2010 LPI

Rank

Score

% of
highest
performer

Rank

Score

% of
highest
performer

Vietnam

53

2.96

63.1

Cameroon

105

2.55

49.7

99.2

Greece

54

2.96

62.8

Niger

106

2.54

49.4

4.08

98.8

Qatar

55

2.95

62.6

Nicaragua

107

2.54

49.3

4

4.07

98.5

Costa Rica

56

2.91

61.3

Jamaica

108

2.53

49.2

Luxembourg

5

3.98

95.7

Slovenia

57

2.87

60.2

Côte d’Ivoire

109

2.53

49.2

Switzerland

6

3.97

95.5

Senegal

58

2.86

59.8

Pakistan

110

2.53

49.1

Japan

7

3.97

95.2

Romania

59

2.84

59.1

Armenia

111

2.52

48.9

United Kingdom

8

3.95

94.9

Oman

60

2.84

59.1

Bolivia

112

2.51

48.5

Belgium

9

3.94

94.5

Tunisia

61

2.84

58.9

Gambia, The

113

2.49

48.0

Norway

10

3.93

94.2

Kazakhstan

62

2.83

58.9

Turkmenistan

114

2.49

47.9

Ireland

11

3.89

92.9

Bulgaria

63

2.83

58.8

Chad

115

2.49

47.9

Finland

12

3.89

92.6

Malta

64

2.82

58.6

Congo, Rep.

116

2.48

47.4

Hong Kong SAR, China

13

3.88

92.4

Dominican Republic

65

2.82

58.5

Ghana

117

2.47

47.3

Canada

14

3.87

92.3

Uganda

66

2.82

58.4

Lao PDR

118

2.46

47.0

United States

15

3.86

91.7

Peru

67

2.80

57.9

Albania

119

2.46

46.8

Denmark

16

3.85

91.4

Uzbekistan

68

2.79

57.5

Comoros

120

2.45

46.5

France

17

3.84

91.3

Benin

69

2.79

57.4

Montenegro

121

2.43

45.9

Australia

18

3.84

91.2

Honduras

70

2.78

57.1

Gabon

122

2.41

45.4

Austria

19

3.76

88.7

Ecuador

71

2.77

57.0

Ethiopia

123

2.41

45.4

Taiwan, China

20

3.71

86.9

Colombia

72

2.77

57.0

Papua New Guinea

124

2.41

45.3

New Zealand

21

3.65

85.0

Macedonia, FYR

73

2.77

56.9

Maldives

125

2.40

45.1

Italy

22

3.64

84.9

Croatia

74

2.77

56.8

Djibouti

126

2.39

44.8

Economy

Rank

Score

Germany

1

4.11

100.0

Singapore

2

4.09

Sweden

3

Netherlands
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2010 LPI

2010 LPI

Rank

Score

% of
highest
performer

Rank

Score

% of
highest
performer

Indonesia

75

2.76

56.5

Liberia

127

2.38

44.4

84.5

Paraguay

76

2.75

56.3

Bhutan

128

2.38

44.3

3.63

84.3

Uruguay

77

2.75

56.3

Cambodia

129

2.37

44.0

26

3.51

80.5

Bahamas, The

78

2.75

56.1

Algeria

130

2.36

43.7

China

27

3.49

79.9

Bangladesh

79

2.74

56.0

Tajikistan

131

2.35

43.2

South Africa

28

3.46

78.9

Syrian Arab Republic

80

2.74

55.9

Libya

132

2.33

42.8

Malaysia

29

3.44

78.4

Jordan

81

2.74

55.8

Myanmar

133

2.33

42.7

Poland

30

3.44

78.2

Mauritius

82

2.72

55.3

Botswana

134

2.32

42.3

Israel

31

3.41

77.5

Serbia

83

2.69

54.1

Solomon Islands

135

2.31

42.0

Bahrain

32

3.37

76.2

Venezuela, RB

84

2.68

53.9

Mozambique

136

2.29

41.5

Lebanon

33

3.34

75.1

Congo, Dem. Rep.

85

2.68

53.8

Sri Lanka

137

2.29

41.4

Portugal

34

3.34

75.0

El Salvador

86

2.67

53.7

Zambia

138

2.28

41.2

Thailand

35

3.29

73.6

Bosnia and Herzegovina

87

2.66

53.4

Mali

139

2.27

40.7

Kuwait

36

3.28

73.2

Madagascar

88

2.66

53.2

Guyana

140

2.27

40.7

Latvia

37

3.25

72.2

Azerbaijan

89

2.64

52.6

Mongolia

141

2.25

40.2

Slovak Republic

38

3.24

71.9

Guatemala

90

2.63

52.4

Angola

142

2.25

40.1

Turkey

39

3.22

71.4

Kyrgyz Republic

91

2.62

52.0

Afghanistan

143

2.24

39.9

Saudi Arabia

40

3.22

71.3

Egypt, Arab Rep.

92

2.61

51.8

Fiji

144

2.24

39.7

Brazil

41

3.20

70.6

Georgia

93

2.61

51.8

Burkina Faso

145

2.23

39.4

Iceland

42

3.20

70.5

Russian Federation

94

2.61

51.6

Sudan

146

2.21

38.7

Estonia

43

3.16

69.3

Tanzania

95

2.60

51.4

Nepal

147

2.20

38.6

Philippines

44

3.14

68.8

Togo

96

2.60

51.4

Iraq

148

2.11

35.5

Lithuania

45

3.13

68.5

Guinea

97

2.60

51.2

Guinea-Bissau

149

2.10

35.4

Cyprus

46

3.13

68.4

Haiti

98

2.59

51.1

Cuba

150

2.07

34.3

Economy

% of
highest
performer Economy

2010 LPI

Rank

Score

Korea, Rep.

23

3.64

84.7

United Arab Emirates

24

3.63

Spain

25

Czech Republic
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2010 LPI

2010 LPI

Rank

Score

% of
highest
performer

Kenya

99

2.59

51.0

67.4

Nigeria

100

2.59

3.09

67.3

Yemen, Rep.

101

50

3.05

65.7

Ukraine

Panama

51

3.02

65.0

Hungary

52

2.99

63.8

Economy

% of
highest
performer Economy

2010 LPI

Rank

Score

India

47

3.12

67.9

Argentina

48

3.10

Chile

49

Mexico

Rank

Score

% of
highest
performer

Rwanda

151

2.04

33.4

51.0

Namibia

152

2.02

32.8

2.58

50.8

Sierra Leone

153

1.97

31.2

102

2.57

50.6

Eritrea

154

1.70

22.4

Iran, Islamic Rep.

103

2.57

50.5

Somalia

155

1.34

10.9

Moldova

104

2.57

50.5

Note: The LPI index is a multidimensional assessment of logistics performance, rated on a scale from 1 (worst) to 5 (best).
Source: The World bank. Connecting to Compete 2010: Trade Logistics in the Global Economy. The Logistics Performance Index and Its Indicators.
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Exhibit 3.4. Trade, Time and Document Costs, in 10 Russian Metros and Helsinki, 2009

Cost for export

Cost for import

Time for
export

Time for
import

(US$ per
container)

(US$ per
container)

(days)

(days)

St. Petersburg

1,350

1,400

26

24

8

13

1

Petrozavodsk

1,050

933

27

35

8

13

2

Rostov-on-Don

1,288

1,347

27

25

8

13

2

Tomsk

1,250

1,318

28

34

8

13

4

Tver

1,460

1,588

28

24

8

13

5

Irkutsk

1,225

1,450

31

35

8

13

6

Voronezh

1,660

1,660

28

23

8

13

7

Perm

1,600

1,600

31

25

8

13

8

Kazan

1,550

1,650

24

27

8

13

9

Moscow

2,150

2,150

36

36

8

13

10

Helsinki

495

575

8

8

4

5

―

Region

Export

Import

documents documents Rank

Source: World Bank, Doing Business in Russia, 2009.
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Exhibit 3.5. The Air Logistics “Barbell”
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Exhibit 3.6. Overlapping Air Logistics “Barbells”
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Exhibit 3.7. Factors Affecting Airline's Choice of Airport
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Exhibit 3.8. The Relative Importance of Airport Choice Factors to Service Decisions
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Chapter 4
DME Air Logistics Hub/Airport City and Aerotropolis
Implementation Plan Guidelines

4.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters, infrastructure and facility plan guidelines and
business plan guidelines were provided for a DME Air Logistics Hub (DALH),
Airport City, and greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis. Building on these two
chapters, this chapter will present guidelines for an implementation plan,
including (1) initial phasing of DALH, Airport City and Aerotropolis
development; (2) design standards to promote DME and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis aesthetics, place identity, and sustainability; (3) elaboration of
infrastructure and marketing phasing; (4) incentives to attract and leverage
appropriate industry; (5) communication, coordination and cooperation among
key stakeholders with airport and aerotropolis oversight; and (6) alternative
mechanisms for financing and managing DALH development and operation.
The latter will focus in particular on partnership approaches to financing and
managing the value-adding logistics special economic zone important to DALH
success. The chapter concludes with 33 recommendations for the DME Group,
government agencies, and other stakeholders/planners to improve prospects for
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successful development of the proposed DME Air Logistics Hub, Airport City,
and greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis.

4.1.1 Infrastructure Phasing and Commercial Development
Timetable

The DME Air Logistics Hub and Airport City are conceived ultimately as (1) a
fully integrated multimodal logistics, telecommunications, manufacturing, and
logistics support system and (2) a major airport-based commercial complex. In
reality, they will likely evolve over a 5- to 30-year-period through a series of
overlapping development stages. Understanding this is necessary for marketing
and to making prudent investments in infrastructure and facilities based on and
timed to passenger, cargo, logistics, industry, and business/commercial
demands.
The short-term, mid-term, and long-term infrastructure and facility
phasing for the DME Air Logistics Hub (DALH), Airport City, and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis were provided in Chapter 2. The marketing phasing appropriate to
each of these development stages was presented in Chapter 3 along with
guidelines for forecasting facility demand and corresponding risk/contingency
analyses. Below I present initial development actions and guidelines for
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institutional, infrastructure and facilities implementation, beginning with DME
development needs and then guidelines for greater aerotropolis development.

4.2 Initial Development Steps

All major real estate components of DME and the Domodedovo Aerotropolis
should have updated land valuations and market opportunity assessments,
facility demand forecasts, parcel development priorities, and, where necessary,
regulatory approvals. As apprpriate, internal roadways and utility corridors
should be laid out and general commercial land use and facility plans proposed
for the next 30 years. This includes Domodedovo Construction Management
confirming, correcting, and elaborating infrastructure and facility conceptual
plans and guidelines I have put forth in Chapters 2 and 3 of this report following
Aerotropolis principles.
Government partnerships with federal, Moscow region and Domodedovo
Aerotropolis jurisdictions should be solidified with the DME Group early on to
foster communication coordination and cooperative actions necessary to achieve
DALH, Airport City and Aerotropolis development objectives. This may involve
setting up an aerotropolis public-private partnership organization or other type
of institutional arrangement as will be elaborated later in this chapter.
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During 2012–2013, Russian government approval should be obtained for
the logistics special economic zone, and site preparation commenced, including
utilities and internal road access for truck cross-docking to proposed logistics
facilities, new facility site grading and any possible soils issues. Likewise, local
roadway improvements, including by-pass road construction to remove choke
points previously noted should be completed during this period as should
appropriate road access to DME's new cargo village. Plans for improving future
multimodal access to the proposed new northern cargo facility (World Cargo
Center) should be established with corresponding timetables for improved
multimodal linkages.
A revised Domodedovo Aerotropolis master plan should be completed by
2013 based on the principles and guidelines of this report along with first-stage
commercial facility demand forecasts. The updated Aerotropolis master plan
itself should include DME's Airport City and its facility demand forecasts since
this 95 hectare area will serve as the multimodal commercial core (i.e., central
business district) of the 14,000 hectare Domodedovo Aerotropolis. It would be a
huge mistake not to have an integrated airport city–aerotropolis master plan
since they are inextricably interwoven parts of a single airport-centered economy
and geography. To the extent possible, this updated master plan should offer
economically reinforcing protocols for DME Airport City and Aerotropolis
commercial, logistics, and industrial development.
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I recommend that this updated master plan follow a three-stage approach.
These stages would (1) conduct a more comprehensive SWOT analysis than has
been done to date to strategically assess what to do, (2) offer an explicit
integrated aerotropolis plan that combines airport planning, urban planning, and
business site planning guidelines contained in this report specifying how it
should be done, and (3) detail who will be primarily responsible for decisionmaking, financing, and development of aerotropolis infrastructure and
commercial facilities (see Exhibit 4.1).
In all three stages, integrated aerotropolis planning must take place
vertically (federal, Moscow region, and DME Group planning coordination),
horizontally across jurisdictions in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis, and
functionally across the key attributes of urban planning, airport planning, and
business site planning (see Exhibit 4.2). These range from integrating ground
transportation planning, to land-use planning and environmental impact
assessments, to commercial cluster analyses, to investment planning and risk
analysis.
Regarding the above, let me reiterate that all new Aerotropolis zones and
their proposed facility uses must be based on solid market analysis, including
forecasted demand for particular types of commercial facilities, estimated land
improvement and facility development costs, likely revenue generation, and
overall financial feasibility in both the near- and longer-term. This would include
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a competitor analysis of similar facilities elsewhere in the Moscow region and
coordination with proposed DME Airport City commercial development to
insure that broader aerotropolis commercial facilities complement rather than
compete with airport property commercial facilities.
The process would include further analysis and more detailed
specification of commercial facilities in the functional zones currently proposed
for Domodedovo Aerotropolis areas along with continuing to pursue potential
investors and tenants. Similar to this process (including financial pro-forma), a
revised DME conceptual master development plan should extend the first-order
suggestions of commercial facilities I presented in the phased developments in
Chapter 2 (see Exhibit 2.16). This should include, among others, land
parcelization, functional use designation, design standards that craft an aviation
“theme” or brand identity for DME Airport City, infrastructure and utilities
requirements, and initial renderings of buildings and physical layout, including
landscaping.
The aerotropolis master plan should also contain a marketing approach to
brand and promote the Domodedovo Aerotropolis and its functional zones and
to commence recruiting investors, developers, tenants and users. Based on the
master plan, a multimedia marketing campaign to promote the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis (including DME Airport City) should be developed by DME's
communication division or by your marketing/development partners.
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Related to marketing, theming (placemaking),and aesthetics, aerotropolis
planners should also provide basic design guidelines and form-based codes
which I will elaborate upon in a moment. A Domodedovo Aerotropolis economic
impact analysis should also be conducted demonstrating potential gains in
investment, jobs, incomes, taxes, which will be beneficial in gaining political and
public support.
To guide growth in a unified and expedient manner, all jurisdictions
within the Domodedovo Aerotropolis area should consider adopting
coordinated land use and transportation plans. Perhaps one of the more effective
strategies for ensuring compatibility, if not absolute consistency, in local
regulations would be to create an informal Domodedovo Aerotropolis regional
partnership. As a consensus emerges on the broad outlines of the vision, specific
zoning and regulations could be enacted to support that collective vision. Not
only will such coordinated plans help ensure consistent development in
consonance with the general plans outlined in the aerotropolis vision and
updated master plan, but also better planning could expedite the development
approval process, reducing considerable cost of contemporary real estate
development.
In addition to land use codes and zoning that coordinate with present and
planned transportation infrastructure described in Chapter 2, the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis master plan should at least consider form-based codes which
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establish general design standards for airport area buildings, walkways, travel
lanes, landscaping, and public spaces. While a consistent Aerotropolis “look and
feel” is desirable, there is no reason development form must be entirely
consistent throughout the Domodedovo Aerotropolis—or necessarily
throughout a particular zone. Form-based codes help localities implement their
specific visions. They are a mechanism for informing potential developers of the
expectations, avoiding one of the major stumbling blocks to real estate
development, and maximizing overall benefit. Such codes complement
widespread zoning attention to permitted uses for particular sites and the
separation of incompatible uses―which is especially important in airport-linked
development that could eventually impede necessary future airport growth.
Form-based codes are important to achieving the aesthetic standards that
are increasingly required to make large-scale real estate developments
competitive. They also help insure that building standards and other design
elements that will promote future real estate value in the area are maintained.
Flexibility is critical, however, not only with design standards but also
with the very nature of commercial development. Schiphol's Aerotropolis
strategy emerged only after significant private investments, deviating from
earlier plans, were already in place. Adapting to market conditions and special
opportunities that arise for industrial/commercial development at DME and in
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areas miles beyond requires such flexibility. In short, Airport City and
Aerotropolis plans should never be set in stone but serve as helpful guidance.

4.3 Providing Appropriate Investor Incentives

The Russian private-sector investment climate has improved dramatically over
the past two decades. The government has implemented the lowest corporate tax
rate of any G8 or BRIC country, amended laws to allow BOT (build-operatetransfer) projects and has provided financial incentives for business development
where especially large foreign investors enjoy certain tax advantages and other
promotional privileges. This includes incentives and tax relief to multinational
corporations establishing offices or facilities in Russia, reduced administrative
barriers, repatriation of profits, and promotion of private-public partnerships.
According to PWC (Doing Business and Investing in the Russian Federation 2010),
foreigners as well as Russians may now acquire land held by the state or
municipalities for development and construction. Russian law also now permits
securitization of loans backed by real estate pledges, mortgage-backed securities
and other commercial real estate investor incentives.
Virtually all countries are in the incentives game, though, so its relative
advantage in attracting major investors and industry is declining. New
incentives to attract and grow industry must be pursued. The DME Air Logistics
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Hub (DALH), itself, can be one of the most powerful incentives. This is because
operational incentives will be at least equally important, and in the longer term
likely even more significant, than tax incentives in attracting goods-processing
and distribution industries.
What the DALH can accomplish following guidelines in Chapter 2 is to
provide Domodedovo Aerotropolis industries with speed and agility in their
supply chain management, unmatched by most other locations. As the DALH
evolves through its stages, it will drive greater amounts of commercial and
industrial development at DME and throughout the broader Domodedovo
Aerotropolis. This additional development, in turn, will generate increased
volumes of cargo and passengers at DME via reinforcing airport-aerotropolis
synergies.
The Russian Federation does have one powerful investor incentive that
could substantially leverage the DME Air Logistics Hub and other development
at DME and the Domodedovo Aerotropolis. This is Federal Law No. 116 (The
Special Economic Zone Act). Special Economic Zones were established in 2005 to
attract domestic and foreign investors into targeted priority sectors including
high-tech innovation, industrial production, tourism, and ports. Today there are
24 such zones in the Federation including two high-tech innovation zones in the
Moscow region I noted previously (Dubne and Zelenograd).
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These zones provide infrastructure and facilities on terms such as (1)
roads and logistics centers, Customs posts operating 24 hours a day, modern
office centers, bank representative offices, and worker amenities, (2) tax
exemptions for investors in the SEZs, (3) Free Trade Zones (called Free Customs
Zones) which incentivize the location of high-tech companies to import
expensive hardware and components into Russia from abroad by reduced taxes
and paperwork, (4) one-stop-shop (“one-window”) single center investment
support and documentation assistance covering all Russian agency requirements,
(5) immutability of privileges guaranteed by the Russian Federation government,
(6) assistance in accessing high-skill labor, (7) leasehold of investor land plots in
SEZs by tenants who are owners of real estate property they have constructed,
and (8) a transparent management system for the SEZs.
Appendix D describes each of the above eight investor incentives in some
detail. I recommended in Chapter 2 that the original Inept cargo village be
developed as a value-adding logistics (production) SEZ and that consideration be
made to expand this zone in the future by relocating the business aviation area. I
also recommended that much of the area potentially freed up for commercial and
industrial development by meeting all of DME future runway capacity need with
six parallel runways (including new satellite terminals) be designated as an SEZ.
Finally, the potential intermodal rail sites identified by Domodedovo
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Construction Management in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis along with
associated logistics villages might be designated as SEZs, as well.

4.4 Coordination and Harmonization with Similar Facilities
Elsewhere and with Key Actors, Government Units, and
Organizations

If parts, components, and finished goods are to flow rapidly and seamlessly
between DME (and other transportation facilities within the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis) and facilities throughout Russia, it is essential that their
information technologies and materials handling systems be harmonized. This
requires using standardized EDI messages with compatible, open architecture
software systems, as described in Chapter 2.
Containerization, as noted, must also be standardized across shipping
modes so, for example, that containers arriving at one of Russia's ports or the
proposed Domodedovo Aerotropolis intermodal rail facility can be transferred
efficiently by truck to the airport or other key nodes in the aerotropolis. Since
containers may also be air freighted via wide-body aircraft from DME, they must
be made compatible with materials handling equipment for loading on all-cargo
aircraft. Multimodal materials handling harmonization will require close
coordination between DME the greater Domodedovo Aerotropolis and all other
modal points.
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When purchasing material-handling equipment, and building key
infrastructure such as DME's cargo villages or proposed future intermodal rail
facility, careful consultations should be made with major air cargo, sea cargo,
and surface cargo handlers throughout world. It would be a terribly expensive
mistake not to coordinate design of facilities at and around DME with the
predominant technologies, materials handling equipment and space utilization
standards at major ports and airports which will serve as Russia's trading
partners.
In terms of recruiting additional air cargo service providers to DME, it is
recommended that the DME Group work with major freight-forwarders and
3PLs, and visit other major air cargo hubs to examine systems in operation there.
Through the latter, an excellent vision can be obtained of the direction that air
cargo handling is taking with a variety of automated and semi-automated cargo
operations as well as other processes and procedures being implemented at these
airports to speed the flow of goods through the airport.
Let me add that air express companies such as FedEx usually have their
own facility design firms. Contact should be made with these companies and
advice received before any such facility development contracts are planned at
DME. As a special incentive to a prospective air express or air cargo firm locating
at DME, management may wish to offer to build a cargo facility to suit with a
long-term lease-back contract. For example, Amsterdam Schiphol Airport
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attracted Polar Air Cargo. by offering to build a permanent cargo facility to
house the airfreight carrier's transshipment needs and then lease it back. The
North Carolina Global TransPark acquired a major grant from the State's Golden
Leaf Foundation to build the Spirit AeroSystems A-350 fuselage and wing facility
at the TransPark and lease it back at a nominal fee.
Finally, it is essential that a process be established that brings all key
actors, government units, NGOs, and other stakeholders together with a threestage outcome: (1) communication, (2) cooperation, and (3) coordination.
Without this happening, the whole aerotropolis planning and development
process can be set back and potentially jeopardized.
This gets back to the issue of governance and community relations. All
stakeholders must feel they are part of development planning from the start.
Aerotropolis regions such as Memphis and Detroit in the U.S. have established
cross-jurisdictional public-private steering committees to move aerotropolis
planning forward. Having appropriate Russian federal agencies and local
governments involved, and encouraging community, environmentalist, and
other NGO participation early on can avoid major confrontations and project
delays down the road while potentially contributing to a more acceptable,
appealing, and sustainable Airport City, logistics hub, and aerotropolis
development process
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4.5 Placemaking and Branding the DME Airport City and
Domodedovo Aerotropolis

Placemaking (providing identity to a place) and branding are essential elements
for successful DME Airport City and Domodedovo Aerotropolis development.
They are fundamentally processes of marketing communication. In academic
terms, these processes signal an underlying reality to the commercial
development process. The most effective signals are expensive. That is, visible
features that could not exist without real place advantages are the best elements
of placemaking and branding. Advertising and promotional campaigns before
recognizable development occurs tend not only to be relatively expensive and
not integrated with everyday realities, but generally not effective at placemaking
and branding. Advertising and promotional campaigns can be effective when the
audience can readily see tangible development and when independent parties
spread the message.
Demonstrated success is perhaps the most effective branding strategy. For
example, air cargo processors sometimes count the number of trucks in a region
as an indicator of their business prospects. Their reasoning is that, if goods are
being moved nearby, they have a chance at tapping into that market. As I noted
above, the presence of successful aviation-oriented firms in a location is a very
effective brand creator. Real estate developers are therefore often willing to make
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large concessions in order to attract prominent tenants in early stages to their
properties. In this section of the report, I consider two additional proven
placemaking and branding strategies: urban design and concerted visible
collective governance actions.
Urban design, a key component of aerotropolis design, is located at the
intersection of planning, architecture, landscape architecture, and transport
planning. It is primarily concerned with three-dimensional design but human
reactions to noise, smell, and feelings of safety/danger or of being welcome are
also important. Each of these design considerations is salient in Airport City and
Aerotropolis development.
Sometimes seen as a mediator between architecture and planning, urban
design focuses on external space and the relationships between different forms of
movement and physical space. Architects have expertise in terminal design and,
increasingly, airport site development. Industrial engineers know how to plan
manufacturing and logistics facilities. Transportation planners help facilitate the
movement of people and goods. Many planners also have experience in
analyzing regional land use needs. In between each of those often separate
concerns is a design problem that can significantly affect the economic efficiency,
environmental sustainability, and aesthetic appeal of urban areas, the three key
objectives of Airport City and Aerotropolis planning and development.
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Surprisingly, many of the basic principles of Airport City design have
been known and discussed since at least 1950. Their history even reaches back to
the 1920s when Le Corbusier, inspired by Berlin’s Tempelhof Airport which was
in operation until October 2008, tried to integrate air travel into urban design.
The advent of commercial jets created a disruption but even this does not explain
the poor planning and urban design surrounding so many airports around the
world.
Architecture provides an important component of aerotropolis aesthetics.
Another consideration is “wayfinding.” As airport cities and aerotropolis regions
increase in size and the number of local destinations increases, particularly
visiting air travelers need help in finding their way. Moreover, airport access
corridors, like passenger terminals, are important urban and regional gateways.
Airport access corridors should provide interpretable paths that welcome
residents and visitors and lead them to their destinations. They should also
reinforce the image and assets of the Airport City and Aerotropolis, rather than
detract from them.
Form-based codes, as I stated previously, should establish general design
standards for airport area buildings, walkways, travel lanes, landscaping, and
public space. Placemaking and wayfinding enhanced by thematic architectural
features, public art, and iconic structures should make aerotropolis
developments interpretable, navigable, and welcoming.
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These principles and guidelines need to be applied to DME Airport City
and to the Domodedovo Aerotropolis as a whole. The problem is more complex,
however. DME needs to be interpretable to goods transportation personnel: the
truck drivers ferrying shipments between logistics facilities and airports. Tourists
must be guided in a positive fashion, as well. They need to be able to “feel” their
paths as they approach. Here is where form-based codes, setting standards for
building and landscape appearance, as well as architectural aviation theming
and iconic structures can become an integral component of placemaking and
branding both DME Airport City and Domodedovo Aerotropolis.

4.6 Institutional and Management Guidelines for the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis Development and Operation

Considerable thought and work has been done to date on appropriate
institutional and management plans for financing, developing and operating a
multimodal air logistics hub, Airport City, and Aerotropolis. One approach used
in the U.S. is to create a special public authority to finance, develop, market, and
operate the hub complex. This organization is typically semi-autonomous and
has authority to control and coordinate all planning, infrastructure development
and facility construction to ensure timely completion of the project. The
Authority could also negotiate building service contracts needed to manage the
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day to day facility infrastructure requirements, as are regularly used by the
private sector.
While a single organization such as an authority may be better able to
coordinate and manage all aspects of the development of the project since it has a
singular focus, the stewardship role of the DME Group would be compromised.
Moreover, there is no assurance that this authority (which may require special
Russian legislation) would tap the most appropriate expertise.
A second option would be for the DME Group to form a joint venture
with organizations that have the expertise to develop both inside the airport
fence and outside the fence multimodal logistics complexes. For DME Airport
City and broader Domodedovo Aerotropolis commercial development, a similar
joint venture might be formed with major real estate development firms to
market and develop all or selected properties in each area. The master developer
partner would be responsible for much of the demand analysis of properties,
advertising, and sales on a commission basis. The DME Group must be careful
here, though, to make payments success fee based since quite often major
upfront and monthly fees get paid to master developers who fail to deliver. I
would personally recommend a partnership with a proven Aerotropolis
developer such as Gale International which successfully developed the
US$33 billion New Songdo City aerotropolis next to South Korea's Incheon
airport.
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A third option would be for the DME Group to control all development in
the Airport City and Domodedovo Aerotropolis and bring expertise in-house
through recruitment and hiring. The risk here is that the wrong people would be
hired and not be able to deliver results. A DME Group dilemma here is that
while sufficient expertise may not exist among Russian labor, foreigners may not
be in tune with the culture of the DME group or Russian business culture, in
general, with resulting problems. Furthermore, under this option, like those
above, a relationship of some type must be formed with the Russian federal
government to secure appropriate transportation and utilities infrastructure
since the costs of these are well beyond the financial means of the DEM Group.
Local government relations will also be critical for Domodedovo
Aerotropolis and Operation. While creating an inter-jurisdictional Aerotropolis
Authority may not be feasible, less formal institutional arrangements can be
made. One would be for the DME Group to institute regularly scheduled
working sessions with local municipal officials and planners to inform them
better about the nature of aerotropolis development and explore how their local
planning might complement and reinforce this new form of airport-linked
development. A larger picture view of the Domodedovo Aerotropolis and their
role in its evolution could reduce competition among them for entering
businesses. Such communication and cooperation could also encourage more
coordinated Aerotropolis marketing and branding for business recruitment and
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lead to more coordinated actions in concert with the DME Group to address any
airport-induced problems affecting nearby communities.

4.7 Conclusion: A Domodedovo Aerotropolis Decision Point

I have reiterated throughout this report that an aerotropolis is more than a busy
airport and it is more than expensive surrounding infrastructure. It is a tightlylinked constellation of activities involving airlines, the airport, and many
organizations which provide services and generate income for the regional
economy. I have also articulated why DME, as the multimodal commercial
engine of an emerging Domodedovo Aerotropolis, may well be the most
important asset the Moscow region and Russia have to compete in the globallynetworked, speed-driven economy of the 21st century. Business and government
leaders thus have a responsibility to not only educate the public to this reality
but also to grow the DME engine more effectively and leverage its expanded
infrastructure to maximize overall benefit to the Moscow region and Russian
Federation.
In these times of economic stress, there is a tendency for many firms and
local government units to hunker down and protect their immediate interests,
rather than taking on bold initiatives that can be transformative for their region
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and long-term prosperity of its residents. This requires not only strategic vision
but decisive, coordinated actions.
To start, developing DME to serve as a multimodal air logistics hub can
generate remarkable multiplier and catalytic effects in diversifying and
revitalizing the city's and region's manufacturing economy, with the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis becoming a magnet for high-value goods-processing
firms that increasingly depend on speedy connectivity to their suppliers and
customers around and throughout Russia, Europe, and the world.
Corresponding increased DME national and international air service will keep
these firms and their executives and professionals better connected while
attracting corporate headquarters and white-collar producer services to Moscow
and the Domodedovo Aerotropolis. The Aerotropolis, itself, can provide the
planned physical, business, and institutional environment that will facilitate the
commercial success of all such firms. It is with this vision and objective in mind
that I conclude with the following specific recommendations.

4.8 Specific Recommendations and Action Steps

1. It will be increasingly difficult in the future for Moscow and its broader
region to attract new business and industry and generate quality jobs on
cost factors and traditional government incentives. Competitive
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advantage will come through strategic focus on connectivity, speed, and
agility. These should become the Domodedovo Aerotropolis and the
region’s primary competitive tools based on fully leveraging an
expanded and improved Moscow Domodedovo Airport (DME) as put
forth in this report.
2. Competitive advantage based on connectivity, speed and agility
requires a new economic engine. The engine proposed is a DME Air
Logistics Hub (DALH) that will cornerstone and help drive a
Domodedovo Aerotropolis serving to diversity and upgrade the
region's manufacturing sector. This multimodal logistics hub will
integrate air, highway, rail and water transportation modes with
advanced telecommunications, sophisticated materials handling
systems, and state-of-the-art support services to provide DALH and
Domodedovo Aerotropolis tenant firms and users with superior
capability to respond rapidly and flexibly to future changing market
demands in Russia and worldwide.
3. Improved local roads and airport area highways, and new and extended
rail lines are required to integrate DME with aerotropolis business
clusters and with other major national and international transport
modes. Similarly, state-of-the-art broadband, fiber optics, Wi-Fi, WiWAN and satellite uplinks and downlinks are needed for DME’s and
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Domodedovo's Aerotropolis companies to trace, track, and control
product movements, which in the future will increasingly be monitored
and managed through RFID (radio frequency identification), GPS
(Global Positioning System), and intelligent software agents (via
computer chips embedded in products, parcels, and containers).
4. Just as today’s most successful businesses are innovative, flexible, and
rapidly responsive, so too must commercial facility planning and design
at DME and the Domodedovo Aerotropolis. Planning commercial
elements of the airport and Aerotropolis thus should not be so much a
fixed physical plan as it is a flexible framework for accommodating a
wide variety of investors, tenants, users, facilities and commercial
activities that can be modified when new demands, new technologies,
new industries, and new infrastructure emerge. DME management itself
must be agile, prepared to respond rapidly and creatively to evolving
investor, tenant and user needs and to coordinate “one-stop-shop”
support from a variety of government and institutional sectors for
future DME Airport City and Domodedovo Aerotropolis investors.
5. DME's new cargo infrastructure and facilities should also incorporate
flexibility and reconfigurability in their design elements. For example,
the cargo village should employ a modular layout for maximum
flexibility and phased development. On-site cargo processing facilities
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should employ flex-tech principles and be reconfigurable to allow for
expansion (or even contraction) as demand warrants. Their connecting
surface transportation systems should not interfere with aircraft ground
movements and should incorporate redundant routings to minimize
impact of congestion or possible accidents.
6. Domodedovo Aerotropolis transportation infrastructure should
likewise be designed to allow seamless and flexible flows of materials
and people among convergent transportation modes and industrial and
other commercial facilities both near the airport and outward along
transit corridors. Key to this would be planned highways, including a
new airport ring road and new rail lines, including future electric
commuter and high-speed rail. For cargo, rail/truck interfaces should
be provided by an intermodal rail facility at one of the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis sites recommended by Domodedovo Aerotropolis
Management as shown in Exhibit 2.21.
7. Logistics villages should be planned near or at the intermodal rail
facility as well as at possibly other strategic surface transportation nodes
in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis. Features of these logistics (freight)
villages were summarized in Exhibit 2.26.
8. A state-of-the-art World Cargo Center facility (new northern cargo
facility) should be constructed when demand warrants in the airport's
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redesigned and expanded northern logistics area. This facility, offering
modern electronic Customs clearance technology, would provide offramp DME tenants and off-site (Aerotropolis) production facilities,
warehouses, and distribution centers with efficient sorting capability,
customs clearance, perishables preservation and air freighter access. The
new World Cargo Center should be a shared facility available to all
foreign aircraft as well as Russian flag carriers who chose to utilize it.
9. The nearby 35-hectare area at the northern end of Runway 1 that had
been proposed originally as a cargo village should be planned and
developed as a value-added logistics Special Enterprise Zone (SEZ). It is
also recommended that the current Business Aviation Area be
eventually relocated so that this proposed logistics SEZ can be expanded
to better serve DME and its broader Aerotropolis. Consideration should
be given to engineering, geological and topographical work needed to
develop this logistics SEZ and provide first-order estimates of the costs
of constructing internal roads, utilities and preparing each for either
logistics/commercial/industrial uses. Negotiations should also
commence with appropriate Russian government agencies to secure
SEZ status at DME.
10. Initial planning should likewise provide preliminary site design for the
entire new northern logistics area so DME Construction Management
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can obtain a first-order cost assessment for buildings, cargo facilities,
ground transportation, and related infrastructure and other facilities
appropriate for a logistics SEZ. Achieving the SEZ's full potential will
rest on creating a value-adding logistics infrastructure and supporting
business environment that will substantially accelerate and improve
sourcing, production, and distribution activities of all its tenants and
users. This should include an enhanced automated customs
environment operating 24/7 with open architecture electronic data
interchange (EDI) capability and perhaps (given space availability)
developing an on-site logistics education and training facility.
11. Quality design and building standards should be established and
maintained in all of DME's logistics and cargo areas. To the degree
feasible, the DME' Air Logistics Hub and its surrounding industrial and
logistics clusters should be designed to look more like university
campuses or business parks than old-fashioned industrial or warehouse
areas.
12. DME must support not only logistics activities but also leisure and
business air travelers. To the extent possible, logistics, manufacturing,
trucking, and cargo handling should be physically separated from flows
of business and leisure travelers. For many of these travelers, DME's
passenger terminals (and future Airport City) are the front door to the
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Moscow region. It is therefore imperative that they provide the most
positive first impression. DME's Airport City, in fact, may be planned
and designed not only for functionality but also architecturally to create
a “wow” factor. This itself can be a powerful marketing tool attracting
future investors.
13. Regarding the above, airport architecture and other symbols send an
important message. All DME gateway entrances should thus receive
special emphasis in design and image appearance. These entries must
set the tone for the development within which the DME Airport City
and Domodedovo Aerotropolis identity will be established and
reinforced through distinctive building architecture, signage,
landscaping, and aviation theming. New electronic art technologies with
LED and laser lighting designs might be used to project the Airport
City’s and Aerotropolis's image in a futuristic, but non-gaudy manner.
Aviation-themed design standards need to be incorporated into DME
Airport City and Aerotropolis plans. This “place-making” or branding is
a pivotal marketing and real estate development strategy.
14. Similarly, as DME's “front door” corridor, Federal Highway A-105
should be planned and developed as more than a fast and efficient
transportation link to the airport. This corridor can also serve as a
marketing asset and positive first impression builder of the
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Domodedovo Aerotropolis and the greater Moscow region. It should
have aesthetic landscaping and visually appealing yet informative
signage, including tasteful billboards and electronic art highlighting the
culture, history, people and economic assets of the Russia and the
Moscow region. High design standards for all new structures along the
highway and screening of unsightly structures should be pursued. Just
as DME will serve as both the calling card and goodbye handshake for
tens of millions of annual future travelers to Moscow, so too will its
primary highway connectors to the airport.
15. In collaboration with the Russian Ministry of Transportation, technical
and financial feasibility studies should commence on bringing the
Airexpress trains under the airport to points southward and interfacing
with a future high-speed rail station at DME's Airport City, or possibly
even under Terminal 2 (similar to under T-2 at Paris CDG) making DME
a major multimodal transit point. This will likely boost DME's passenger
numbers, reinforce Airport City facility demand, and enhance access to
nearby aerotropolis's commercial developments, giving these
developments a future boost, as well.
16. Strong efforts must also continue to attract additional international air
service to DME. Airlines must be viewed not just as companies, but
more as basic transportation infrastructure, no different from roadways
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and rail. Airlines, like public infrastructure, are shared by all (business,
tourists, etc) providing “highways in the sky” that rapidly connect a
region to the world. These highways in the sky are “public goods”
infrastructures that do not have to be maintained by public money as do
roadways and rail infrastructure. DME should therefore consider
maintaining as low landing fees and other airline charges as financially
feasible to attract and retain air service.
17. To keep its airline fees as low as practical, DME management should
explore additional non-aeronautical revenue sources. Following airport
city and aerotropolis principles described in Chapter 1, DME must be
thought more in terms of a multimodal, multifunctional commercial
entity. This would involve DME developing additional revenue
generating activities in and near its passenger terminals ala Dubai,
Incheon, Singapore, Amsterdam Schiphol and Hong Kong. DME
management, in negotiation with appropriate Russian Federation
agencies, should also explore commercially developing land reserved
for future Runways 7, 8, and 9 for reasons noted in Chapter 2 and
summarized in Recommendation 18 below.
18. Major advances are occurring in air traffic control technology such as
NextGen were described in Chapter 2. Based on my and others'
assessments of these technological advances, it seems likely that
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NextGen I and NextGen II, both targeted for global implementation
over the next seven to fifiteen years, will dramatically increase the
capacity of existing runways and reduce the need for future new
runways at airports such as DME. Should estimates by the U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration be correct, DME will probably meet its longrange (post-2035) aircraft movement needs with at most six parallel
runways and supporting infrastructure. I have therefore suggested an
aeronautical and commercial development scheme for DME with 5
runways and T-taxiway for the mid-term (2021-2035) and a six parallel
runway system for the long-term (after 2035). The two schemes, which
were presented in Exhibit 2.15 and Exhibit 2.16, provided conceptual
illustrations of how DME's future aeronautical infrastructure and facility
needs might be met along with the types of commercial development
that could be associated with the mid-term five-runway plus T-Taxiway
scheme as well as the long-term six parallel runway scheme. These are
only suggestions and conceptual illustrations whose appropriateness
would need to be assessed and verified by DME Construction
Management.
19. All potential commercial developments illustrated in Exhibits 2.15 and
2.16 as well as those suggested for the DME Airport City and
Domodedovo Aerotropolis need to be assessed through on-going
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facility demand forecasts, competitor analysis, and risk analysis as is
described in Chapter 3. In some cases, investment grade analyses will be
required. Without such analyses, the the chances of making costly
investment mistakes are high.
20. Much more attention in the Domodedovo Aerotropolis planning
process needs to be given to consumer services facilities and to whitecollar business services. The current General Aerotropolis plan allocates
too much land for industrial and warehouse development and too little
and for the development of white-collar business service functions that
are being attracted to airport areas around the world. Federal Highway
A-105, in particular, should be planned for mostly office, hotel, and
consumer service complexes with industrial and warehouse space
concentrated in other locations, especially south of the airport.
21. To attract “white-collar” office functions to the DME Airport City and
Aerotropolis local amenities must be provided for the managers and
professional staff who will employed by them. Such lifestyle amenities
include upscale shopping, fine restaurants, and nightlife options along
with high quality residential complexes in the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis. Plans must therefore be made to offer these services near
quality housing developments.
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22. In terms of attracting higher-value goods-processing activities such as
high-tech industry, planning and marketing the DME air logistics hub
should emphasize the importance of its logistics-based capabilities.
High-tech businesses (as with others) will certainly continue to seek
traditional investment incentives such as tax relief, investment offsets
for land or facilities and subsidized workforce training. However, as
noted above, as the competitive priorities of connectivity, speed and
agile market response grow in importance, the relative power of
traditional government incentives will lessen. Increasingly, firm siting
decisions will be made at least as much on the basis of logistical
capabilities of the site and access to national and global markets as on
traditional government incentives. Such logistics-capability marketing
must be based on development realities of DME, though, and therefore
phased, predicated on DME's stage of logistics development. In each
phase, the marketing effort should be designed to attract a targeted
segment of DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis area tenants and users
based on capabilities offered at the phase which, in turn, would serve as
a catalyst to attract additional complementary firms to the immediate
airport area and extended aerotropolis.
23. Attracting time-sensitive manufacturing and distribution industries will
require a thorough understanding of modern supply chain management
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principles and the fast-cycle logistics. To offer a truly marketable
competitive advantage, DME with the assistance of Russian economic
development agencies, should bring together experts in logistics and
supply chain management, multimodal infrastructure development, and
information technology to help design applications that would properly
integrate and leverage all DME and Domodedovo Aerotropolis
resources for fast-cycle logistics. Few locations in the world are doing
this, so DME can have a first-mover advantage in attracting high-tech
and other time-critical industries to its aerotropolis if it takes the lead in
seizing this opportunity.
24. DME management has three options for operating the recommended
value-adding logistics area: (1) complete managerial control, (2)
outsource control to a 3PL, and (3) create a joint venture with an
appropriate 3PL clearly specifying the division of labor and
responsibilities. In all cases, Special Economic Zone (SEZ) status should
be sought for this area currently, and in its recommended expanded
form. Since effectively and competitively operating an SEZ now requires
sophisticated 3PL services, it is recommended that DME explore
forming a strategic or joint venture partnership with a world-class 3PL
that has demonstrated superior SEZ or Free Trade Zone management
and operational skills.
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25. DME Management should establish a close working relationship with
major corporate relocation and site selection consultants, making them
aware of DME's and its surrounding aerotropolis's assets, regularly
updating them on development progress. In most cases, multinational
companies looking to expand or relocate rely on site selection specialists
to provide them with a short-list of potential locations to choose from,
along with the location’s strengths and weaknesses. Likewise, major
commercial real estate firms such as Colliers International, CB Richard
Ellis, and Jones Lang Lasalle and real estate investment trusts (REIT’s)
such as Prologis often work closely with corporations in their site
selection and eventual commercial or industrial facility development.
26. The DME Group may wish to partner with a proven aerotropolis
development real estate firm such as Gale International in New York
which developed New Songdo City near Incheon International Airport
for both its Airport City and Aerotropolis developments. Gale
International has created and implemented the “City in a Box”
aerotropolis strategy allowing instant city developments such as New
Songdo.
27. There are lessons to be learned by DME management from commercial
development approaches around Amsterdam Schiphol Airport and in
the airport areas around Detroit and Memphis airports. For example,
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recognition by the Schiphol Group and local jurisdictions in the
Netherlands that Amsterdam Schiphol Airport was at the center of an
expanding territorial complex of airport-linked industrial and
commercial development led to the establishment of a public-private
partnership to oversee the development of available sites near the
airport. This organization—the Schiphol Area Development Company
(SADC)—directly manages some of these projects while coordinating all
of them. It operates like a quasi-development agency for the broader
Schiphol airport area steering new investment to its highest and best use
in the area. Likewise, as was described in Chapter 1, both Detroit and
Memphis have established public-private aerotropolis leadership
groups to foster economic development around their airports and
beyond. It is recommended that DME executives together with
Domodedovo Aerotropolis public officials visit these locations and
examine their aerotropolis governance models.
28. Whereas creating an inter-jurisdictional development organizations
such as SADC or an aerotropolis authority may not be feasible for the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis area, it is recommended that a nonbureaucratic alternative be implemented to improve chances of
coordinated efforts. One would be for DME executives to institute
periodic working sessions with local jurisdictional officials and planners
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and throughout the aerotropolis region to inform them better about the
nature of airport-linked development and explore how their specific
jurisdiction might complement and leverage this new form of
development. A larger picture view of Domodedovo Aerotropolis
development along with their community’s role in its evolution could
reduce local jurisdictional competition for entering businesses,
encourage more effective and mutually beneficial place marketing and
branding for business recruitment, lead to more coordinated actions to
address airport-induced problems, and realize more beneficial
commercial real estate development outcomes for all.
29. If speed and agility are going to be a trump card for DME and its
broader Aerotropolis, local governments will have to move quickly and
flexibly when a tenant comes along. Often prospective tenants cannot
afford to wait a year or more (or even six months) to get their site plan
and building permits approved. It is therefore highly recommended that
appropriate government agencies establish an accelerated site and
building plan approval process for Domodedovo Aerotropolis area that
can be completed in under 100 days from application.
30. Thought should be given to creating a future large cluster of four- and
possible five-star hotels in the immediate airport area. This critical mass
of business and leisure-oriented hotels should be of sufficient size to
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support higher-end restaurants, shopping, and night life activities.
Given passenger forecasts for DME, it appears that such large
hospitality complexes could be supported.
31. Powerful environmental movements are spreading throughout Europe
that could threaten commercial aviation and airports on a range of
noise, local pollution, and global greenhouse gases issue. DME should
maintain its initiatives in green airport planning and development as
should Domodedovo Aerotropolis local jurisdictions on
environmentally sustainable planning and development. This will
position DME and the Domodedovo Aerotropolis favorably during
likely intensifying debates on aviation and airport impacts on the
environment. The updated master plan for the Domodedovo
Aerotropolis should therefore address sustainable development in
greater detail.
32. Russian Federation agencies, Moscow region planning organizations,
and local government officials have a responsibility to guide land-uses
around DME so that they leverage and are leveraged by the airport.
Encroachment by residential development and conflicting land-use that
could hinder required future airport expansion must be prohibited
through strict zoning and enforcement of this zoning. Transition of
incompatible land uses that might prevent the airport from its future
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necessary expansion of passenger and air cargo activities should be a
priority.
33. The DME Group may wish to intensify the branding of the
Domodedovo Aerotropolis. To some extent, the media is the message.
Such branding could be instrumental in creating “buzz” in marketing to
potential outside investors, developers, tenants, and users. It will also
provide an excellent “place-making” framework for local organizations
and municipalities to come together under one branded umbrella for
mutually beneficial development.
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Exhibit 4.1. Three Stages of Aerotropolis Planning and Development
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Exhibit 4.2. Integrated Aerotropolis Planning

• Ground transportation planning

• Master planning

• Land use planning

• Traffic generation

• Environmental impact assessments

• Facility and infrastructure planning

Urban Planning

Airport Planning

Business Site Planning

• Investment planning and risk analysis
• Regional positioning and marketing
• Cluster analysis
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Appendix A
Logistics Performance Index Rankings of 155 nations, by Function, 2010
International LPI results
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Germany

1

4

1

4.11

4.07

4.16

100.0

3

4.00

1

4.34

9

3.66

4

4.14

4

4.18

3

4.48

Singapore

2

4

1

4.09

4.01

4.17

99.2

2

4.02

4

4.22

1

3.86

6

4.12

6

4.15

14

4.23

Sweden

3

10

1

4.08

3.90

4.25

98.8

5

3.88

10

4.03

2

3.83

2

4.22

3

4.22

11

4.32

Netherlands

4

4

1

4.07

4.00

4.14

98.5

4

3.98

2

4.25

11

3.61

3

4.15

9

4.12

6

4.41

Luxembourg

5

20

1

3.98

3.68

4.28

95.7

1

4.04

9

4.06

7

3.67

21

3.67

19

3.92

1

4.58

Switzerland

6

17

2

3.97

3.84

4.11

95.5

12

3.73

6

4.17

25

3.32

1

4.32

1

4.27

15

4.20

Japan

7

10

5

3.97

3.91

4.03

95.2

10

3.79

5

4.19

12

3.55

7

4.00

8

4.13

13

4.26

United Kingdom

8

11

5

3.95

3.89

4.02

94.9

11

3.74

16

3.95

8

3.66

9

3.92

7

4.13

8

4.37

Belgium

9

14

5

3.94

3.86

4.02

94.5

9

3.83

12

4.01

26

3.31

5

4.13

2

4.22

12

4.29

Norway

10

19

1

3.93

3.72

4.14

94.2

6

3.86

3

4.22

24

3.35

13

3.85

10

4.10

10

4.35

Ireland

11

19

5

3.89

3.74

4.05

92.9

18

3.60

19

3.76

5

3.70

16

3.82

13

4.02

4

4.47

Finland

12

19

5

3.89

3.74

4.03

92.6

7

3.86

8

4.08

19

3.41

10

3.92

11

4.09

25

4.08

Hong Kong SAR, China

13

18

6

3.88

3.78

3.98

92.4

8

3.83

13

4.00

6

3.67

14

3.83

17

3.94

26

4.04

Canada

14

18

7

3.87

3.78

3.97

92.3

13

3.71

11

4.03

32

3.24

8

3.99

15

4.01

5

4.41

United States

15

18

11

3.86

3.82

3.89

91.7

15

3.68

7

4.15

36

3.21

11

3.92

5

4.17

16

4.19

Denmark

16

20

5

3.85

3.65

4.04

91.4

19

3.58

15

3.99

16

3.46

15

3.83

18

3.94

7

4.38

France

17

18

11

3.84

3.78

3.91

91.3

17

3.63

14

4.00

28

3.30

12

3.87

14

4.01

9

4.37

Australia

18

19

9

3.84

3.73

3.95

91.2

14

3.68

18

3.78

3

3.78

17

3.77

20

3.87

18

4.16

Austria

19

25

5

3.76

3.53

4.00

88.7

20

3.49

21

3.68

4

3.78

20

3.70

22

3.83

23

4.08

Taiwan, China

20

25

16

3.71

3.56

3.85

86.9

25

3.35

22

3.62

10

3.64

22

3.65

12

4.04

30

3.95

New Zealand

21

40

3

3.65

3.22

4.08

85.0

16

3.64

26

3.54

23

3.36

26

3.54

25

3.67

17

4.17
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Italy

22

25

20

3.64

3.57

3.72

84.9

23

3.38

20

3.72

37

3.21

18

3.74

21

3.83

24

4.08

Korea, Rep.

23

25

21

3.64

3.57

3.70

84.7

26

3.33

23

3.62

15

3.47

23

3.64

23

3.83

28

3.97

United Arab Emirates

24

25

20

3.63

3.54

3.72

84.5

21

3.49

17

3.81

14

3.48

27

3.53

28

3.58

33

3.94

Spain

25

25

20

3.63

3.52

3.73

84.3

22

3.47

25

3.58

48

3.11

24

3.62

16

3.96

21

4.12

Czech Republic

26

32

21

3.51

3.36

3.66

80.5

27

3.31

34

3.25

17

3.42

35

3.27

27

3.60

19

4.16

China

27

28

26

3.49

3.45

3.53

79.9

32

3.16

27

3.54

27

3.31

29

3.49

30

3.55

36

3.91

South Africa

28

36

24

3.46

3.28

3.63

78.9

31

3.22

29

3.42

31

3.26

25

3.59

24

3.73

57

3.57

Malaysia

29

35

26

3.44

3.29

3.59

78.4

36

3.11

28

3.50

13

3.50

31

3.34

41

3.32

37

3.86

Poland

30

36

26

3.44

3.25

3.62

78.2

34

3.12

43

2.98

35

3.22

36

3.26

33

3.45

2

4.52

Israel

31

42

24

3.41

3.19

3.63

77.5

35

3.12

24

3.60

42

3.17

28

3.50

38

3.39

46

3.77

Bahrain

32

40

26

3.37

3.22

3.53

76.2

37

3.05

30

3.36

54

3.05

30

3.36

26

3.63

39

3.85

Lebanon

33

51

21

3.34

3.02

3.65

75.1

29

3.27

41

3.05

69

2.87

19

3.73

49

3.16

29

3.97

Portugal

34

43

26

3.34

3.16

3.51

75.0

28

3.31

35

3.17

59

3.02

33

3.31

39

3.38

40

3.84

Thailand

35

43

31

3.29

3.15

3.43

73.6

39

3.02

36

3.16

30

3.27

39

3.16

37

3.41

48

3.73

Kuwait

36

49

28

3.28

3.09

3.47

73.2

38

3.03

32

3.33

47

3.12

43

3.11

34

3.44

52

3.70

Latvia

37

51

28

3.25

3.02

3.48

72.2

40

2.94

49

2.88

21

3.38

46

2.96

29

3.55

49

3.72

Slovak Republic

38

51

28

3.24

3.02

3.46

71.9

47

2.79

42

3.00

57

3.05

41

3.15

31

3.54

34

3.92

Turkey

39

49

33

3.22

3.08

3.37

71.4

46

2.82

39

3.08

44

3.15

37

3.23

56

3.09

31

3.94

Saudi Arabia

40

49

33

3.22

3.09

3.36

71.3

43

2.91

33

3.27

82

2.80

32

3.33

42

3.32

45

3.78

Brazil

41

47

35

3.20

3.10

3.29

70.6

82

2.37

37

3.10

65

2.91

34

3.30

36

3.42

20

4.14

Iceland

42

51

32

3.20

3.02

3.37

70.5

30

3.22

31

3.33

50

3.10

42

3.14

53

3.14

84

3.27

Estonia

43

58

28

3.16

2.85

3.47

69.3

33

3.14

53

2.75

40

3.17

38

3.17

65

2.95

53

3.68

Philippines

44

51

35

3.14

2.99

3.29

68.8

54

2.67

64

2.57

20

3.40

47

2.95

44

3.29

42

3.83

Lithuania

45

56

32

3.13

2.89

3.38

68.5

48

2.79

54

2.72

38

3.19

56

2.85

46

3.27

35

3.92

Cyprus

46

52

36

3.13

2.97

3.29

68.4

42

2.92

46

2.94

45

3.13

58

2.82

32

3.51

75

3.44
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Rank
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Rank
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India

47

51

41

3.12

3.02

3.21

67.9

52

2.70

47

2.91

46

3.13

40

3.16

52

3.14

56

3.61

Argentina

48

51

43

3.10

3.01

3.19

67.4

56

2.63

52

2.75

43

3.15

45

3.03

51

3.15

43

3.82

Chile

49

55

38

3.09

2.95

3.24

67.3

41

2.93

50

2.86

94

2.74

48

2.94

40

3.33

44

3.80

Mexico

50

55

44

3.05

2.95

3.15

65.7

62

2.55

44

2.95

77

2.83

44

3.04

45

3.28

54

3.66

Panama

51

64

39

3.02

2.82

3.23

65.0

49

2.76

61

2.63

71

2.87

57

2.83

47

3.26

47

3.76

Hungary

52

86

35

2.99

2.66

3.31

63.8

45

2.83

38

3.08

86

2.78

53

2.87

71

2.87

62

3.52

Vietnam

53

69

44

2.96

2.78

3.14

100.0

53

2.68

66

2.56

58

3.04

51

2.89

55

3.10

76

3.44

Greece

54

86

38

2.96

2.67

3.24

99.2

68

2.48

45

2.94

73

2.85

65

2.69

43

3.31

67

3.49

Qatar

55

88

37

2.95

2.65

3.25

98.8

99

2.25

51

2.75

63

2.92

81

2.57

57

3.09

22

4.09

Costa Rica

56

81

50

2.91

2.72

3.09

98.5

58

2.61

67

2.56

105

2.64

59

2.80

54

3.13

51

3.71

Slovenia

57

82

51

2.87

2.71

3.04

95.7

60

2.59

58

2.65

76

2.84

50

2.90

50

3.16

103

3.10

Senegal

58

112

39

2.86

2.50

3.23

63.1

70

2.45

59

2.64

90

2.75

63

2.73

58

3.08

63

3.52

Romania

59

101

48

2.84

2.58

3.11

62.8

85

2.36

99

2.25

34

3.24

66

2.68

66

2.90

73

3.45

Oman

60

111

44

2.84

2.52

3.16

62.6

24

3.38

40

3.06

138

2.31

108

2.37

145

2.04

32

3.94

Tunisia

61

118

41

2.84

2.46

3.21

61.3

73

2.43

65

2.56

22

3.36

109

2.36

102

2.56

58

3.57

Kazakhstan

62

99

50

2.83

2.59

3.08

60.2

79

2.38

57

2.66

29

3.29

73

2.60

85

2.70

86

3.25

Bulgaria

63

105

47

2.83

2.55

3.12

59.8

65

2.50

94

2.30

52

3.07

55

2.85

62

2.96

95

3.18

Malta

64

114

44

2.82

2.49

3.16

59.1

55

2.65

48

2.89

64

2.91

52

2.89

104

2.56

117

3.02

Dominican Republic

65

93

51

2.82

2.61

3.03

59.1

63

2.51

90

2.34

107

2.59

100

2.42

48

3.17

38

3.85

Uganda

66

88

52

2.82

2.64

3.00

58.9

44

2.84

89

2.35

60

3.02

76

2.59

114

2.45

60

3.52

Peru

67

87

56

2.80

2.66

2.94

58.9

64

2.50

56

2.66

93

2.75

71

2.61

70

2.89

79

3.38

Uzbekistan

68

94

53

2.79

2.60

2.98

58.8

107

2.20

70

2.54

83

2.79

89

2.50

63

2.96

50

3.72

Benin

69

111

50

2.79

2.52

3.05

58.6

80

2.38

73

2.48

103

2.65

70

2.64

60

3.07

66

3.49

Honduras

70

82

58

2.78

2.69

2.87

58.5

76

2.39

93

2.31

101

2.67

82

2.57

74

2.83

41

3.83

Ecuador

71

88

57

2.77

2.65

2.90

58.4

92

2.32

82

2.38

72

2.86

72

2.60

72

2.84

59

3.55
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Rank
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Rank

Score

Rank
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Rank
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Colombia

72

94

56

2.77

2.60

2.95

57.9

66

2.50

62

2.59

112

2.54

61

2.75

82

2.75

64

3.52

Macedonia, FYR

73

90

56

2.77

2.62

2.93

57.5

61

2.55

68

2.55

79

2.83

60

2.76

76

2.82

105

3.10

Croatia

74

112

51

2.77

2.51

3.03

57.4

57

2.62

87

2.36

62

2.97

87

2.53

75

2.82

91

3.22

Indonesia

75

96

56

2.76

2.60

2.92

57.1

72

2.43

69

2.54

80

2.82

92

2.47

80

2.77

69

3.46

Paraguay

76

91

57

2.75

2.62

2.89

57.0

84

2.37

78

2.44

70

2.87

78

2.59

83

2.72

72

3.46

Uruguay

77

91

57

2.75

2.62

2.89

57.0

51

2.71

63

2.58

88

2.77

74

2.59

79

2.78

112

3.06

Bahamas, The

78

104

56

2.75

2.57

2.92

56.9

78

2.38

81

2.40

99

2.69

64

2.69

77

2.81

71

3.46

Bangladesh

79

94

57

2.74

2.60

2.88

56.8

90

2.33

72

2.49

61

2.99

96

2.44

92

2.64

70

3.46

Syrian Arab Republic

80

104

56

2.74

2.56

2.92

56.5

83

2.37

75

2.45

68

2.87

75

2.59

95

2.63

74

3.45

Jordan

81

104

56

2.74

2.57

2.91

56.3

93

2.31

55

2.69

49

3.11

90

2.49

133

2.33

78

3.39

Mauritius

82

131

48

2.72

2.34

3.10

56.3

50

2.71

96

2.29

33

3.24

97

2.43

100

2.57

127

2.91

Serbia

83

133

50

2.69

2.32

3.05

56.1

108

2.19

95

2.30

18

3.41

84

2.55

88

2.67

137

2.80

Venezuela, RB

84

105

67

2.68

2.54

2.81

56.0

133

2.06

76

2.44

56

3.05

85

2.53

73

2.84

116

3.05

Congo, Dem. Rep.

85

147

43

2.68

2.19

3.16

55.9

59

2.60

98

2.27

109

2.56

49

2.93

119

2.43

94

3.20

El Salvador

86

112

60

2.67

2.51

2.84

55.8

67

2.48

77

2.44

148

2.18

68

2.66

87

2.68

55

3.63

Bosnia and Herzegovina

87

125

56

2.66

2.40

2.93

55.3

89

2.33

105

2.22

51

3.10

116

2.30

86

2.68

96

3.18

Madagascar

88

126

56

2.66

2.38

2.93

54.1

87

2.35

60

2.63

53

3.06

102

2.40

109

2.51

128

2.90

Azerbaijan

89

120

61

2.64

2.44

2.84

53.9

117

2.14

104

2.23

55

3.05

91

2.48

91

2.65

100

3.15

Guatemala

90

120

64

2.63

2.43

2.83

53.8

91

2.33

84

2.37

150

2.16

62

2.74

84

2.71

61

3.52

Kyrgyz Republic

91

127

59

2.62

2.38

2.86

53.7

71

2.44

118

2.09

39

3.18

107

2.37

132

2.33

106

3.10

Egypt, Arab Rep.

92

143

52

2.61

2.24

2.99

53.4

122

2.11

106

2.22

110

2.56

54

2.87

101

2.56

81

3.31

Georgia

93

115

78

2.61

2.48

2.75

53.2

81

2.37

109

2.17

95

2.73

83

2.57

89

2.67

111

3.08

Russian Federation

94

112

83

2.61

2.51

2.71

52.6

115

2.15

83

2.38

96

2.72

88

2.51

97

2.60

88

3.23

Tanzania

95

124

68

2.60

2.41

2.79

52.4

74

2.42

129

2.00

85

2.78

105

2.38

103

2.56

80

3.33

Togo

96

134

57

2.60

2.31

2.89

52.0

75

2.40

142

1.82

126

2.42

94

2.45

35

3.42

118

3.02
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Guinea

97

147

52

2.60

2.17

3.02

51.8

88

2.34

116

2.10

124

2.43

67

2.68

68

2.89

104

3.10

Haiti

98

126

68

2.59

2.38

2.80

51.8

121

2.12

108

2.17

41

3.17

93

2.46

120

2.43

119

3.02

Kenya

99

126

68

2.59

2.39

2.79

51.6

103

2.23

113

2.14

75

2.84

122

2.28

69

2.89

113

3.06

Nigeria

100

124

74

2.59

2.40

2.77

51.4

109

2.17

80

2.43

74

2.84

95

2.45

116

2.45

107

3.10

Yemen, Rep.

101

152

43

2.58

2.01

3.16

51.4

69

2.46

88

2.35

142

2.24

110

2.35

94

2.63

68

3.48

Ukraine

102

140

57

2.57

2.26

2.89

51.2

135

2.02

79

2.44

84

2.79

77

2.59

112

2.49

114

3.06

Iran, Islamic Rep.

103

124

80

2.57

2.41

2.74

51.1

106

2.22

86

2.36

121

2.44

69

2.65

110

2.50

85

3.26

Moldova

104

120

83

2.57

2.43

2.71

51.0

124

2.11

123

2.05

78

2.83

132

2.17

61

3.00

97

3.17

Cameroon

105

140

59

2.55

2.25

2.84

49.7

123

2.11

115

2.10

100

2.69

86

2.53

98

2.60

99

3.16

Niger

106

140

66

2.54

2.26

2.82

49.4

132

2.06

97

2.28

102

2.66

98

2.42

115

2.45

83

3.28

Nicaragua

107

133

78

2.54

2.33

2.75

49.3

101

2.24

102

2.23

106

2.63

114

2.31

107

2.51

92

3.21

Jamaica

108

147

54

2.53

2.11

2.96

49.2

140

2.00

121

2.07

81

2.82

112

2.32

59

3.07

134

2.82

Côte d’Ivoire

109

138

69

2.53

2.28

2.79

49.2

114

2.16

85

2.37

122

2.44

80

2.57

64

2.95

140

2.73

Pakistan

110

131

83

2.53

2.34

2.72

49.1

134

2.05

120

2.08

66

2.91

120

2.28

93

2.64

110

3.08

Armenia

111

133

82

2.52

2.32

2.73

48.9

125

2.10

92

2.32

123

2.43

79

2.59

139

2.26

77

3.40

Bolivia

112

129

89

2.51

2.37

2.66

48.5

97

2.26

100

2.24

115

2.53

104

2.38

127

2.38

93

3.20

Gambia, The

113

143

79

2.49

2.24

2.74

48.0

77

2.38

110

2.17

113

2.54

106

2.37

137

2.27

101

3.15

Turkmenistan

114

140

83

2.49

2.26

2.72

47.9

119

2.14

101

2.24

137

2.31

111

2.34

126

2.38

65

3.51

Chad

115

147

67

2.49

2.18

2.80

47.9

96

2.27

126

2.00

91

2.75

145

2.04

96

2.62

102

3.14

Congo, Rep.

116

147

60

2.48

2.11

2.84

47.4

137

2.02

151

1.62

132

2.33

101

2.42

131

2.33

27

4.00

Ghana

117

147

68

2.47

2.15

2.79

47.3

86

2.35

71

2.52

129

2.38

99

2.42

108

2.51

142

2.67

Lao PDR

118

138

89

2.46

2.28

2.64

47.0

113

2.17

132

1.95

97

2.70

137

2.14

113

2.45

89

3.23

Albania

119

145

83

2.46

2.22

2.70

46.8

129

2.07

112

2.14

104

2.64

103

2.39

124

2.39

120

3.01

Comoros

120

147

82

2.45

2.16

2.73

46.5

142

1.96

146

1.76

108

2.56

124

2.26

78

2.79

90

3.23

Montenegro

121

147

88

2.43

2.20

2.66

45.9

112

2.17

74

2.45

114

2.54

113

2.32

117

2.44

145

2.65
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LPI rank

LPI score

Lower Upper
Rank bound bound

Score

Lower
bound

Upper
bound

% of
highest
performer

Customs

Infrastructure

International
shipments

Logistics
quality and
competence

Tracing and
tracking

Timeliness

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Gabon

122

147

84

2.41

2.15

2.68

45.4

102

2.23

117

2.09

139

2.29

115

2.31

90

2.67

130

2.87

Ethiopia

123

149

82

2.41

2.10

2.73

45.4

120

2.13

145

1.77

89

2.76

136

2.14

67

2.89

144

2.65

Papua New Guinea

124

146

92

2.41

2.21

2.62

45.3

138

2.02

135

1.91

111

2.55

131

2.20

118

2.43

87

3.24

Maldives

125

147

91

2.40

2.19

2.62

45.1

98

2.25

111

2.16

125

2.42

117

2.29

121

2.42

133

2.83

Djibouti

126

147

91

2.39

2.17

2.62

44.8

100

2.25

91

2.33

116

2.50

133

2.17

123

2.42

143

2.67

Liberia

127

147

90

2.38

2.13

2.64

44.4

94

2.28

127

2.00

133

2.33

134

2.16

125

2.38

109

3.08

Bhutan

128

149

87

2.38

2.09

2.67

44.3

118

2.14

141

1.83

120

2.44

127

2.24

105

2.54

122

2.99

Cambodia

129

147

100

2.37

2.15

2.59

44.0

95

2.28

114

2.12

146

2.19

118

2.29

111

2.50

132

2.84

Algeria

130

144

116

2.36

2.23

2.49

43.7

141

1.97

122

2.06

98

2.70

129

2.24

138

2.26

136

2.81

Tajikistan

131

147

112

2.35

2.17

2.52

43.2

147

1.90

128

2.00

127

2.42

125

2.25

141

2.25

98

3.16

Libya

132

152

88

2.33

2.01

2.66

42.8

116

2.15

107

2.18

140

2.28

121

2.28

143

2.08

124

2.98

Myanmar

133

149

105

2.33

2.09

2.56

42.7

146

1.94

134

1.92

131

2.37

148

2.01

129

2.36

82

3.29

Botswana

134

153

85

2.32

1.96

2.68

42.3

126

2.09

119

2.09

152

1.91

119

2.29

99

2.59

123

2.99

Solomon Islands

135

147

120

2.31

2.16

2.46

42.0

127

2.08

103

2.23

147

2.18

123

2.27

147

2.03

115

3.05

Mozambique

136

152

98

2.29

1.99

2.60

41.5

145

1.95

124

2.04

87

2.77

130

2.20

135

2.28

150

2.40

Sri Lanka

137

152

105

2.29

2.02

2.56

41.4

143

1.96

138

1.88

117

2.48

142

2.09

142

2.23

125

2.98

Zambia

138

153

67

2.28

1.76

2.81

41.2

111

2.17

140

1.83

128

2.41

149

2.01

130

2.35

131

2.85

Mali

139

153

92

2.27

1.92

2.62

40.7

128

2.08

125

2.00

149

2.17

138

2.13

134

2.31

129

2.90

Guyana

140

149

121

2.27

2.10

2.44

40.7

136

2.02

130

1.99

136

2.31

126

2.25

136

2.28

141

2.70

Mongolia

141

150

121

2.25

2.05

2.45

40.2

149

1.81

133

1.94

119

2.46

128

2.24

122

2.42

147

2.55

Angola

142

151

119

2.25

2.03

2.46

40.1

151

1.75

149

1.69

130

2.38

147

2.02

106

2.54

121

3.01

Afghanistan

143

150

122

2.24

2.06

2.42

39.9

104

2.22

139

1.87

141

2.24

141

2.09

128

2.37

146

2.61

Fiji

144

152

118

2.24

2.00

2.47

39.7

144

1.95

131

1.98

118

2.48

139

2.11

151

1.96

135

2.82

Burkina Faso

145

153

83

2.23

1.75

2.70

39.4

105

2.22

137

1.89

153

1.73

146

2.02

81

2.77

138

2.77

Sudan

146

153

105

2.21

1.84

2.57

38.7

139

2.02

144

1.78

151

2.11

135

2.15

148

2.02

108

3.09
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LPI rank

LPI score

Lower Upper
Rank bound bound

Score

Lower
bound

Upper
bound

% of
highest
performer

Customs

Infrastructure

International
shipments

Logistics
quality and
competence

Tracing and
tracking

Timeliness

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

Nepal

147

152

126

2.20

2.01

2.40

38.6

130

2.07

143

1.80

143

2.21

143

2.07

140

2.26

139

2.74

Iraq

148

153

132

2.11

1.87

2.34

35.5

131

2.07

147

1.73

144

2.20

140

2.10

150

1.96

148

2.49

Guinea-Bissau

149

154

112

2.10

1.69

2.52

35.4

148

1.89

153

1.56

92

2.75

153

1.56

153

1.71

126

2.91

Cuba

150

153

137

2.07

1.84

2.29

34.3

150

1.79

136

1.90

135

2.32

151

1.88

146

2.03

149

2.41

Rwanda

151

153

132

2.04

1.73

2.34

33.4

153

1.63

150

1.63

67

2.88

152

1.85

149

1.99

154

2.05

Namibia

152

154

125

2.02

1.63

2.41

32.8

152

1.68

148

1.71

145

2.20

144

2.04

144

2.04

151

2.38

Sierra Leone

153

153

148

1.97

1.75

2.19

31.2

110

2.17

152

1.61

134

2.33

154

1.53

152

1.73

152

2.33

Eritrea

154

155

151

1.70

1.34

2.06

22.4

154

1.50

155

1.35

154

1.63

150

1.88

154

1.55

153

2.21

Somalia

155

155

155

1.34

1.05

1.63

10.9

155

1.33

154

1.50

155

1.33

155

1.33

155

1.17

155

1.38

Note: The six core dimensions captured by the LPI survey are rated by respondents on a scale of 1–5, where 1 is very low or very difficult and 5 is very high or very easy,
except for question 15, where 1 is hardly ever and 5 is nearly always. Source: Logistics performance survey data, 2009.
Source: The World bank. Connecting to Compete 2010: Trade Logistics in the Global Economy. The Logistics Performance Index and Its Indicators.
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Appendix C
The 2004 U.S./China Cargo Hub Agreement
Under the terms of the 2004 amendment to the U.S./China aviation agreement, carriers that
meet certain qualifications at an airport in the other country may be granted “cargo hub status,”
which carries with it significant increases in rights and privileges. The agreement defines a
cargo hub as a point that a designated airline serves with at least 72 all-cargo movements
(landings or takeoffs) per week. The carrier must also have its own employees at the hub, load
and unload cargo there, and use a bonded facility under the supervision of customs authorities.
Note that this does not require the 72 flights all to have origin and destination points in the U.S.
and China. If FedEx flies to Guangzhou from Bangkok and returns to Bangkok, that counts as
two movements in Guangzhou. Further, with the change-of-gauge rights granted in the amended
agreement (see below), all-cargo carriers are permitted to operate some services entirely within
the other country, and those flights may also count toward the required 72 movements.
The rights granted in the 2004, 2005, and 2006 tranches will not, in themselves, give any of
the carriers enough movements to qualify immediately, but add in future rights, flights from
other points, and change-of-gauge flights, and it is clear that both UPS and FedEx will reach the
72 movement threshold by the time they open their hubs 2007 and 2008, respectively.
Under the terms of the agreement, once a carrier has qualified for hub status under the
definition above, it will be entitled to exercise the following additional rights at that hub:
1. Unlimited frequencies and capacity of international service.
2. No limit on change, at the hub, on size, type, or number of aircraft operated at the hub
in international service, with the proviso that a maximum of four change-of-gauge
flights will be allowed for each incoming flight.
3. Unlimited fifth-freedom rights.
4. The right to complete self-handling.
5. Almost unlimited code-share, block space, and wet-lease arrangements with any
airline of any country.
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In addition to the cargo hub clause, the amended agreement also has clauses granting
extensive intermodal rights, and self-handling rights, as follows:
1. Intermodal Rights: Effective January 1, 2007, airlines and indirect providers of cargo
transportation of both countries shall be permitted, without restriction, to employ any
surface transportation for cargo to or from any points in the territories of either party
or in third countries.
2. Self-Handling: Effective January l, 2008, each designated airline shall have the right to
perform its own ground-handling in the territory of the other country, or, at its option,
select among competing agents for such services in whole or in part.
The change of gauge clause
The section of the agreement dealing with change of gauge on all-cargo flights is broken
into two parts—the first concerns change of gauge at an intermediate point between the U.S. and
China, while the second, and more important to the discussion here, concerns change of gauge
within the U.S. or China. Note that while we use the example of FedEx flying to China, the rules
would apply equally to China Southern Airlines (for example) flying to the U.S.
The rules regarding intermediate points first:
•

As of January 1, 2006, designated all-cargo carriers from one country will be allowed
two onward flights to the other country with aircraft of any size or type for each
incoming flight at an intermediate point. For example, if FedEx flies from the U.S. to
Narita in Japan with an MD-11, it will be allowed to split the cargo and fly separate
aircraft to two destinations in China—say Guangzhou and Beijing—but not more than
two.

•

The continuing flights each count against the frequency limits specified in the
agreement.

•

The continuing flights must be scheduled in continuance with the inbound or outbound
aircraft except in the case of flights delayed for operational/mechanical reasons.

•

There is no provision for these limits to be changed in the future.
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Regulations governing change of gauge within the other country will change over time, as
follows:
•

•
•
•

From March 25, 2005 through March 24, 2007, two flights with aircraft of any size or type
may operate beyond a point of change of gauge in the territory of the other party for each
incoming aircraft, but only one of those two may operate to another point in that party's
territory. For example, If FedEx flies into Guangzhou from anywhere, it will be allowed to
split the cargo and fly separate aircraft to two other points in China—say Beijing and
Shanghai—and one of those flights may continue to a third destination (for example, the
Beijing flight could continue to Tianjin).
On March 25, 2007, the rule will change, allowing both of the change-of-gauge flights to
continue to other points.
On March 25, 2009 the rule will be relaxed again, allowing three change-of-gauge flights, two
of which may continue to other points
On Varch 25, 2011, all three change-of-gauge flights will be allowed to continue to other
points.
According to Air Cargo Facts, the rights allowed by the cargo hub clause and the change of

gauge clause will make for a huge change. As an example: In 2011, when all the amendments
are in place, FedEx will be able to fly an A380 freighter from the U.S. to its Guangzhou hub,
then break the load onto three of its own A300-600Fs which could then serve two Chinese cities
each, effectively giving the integrator the right to provide air service from the U.S. to seven cities
(including Guangzhou) with that one U.S.-Guangzhou flight. While carriers will not be allowed
to pick up domestic cargo on the change-of-gauge flights—but it is nonetheless a huge step
toward real open skies for cargo. On the subject of domestic cargo, the hub decisions by UPS and
FedEx represent a tremendous opportunity for Chinese freighter operators as well.
Source: Air Cargo Facts (July 2005).
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Provision of required infrastructure on preferential terms
Infrastructure of special economic zones: engineering, transport, social, customs etc. is created at the
expense of budgets of all levels (federal budget, budget of constituent entities of the Russian Federation,
local budget). Investors are provided with a land plot of required size with all the
necessaryengineering network connections (heating, electricity, gas, water, telecommunications etc.).

Ready infrastructure
Infrastructure of special economic zones: engineering, transport, social, customs etc. is established at
the expense of budgets of all levels (federal budget, budget of constituent entities of the Russian
Federation, local budgets).
Investors are provided with land plots of required size with all necessary engineering networks
(heating, electricity, gas, water, telecommunications etc.).
Given that, as a rule, investors in special economic zones do not pay for network connection, the ready
infrastructure provided by the state allows significant reduction in costs of new enterprise
establishment, as well as significant time costs reduction.
Customs infrastructure
Customs posts within special economic zones are operating 24 hours a day, which allows significant
reduction in time costs for cargo and equipment registration under a special customs regime.
Office centers
Modern business centers, conference halls, meeting rooms, bank representative offices, equipped
offices, restaurants, fitness centers - i.e. everything for comfortable work of the employees of investor
companies - are being created within special economic zones.
Road infrastructure
Roads, logistics centers, and container sites are being actively constructed in special economic zones of
all types. Investors in industrial production zones have an opportunity to use railway lines running
immediately within the special economic zone for transportation of bulky cargos.
Development of immovable properties within SEZ and adjacent area, as well as management of these
and previously developed objects is ensured by a joint stock company (JSC “Special Economic
Zones“), 100% of shares in which belong to the Russian Federation.
In 2010 construction of 17 infrastructure facilities was completed, among them:
1. Administrative and business center with engineering infrastructure and customs infrastructure
(1st stage) (special economic zone of technology innovative type "St. Petersburg", site
"Neudorf");
2. The road with the mainline engineering networks (1st Launch Complex) (special economic zone
of technology innovative type "Zelenograd", Moscow);
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3. On-site power supply networks, rainwater drainage (3rd Launch Complex), pressure foul water
sewer to district waste water treatment facilities (special economic zone of industrial-production
type "Alabuga", the Republic of Tatarstan);
4. Distribution substations RP-21 (special economic zone of industrial-production type "Alabuga",
the Republic of Tatarstan);
5. Facilities of the 2nd step of 2nd stage of the administrative and business center (special
economic zone of industrial-production type "Lipetsk");
6. Container yard for 192 containers (special economic zone of industrial-production type
"Lipetsk");
7. Central distribution substation of Novaya industrial zone (special economic zone of technology
innovative type "Dubna", Moscow Region.).
18 infrastructure facilities are at the completion stage, among them:
1. Onsite power supply networks, networks of heating, telecommunications, information and
computer communications, onsite roads (3rd launch complex of the 1st stage), sewage-pumping
station No. 2 (special economic zone of industrial-production type "Alabuga", the Republic of
Tatarstan);;
2. Road along driveway 4803 (being designed) (special economic zone of technical-innovative
type "Zelenograd", Moscow);
3. Main entrance to territory and entrance to territory of the 2nd stage (special economic zone of
industrial production type "Lipetsk");
4. Gas supply networks (1st Launch Complex of the 2nd stage) (special economic zone of
industrial production type "Lipetsk");
5. Fencing of the site of the 1st Launch complex of 2nd turn of SEZ (special economic zone of
industrial production type "Lipetsk");
6. Fencing of the site (special economic zone of tourism and recreational type in the Altai
Territory);
7. Engineering Center, gas boiler No.1 (special economic zone of technology innovative type
"Tomsk");
8. Onsite network of telecommunications, information and computer communications, drinking
water, domestic sewage, onsite roads and driveways (special economic zone of technology
innovative type "Tomsk");
9. Facilities of engineering infrastructure and customs infrastructure attributed to the complex of
office and business buildings (special economic zone of technology innovative type "Dubna",
Moscow Region.)
10.Road network and utility infrastructure network of Novaya Industrial Zone (special economic
zone of technology innovative type "Dubna", Moscow Region.)
11.Water supply networks and sewers, heating networks, networks of telecommunications,
information networks (special economic zone of technology innovative type "Dubna", Moscow
Region.)
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Tax privileges
Tax privileges for investors in special economic zones are envisaged both at the federal and regional
levels. Tax privileges depend on the type of special economic zone and the legislation of constituent
entities of the Russian Federation where the relevant special economic zone in question is located.

Tax exemptions for investors of special economic zones
There are tax exemptions common for all types of special economic zones:
1. A reduced rate of income tax to be paid to
the budgets of the Russian Federation has
been set for residents of all types of zones.
2. Residents are exempt from property tax for
a period of 5-10 years depending on their
zone from the moment of their property
registration if the following conditions are
satisfied:
• Property is created or acquired to
conduct activities within the zone;
• Said property is located within the
zone;
• Property is actually used within the zone.
• Preferences relevant to transport tax are set by the Russian Federation constituent
entities, where special zones are created. Transport tax exemptions are granted to
investors from the moment of the registration of the vehicle.
• At the federal level, investors are exempt from land tax for 5-10 years depending on
their zone upon emergence of ownership right to land located on its territory.
• Depending on a zone type, investors are granted with additional exemptions:
• Investors of industrial production and tourism and recreational zones may apply
accelerated depreciation, setting out a multiplier for fixed assets.
• In accordance with the Federal law dated October 16, 2010 No. 272-FZ “On Amending
the Federal Law On insurance Premiums to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation,
the Social Insurance Fund of the Russian Federation, the Federal Compulsory Medical
Insurance Fund and Territorial Compulsory Medical Insurance Funds” and Article 33 of
the Federal law “On Compulsory Pension Insurance in the Russian Federation” (adopted
by State Duma on October 08, 2010) the establishment of lower rates of insurance
premiums is stipulated for the transitional period 2011-2019 for organizations having the
status of a technology innovative special economic zone resident.
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Name

2011

2012-2017

2018

2019

Pension Fund

8,0 %

8,0 %

13,0 %

20,0 %

Social Insurance Fund of the Russian
Federation

2,0 %

2,0 %

2,9 %

2,9 %

Federal Compulsory Medical Insurance
Fund

2,0 %

4,0 %

5,1 %

5,1 %

Territorial Compulsory Medical
Insurance Funds

2,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

of the Russian Federation

For investors of the port areas are provided VAT exemptions: works (services) in the port SEZ by port
SEZ investors refers to transactions not subject to VAT.
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Special customs regime
Regime of a free customs zone established within a special economic zone allows reduction in costs of
investment project implementation and launch of facilities, which often require import of expensive
equipment and parts into Russia.
Foreign goods imported into the zone (equipment, raw materials, component parts, construction materials)
are placed and used without payment of customs fees or Value Added Tax (18%).

Layout for customs payment procedure

Customs preferences
Customs procedure for free
customs zone (FCZ) applicable to
industrial production and technology
innovative zones, as well as to port
zones allows beneficial placement of
high-tech
enterprises
the
establishment of which is often
requires bringing into Russia from
abroad some expensive hardware and
components.
Foreign goods imported into special economic zones (equipment, raw materials, components,
construction materials) are placed and used without paying of customs duties and taxes, as well as with
no applying non-tariff regulation. Customs Union goods are placed under the customs procedure of a
free customs zone without payment of export duties, and without applying prohibitions, and
restrictions.
Upon the completion of FCS customs procedures, goods placed under the customs procedure of
FCZ as well as processed products made of such goods are placed under other customs procedures
established by the Customs Code of the Customs Union, depending on the status of the goods.
Prior to January 1, 2017 there is an opportunity to release to the internal market of the Customs
Union the processed products made by special economic zones residents registered before January 1,
2012, with the use of foreign goods placed under the customs procedure of FCZ, without payment of
customs duties and taxes, if these products have been sufficiently processed.
Alongside with that residents have the right to select criteria for sufficient processing of goods that
can be expressed as:
• Change in the classification code of goods in accordance with the Single Commodity
Nomenclature of Foreign Trade Activities of the Customs Union at the level of any of the first
four digits;
• Meeting necessary requirements of production and technological operations sufficient to
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recognize the goods manufactured with the use of foreign goods placed under the customs
procedure of a customs-free zone as the goods of the Customs Union;
• Changes in the value of goods when the percentage of used material cost or the value added
reaches a fixed share of the price of the finished goods (ad valorem percentage rule).
In case of delivery of goods produced within a special economic zone from imported parts or raw
materials to the customs territory of the Customs Union, investors have the right to select the rate of
customs duty to be applied, in other words the rate on raw materials or the rate on the finished
products.
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Special administrative regime
To establish favorable conditions for business development, simplify procedures for interaction with state
authorities and reduce investors' time costs in implementation of projects in special economic zones a
"one-window" system was introduced.

Administrative regime and the system of “one-window”
To ensure a favorable climate for business development, to simplify the interaction procedures with
public authorities and to reduce investors’ time consumption when implementing projects in special
economic zones the system of "one window" is introduced.
The system of "one window" envisages:
• Provision of a complex of public services in one place;
• Submission and handing out of documents, as well as their preliminary approval in electronic
form;
• Ensuring permanent access of investors to information about the current status of processing of
submitted documents and relevant management decisions made.
The system of "one window" is a single center of submitting documents required for property rent
issues, land acquisition, accounting of real estate and registration of titles, obtaining building permits,
technical specifications for connection to engineering networks.
The list of public services required for effective conduct of business is determined on the basis of
questioning conducted among investing companies, and then a decision is made on involvement into
the system of "one window" of certain government agencies (FTS of Russia, FCS of Russia, FMS of
Russia, etc.). The agencies provide services related to the reception and handing out of required
documents.
Public services based on the principle of "one window" are provided in specially equipped premises
(office of "one window") located in the administrative and business centers in each of the special
economic zones.
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Guarantees of the Government of the Russian Federation
Immutability of privileges provided is guaranteed by the Government of the Russian Federation.
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Access to skilled human resources
Special economic zones in the Russian Federation are established in the areas with human resources
availability. Depending on a zone type, certain regions provide facilities for high-tech production, research
centers and laboratories, inexpensive labour force for industrial production, staff experienced in the field of
transport, engineering and logistics.
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The human resource potential of special economic zones of the Russian Federation
Special Economic Zone Average salary in the Closeness of specialized Statistical data on the
region*
universities**
population of RF
entity***
Technology innovative zones
Zelenograd
RUR 30,000
Immediate proximity of
• Economically
(Moscow)
($970; €710)
Moscow universities:
active population:
6117 thousand
• Lomonosov
persons;
Moscow State
• Number of
University;
professionals with
• Bauman Moscow
higher vocational
education: 243
State Technical
thousand persons.
University;
• Moscow State
University of
InstrumentMaking and
Informatics;
• National Research
Technological
University of
Information
Technologies and
Automated
Control Systems;
• Moscow State
Institute of Radio
Engineering,
Electronics and
Automatics;
• Moscow State
University of
Applied
Biotechnology;
• and others
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Special Economic Zone Average salary in the Closeness of specialized Statistical data on the
region*
universities**
population of RF
entity***
Dubna
RUR 20,000
University of Nature,
• Economically
(Moscow Region)
($650; €480)
Society and Man
active population:
"Dubna" trains experts in
3764 thousand
the following industries:
persons;
• Number of
• Nanotechnologies
professionals with
and advanced
higher vocational
materials;
education: 29.3
• Biophysics;
thousand persons.
• Nuclear physics;
• Information
technologies;
• Information
computation
systems.
Tomsk
(Tomsk Region)

RUR 15,000
($480; €360)

• Tomsk State
University;
• Siberian State
Medical
University;
• Tomsk
Polytechnic
University;
• Tomsk State
University of
Control Systems
and Radio
electronics.
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• Economically
active population:
549 thousand
persons;
• Number of
professionals with
higher vocational
education: 15.9
thousand persons;

Special Economic Zone Average salary in the Closeness of specialized Statistical data on the
region*
universities**
population of RF
entity***
St. Petersburg
RUR 28,000
• St. Petersburg
• Economically
( St. Petersburg)
($900; €670)
State University;
active population:
2704 thousand
• Bonch-Bruevich
persons;
University of
•
Number of
Telecommunicatio
ns;
professionals with
higher vocational
• Ulyanovsk
education: 84.7
(Lenin) Electro
thousand persons.
technical
University;
• University of
Information
Technologies,
Mechanics and
Optics;
• EngineeringEconomical
University;
• University of
Aerospace
InstrumentMaking;
• St. Petersburg
State Chemical
and
Pharmaceutical
Academy of
Federal Agency
for Healthcare and
Social
Development;
• - Academician
Pavlov Medical
University;
• and others
Industrial-Production Zones
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Special Economic Zone Average salary in the Closeness of specialized Statistical data on the
region*
universities**
population of RF
entity***
Alabuga
• Kazan State
• Economically
(Republic of Tatarstan)
RUR 16,000
Architecture and
active population:
&($520; €380)
Construction
1975 thousand
University;
persons;
• Kazan State
• Number of
Medical
professionals with
University of
higher vocational
Ministry of
education: 41.6
Health of the
thousand persons.
Russian
Federation;
• Tupolev Kazan
State Technical
University;
• Kazan State
Energetic
University;
• Nizhnekamsk
Chemical and
Technological
Institute;
• and others
Lipetsk
(Lipetsk Region)

RUR 20,000
($650; €480)

• Lipetsk State
Technical
University;
• Lipetsk MachineBuilding
University;
• Lipetsk
Metallurgical
College;;
• and others
! There are a number of
valid agreements
relevant to training
experts for residents of
the special economic
zone between the SEZ
Administration and
universities of the region.
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• Economically
active population:
609 thousand
persons;
• Number of
professionals with
higher vocational
education: 6.2
thousand persons.

Special Economic Zone Average salary in the Closeness of specialized Statistical data on the
region*
universities**
population of RF
entity***
Togliatti
RUR 16,000
• Samara State
• Economically
(Samara Region)
RUR 16,000
Academy;
active population:
1787 thousand
• Tolyatti State
persons;
University (6
•
Number of
faculties, special
scientific fields
professionals with
being developed
higher vocational
in accordance
education: 32.8
with requirements
thousand persons.
and priorities of
the region science
and engineering);
• Tolyatti State
University of
Service
Management
(there is a
direction for
training
professionals for
Avtovaz and
automotive
industry as a
whole);
• Korolev Samara
State Aerospace
University;
• Samara State
Technical
University;
• Volga State
Academy of
Telecommunicatio
ns and
Informatics;
• and others
Port zones
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Special Economic Zone Average salary in the Closeness of specialized Statistical data on the
region*
universities**
population of RF
entity***
• Ulyanovsk State
• Economically
Sovetskaya Gavan
RUR 23,000
University (22
active population:
(Khabarovsk Territory)
($740; €550)
graduation
698 thousand
faculties, 91
persons;
departments);
• Number of
• Khabarovsk
professionals with
Branch of
higher vocational
Siberian State
education: 16.9
University of
thousand persons.
Telecommunicatio
ns and
Informatics.
Ulyanovsk-East
(Ulyanovsk Region)

• Far East State
University of
Transport Routes;
• Khabarovsk
Branch of
Novosibirsk
Academy of
Water Transport;
• Ulyanovsk State
Technical
University
(training of
professionals at
52 departments
for 33 directions
and 48
occupations).

RUR 12,300
($400; €290)
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• Economically
active population:
794 thousand
persons;
• Number of
professionals with
higher vocational
education: 9.9
thousand of
persons.

Special Economic Zone Average salary in the Closeness of specialized Statistical data on the
region*
universities**
population of RF
entity***
• Murmansk State
• Economically
Murmansk
RUR 28,000
Technical
active population:
(Murmansk Region)
($900; €670)
University;
520 thousand
persons;
• Murmansk
•
Number of
Branch of
Admiral Makarov
professionals with
State Marine
higher vocational
Academy;
education: 6.9
thousand persons.
• Murmansk
Branch of St.
Petersburg State
University of
Transport Routes;
• Murmansk
Branch of St.
Petersburg State
University of
Water Routes.
* - According to social-economic data provided by Regional Administrations of the Russian Federation for the period
January-August 2010. (at the exchange rate of the Central Bank of Russia as of 22.10.10)
** - The bodies of special economic zones provide qualified assistance to investors with regard to selecting professionals
for work at their sites.
***- According to the social-economic indicators of Russia's regions for 2009. (Federal State Statistics Service)
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Rent of land plots within special economic zones
An investor that has obtained the status of a special economic zone resident and is performing
entrepreneur activities within such zone is provided with a land plot registered in the state cadastre and
located within the zone under a lease agreement (Art. 32, clause 2, Federal Law dated July 22, 2005 FZ
No. 116 “On Special Economic Zones in the Russian Federation”).

Leasehold of land plots within the special economic zones
Leasehold of land plots within the special economic zones
Investor who has obtained the status of a special economic zone resident and is carrying out business
activities within its territory shall be provided under a leasehold agreement with a land plot allotted,
registered in the state cadastral register at a resident account and located within a zone (Clause 2,
Article 32, Chapter 7 of the Federal Law dated July 22, 2005 No. FZ-116 “On Special Economic
Zones in the Russian Federation”).
The land plot shall be provided at a discounted rate, which in on average is 2% of the cadastral value
of the plot. Reducing factors are also stipulated for each of the special economic zones. Thus, a
significant reduction in rental rates compared with the average figures is achieved. For example, the
rent of a plot located within the territory of SEZ JSC Dubna is now 1.50 RUR per sq. meter per year.
For reference:
Cadastral value of a land plot is – a calculated value in monetary terms, determined in accordance
with the duly approved methodology and representing the views of the value of a land plot with regard
to its current use. (Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation dated August 25, 1999, No.
945 “On State Cadastral Value of Lands”)
State cadastral value of land is based on land classification in terms of intended purposes and types of
functional use. Each land plot of special economic zones has its established cadastral value.
Alongside with application on provision of a land plot for rent to be submitted to the managing
company (JSC "SEZ") a resident shall submit the following documents:
1. State Registration Certificate of organization;
2. Certificate of Incorporation as a resident of a SEZ, which is issued by the Ministry of
Economic Development of Russia;
3. Identity document of the applicant’s representative;
4. Credentials of the representative acting on behalf of a legal entity as an applicant.
Service in entering into a land lease agreement are free of charge and shall be provided no later than
within 30 days upon the date of receipt of the application within the required set of documents.
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The timeframes of land lease agreements are at least 1 year and not more than the term of the
agreement on the conduct of relevant activities within the SEZ.
The procedure of calculating rents under lease agreements concluded with the legal entities and
individual entrepreneurs registered as residents is set out by Order of the Ministry of Economic
Development of Russia dated July 14, 2006 No. 190 "On approval of the methodology of calculating
rent under the lease agreements".
The standard land lease agreement for a land plot located in SEZ and being federally or municipalowned was approved by Order of the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia dated April 12,
2006 No. 95 "On approval of standard forms of leases of real estate and land plots for operations".
For reference:
In accordance with Article 35 of the Federal Law dated July 22, 2005 FZ No. 116 “On Special
Economic Zones in the Russian Federation”, a resident of a SEZ – a tenant of a land plot federally
and (or) municipally owned shall not be entitled to sublease the plot and transfer its rights and
obligations under the agreement to another person, to provide the land plot for free use, as well as to
pledge lease rights and to use the plot as a contribution to authorized capitals of business entities, or
as a share in producers’ cooperative.
Buying-out land plots in SEZ by tenants who are owners of real estate property they have
constructed
According to Clause 3, Article 32, Chapter 7 of the Federal Law dated July 22, 2005 No. FZ-116 “On
Special Economic Zones in the Russian Federation”, the tenants of land plots within the boundaries of
special economic zones, being owners of real estate property constructed by them, have the right to
buy land plots located under the property in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation.
The land plot price is determined by the land plot owner in accordance with the Land Code of the
Russian Federation dated October 25, 2001 No. 136-FZ.
To carry out a buy/sell procedure of a land plot the folllowing documents are to be submitted to the
authority of special economic zones:
1. Application for buying out of a land plot containing information about the applicant, the
documents confirming the applicant's title to constructed real estate and details about the land
plot;
2. Cadastral passport issued by the Federal Service for State Registration, Cadastre, and
Cartography (Russian State Register);
3. Extract from the Unified State Register of rights to immovable property and transactions with it
showing the title to the real estate property located on the requested land plot (Russian State
Register);
4. Documents confirming the applicant’s title to real estate properties constructed by him.
As a result of providing the service, a Resolution by the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia
on buying out a leased land plot is issued for a resident.
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Rent of immovable property located within a special economic zone and being federally or
municipally owned
Before renting office space, a company, which has obtained the status of a special economic zone
resident, shall contact the SEZ management company (JSC ”SEZ”) to get assistance in finding free
office space.
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Transparent management system
Authorities involved in SEZ management: Ministry of Economic Development of Russia, JSC “SEZ”,
constituent entities of the Russian Federation
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